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Executive summary
At the outset, this project had three related aims:
1. To document the early experience of the recent Local Decision Making (LDM) policy and
framework from the point of view of the Northern Territory Government (NTG);
2. To establish what motives usually drive the instigation and implementation of such policies;
in the context of government services devolution according to the broad literature, in
remote regions inhabited by Indigenous communities according to policy advocates, and in
the interpretation of key NTG executives who played key roles in carrying it out;
3. To inform the lessons, successes and surprises encountered around implementation and
uptake in the specific context of the Northern Territory’s (NT) remote regions.

Methodological Approach
A preliminary literature examination on ‘decentralisation’ of government services and on ‘local
decision-making’ revealed significant overlaps between the two domains, distinctive terminologies
and analytical lenses, as well as different areas of application. As policy endeavours, they both suffer
from considerable ambiguity around their ultimate goal or motivation, which matters for the sake of
ascertaining success and difficulties. Such assorted purposes are generally acknowledged in the
academic and policy literatures as potentially leading to confused priorities among stakeholders and
within government agencies about the need for the policy, are capable of creating implementation
fatigue and hindering the proper identification of outcomes and/or the recognition of genuine
progress.
The approach adopted to investigate the NTG’s early implementation was to:
1. Conduct a preliminary literature review to uncover generic claims around the rationale for
decentralising government services and identify key purposes (or motivations) pertinent for
the NT context and recent objectives;
2. Interview a small number of high-level executives occupying different positions in the
bureaucracy (within assorted central agencies or regions) and playing distinctives roles in the
NT’s LDM implementation to seek their views on the relevance of the various types of
motivations (or drivers) behind the policy;
3. From those recorded semi-structured interviews, analyse the resulting narratives to extract
cross-driver themes and observations of value for the next phases of the implementation, as
well as valuable for other regions considering similar approaches.

The NT context and its approach to LDM
The following stylized observations apply to the majority of NT remote regions and informed the
selection of references deemed relevant for the sake of informing this overview. They assist
narrowing down the exceptionally wide-ranging literatures concerned with either ‘decentralisation’
or LDM, the following abstract characterisation is proposed, the elements of which have clearly
influenced the NTG approach:
•

i

Structural economic diversity and unequal readiness of NT sub-regions to become more
self-sufficient. The policy directions developed, and their implementation were designed to
account for expected inequalities and differences between regions and communities
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•

•

•

regarding aspirations, needs and capabilities. In that sense, the policy had to envisage
dissimilar levels of readiness, of ambitions to embark towards autonomy which would result
in assorted speeds of engagement.
Focus on government services delivery. In many international and Australian agendas,
specific government services (health, education, housing, etc.) have long been considered
key to social and economic participation improvements and play prominent roles the
literature and in the NTG approach.
Recognition that this is a negotiated process. It is generally agreed that there is no
dominant or one-size-fits-all recipe for decentralisation, nor any unique state-of-the-art or
optimal pathway to progress such an agenda applicable to the majority of regions or
contexts.
Local circumstances play a significant role in roll-out and implementation. There is general
endorsement that any approach is necessarily highly dependent on regional attributes, as
well as external events, distinct local aspirations, existing governance and available
capabilities, etc. and requires an open-ended and possibly erratic process, because it
involves experimentation and evolving priorities. In that sense, the scale, scope, speed,
smoothness and direction of efforts to enhance ‘localisation’ will be specific to each region,
and eventual outcomes necessarily difficult to predict.

The early consultations undertaken while the current government was in opposition have revealed
that the approach should be developed in the spirit of reconciliation, be based on genuine
engagement and not involve coercion. The approach which has resulted is therefore one of ‘opt-in’
where self-defined regions or communities would be invited to select priority services domains that
they would be interested in ‘controlling’ (to a small or large degree), take direct decisions around
and potentially fully operate and be responsible for. Although the NT features highly disconnected
and diverse regions, the balancing act required to address the tension between the central and
bureaucratic impulse to ‘push for reform’ and the well-recognised time required for many regions to
consider and express their willingness to embark in such a journey, and demonstrate their readiness
to tackle its challenges appears universal, although perhaps more extreme in the NT. It is for
instance clearly reflected in the decentralisation experiences at all government levels examined
within the OECD (see appendix 2). The NT case involving very small, relatively isolated and
particularly disengaged remote regions suggests that careful protocols and sensible mechanisms can
be devised to wisely ascertain which particular goals and aspirations such regions could seek to
fulfill, what the journey ahead might entail, and which aspects they should prioritise to advance on
the path towards greater social, political and economic self-reliance.
The ensuing formal process can, in the best case scenarios, lead to agreement-making, transfer of
services and/or assets. It is expected to be complemented by a number of funded capacity-building
and leadership investments described in various public NTG documents and websites which describe
the required steps and principles utilised to assess the readiness of interested regions or
communities.

ii
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Preliminary findings from the literature
Despite the apparently narrow policy purpose of improving government services effectiveness, the
selective literature review undertaken confirmed that academic, government and advocacy papers
present and mix a wide range of motives and justifications to undertake service decentralisation or
LDM. Arguments for decentralisation are often found lacking in process and outcome details, or are
simply applicable to specific service domains (e.g., papers examining the cost-effectiveness of
various models of health or education services). LDM models and goals in contrast are markedly
ambitious in their scopes (social and political empowerment leading to economic self-reliance) over
extensive timeframes. They display a crude consensus on the need for greater ‘engagement’, but do
not explain how the transfer of which responsibilities can lead to empowerment and sustainable
improvements in wellbeing and economic participation.
Even though any evaluation would be premature, it is important to clarify the policy logic. Despite
such clear gaps surrounding those policy frameworks, LDM policies are systematically either
supported or condemned by various political commentators in the public domain who claim that
such policies have achieved (or not) a range of discrete yet ill-specified objectives. This vindicates
our initial analytical efforts to explore and provide greater clarity around those motives, as a basis to
formulate a credible policy direction and narrative, whether the NT implementation itself proves
successful or not in the future.
There is a basic tension between the need to gauge where the policy is leading regional
development, and to examine whether implementation lessons apply similarly across all regions
which can be found within all decentralisation designs and implementation efforts. It is believed that
the NT experience provides a unique opportunity to examine LDM implementation in the
particularly challenging remote context. It identifies relatively universal challenges as well as
distinctive features, the analysis of which carry valuable and generalizable lessons for many other
types of regions contemplating similar devolution of services.

A categorisation of abstract motives for undertaking decentralisation (or LDM)
Much of the vagueness surrounding narratives applying to decentralisation or LDM arguments arises
from the variety of contexts and applications. The diversity of socio-economic and political contexts
was alluded above (and is well discussed in the literature) and the distinct technocratic and
administrative requirements of key services domains, such as education, health and housing, lead to
different types of implementation. As decentralisation or LDM refer to the displacement of a
decision locus inserted in the service provision chain, even at the most basic level many aspects
must be clarified before the rationale and policy logic can be established:
•
•
•
•

What is transferred? (administrative control over service, decision mechanism, jobs,
resources, funding ability, etc) Is it devolution or a spatial shift?
To which geo-political or administrative level? Do they already have capacity and
governance to take on the challenge? (regional, local, community, or mixed)
How? (how much, for whom, by whom, where, in what manner, under which social, cultural
and language protocols)
At what price or costs (decentralisation of anything and everything can always be
contemplated, but there are clearly

The literature is filled with idiosyncratic arguments regarding the manner in which devolution or
spatial shift of decisions, responsibilities or jobs will solve a problem or improve ‘something’. To
iii
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simulate the language of evaluation theory, LDM advocates refer repeatedly by sketchily to a
number of ‘mechanisms’ by which services delivery, government and/or communities will be better
off, the main arguments for decentralisation being listed below:
•
•
•
•

Better understanding of local preferences and needs if decisions are made locally
Trust capital built with local population when services are designed or managed locally
Better ability to offer suitable/adapted options (regarding services bundles) from better
engagement
Greater ability to convince service recipients to co-invest (attend schools, attend medical
appointments, deal with private circumstances or challenges, etc.) if better relationships
between the government bureaucracy and communities or regions.

The range of outcomes is equally broad and should match the diversity of mechanisms envisioned.
Typically, they appear to vary on the surface between strict ‘decentralisation’ arguments and LDM
long-term aspirational discourse, but in reality, often incorporate the same configurations of
anticipated improved outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Greater effectiveness (objective measures) and satisfaction (subjective experience) with
services provision, incorporating cost-effectiveness principles;
Better engagement with, and approval of bureaucracy and government policies;
Demonstrable direct long-term outcomes (around typical wellbeing drivers; education,
health, justice, housing, etc.)
Aspirational wellbeing goals (sense of autonomy, self-reliance, economic participation)

The typology developed and proposed in this report aims to reflect fairly universal arguments or
‘rationales’ for decentralisation and LDM across contexts, yet relevant to the NT LDM. These were
utilised to frame the interviews with NTG executives and try to assess what importance they would
attach to each, if they saw conflicts or tensions between them, and whether a logical sequence of
motives could be suggested to exist when organising implementation. The following abstract
motives emerge as capable of covering the majority of arguments:
Motive #1: Efficiency rationale
Efficiency or cost-effectiveness rationale dominate the academic literature applied to specific
services, as arguments are mounted to explain why and when services fail particularly often in
remote regions, and why the geographical, political and administrative distance between providers,
designers and recipients plays a central role. References are typically made to communications,
trust, tacit local information and the reduction of transaction costs.

iv
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Motive #2: Equity rationale
Political arguments around regional, and in particular remote, inequities are common and refer
sometimes to being forgotten and the lack of a political voice centrally, to the lack of understanding
of real remote needs (who needs it and what they need), and the inability of central agencies to
match services with investments in capabilities. While reducing the distance (social, spatial, cultural
and cognitive) between services providers and recipients appears to constitute a natural response, it
is relatively equivocal around how ‘fairness’ is likely to be improved, impartiality is to be maintained
and how cost-effectiveness can be gauged.

Motive #3: Regional workforce and development
Local and regional political entities endlessly raise those arguments which occupy a significant place,
especially in the grey literature, for instance government-led inquiry submissions. These range
between credible claims about how to decentralise capabilities to contribute to regional wellbeing at
one end, and crude populism envisioning multiplier effects in places where capabilities are limited,
place attractiveness (to retain the workforce) a challenge, wellbeing and infrastructure a
fundamental barrier, and skills difficult to upgrade.

v
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Motive #4: Revitalisation of social contract with regions
These arguments dominate government narratives, including at the time of elections, around how
the latter intend to create frameworks improving regional stakeholders’ ‘voices’ and ability to inform
and participate (here specifically around government services provision and design) but also to
change the balance between always being at the receiving end of initiatives and funding
opportunities, towards being deliberately involved in framing those opportunities.

Motive #5: Innovation stimulus and targeted disruption
The aspirations found in various literatures and expressed in the diagram above emanate generally
from contemporary narratives associated with innovative regional economies which seldom easily fit
the reality of the most remote and government-reliant communities where leadership, governance
capabilities and skills are in short-supply, and generally difficult to retain locally. Yet, the need for
localised solutions to services provision bottlenecks, independently from centrally-located
government agencies and their internal backyard politics is often claimed to constitute major
barriers to local initiatives and experimentation.

Findings from the interviews with NTG executives
Although the interviews were only loosely structured and most interviewees provided their own
overview and stories around LDM, it was rightly anticipated that the drivers and motivations behind
the policy, the expectations those raised and their early experience with decentralisation initiatives
would feature highly in the discussions, and that most types of ‘motives’ would feature.
Respondents provided examples potential improvement (and slow progress) across all categories of
motives, generally reflecting their own roles and perspectives. But they also examined counterarguments cautioning against expecting excessively simplistic linear logical connections between
such a policy vision and what it can and cannot deliver (especially in since the beginning of its
relatively short life). In all, it is apparent that from interviewing well-informed executives involved in
implementing the policy and knowledgeable of government narratives, they would all endorse the
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broad political objective behind the policy (fitting type 4 motives) and the broad purpose of reestablishing a balance between central and regional economic opportunities (type 2 motive).
Interviewees holding regional coordination responsibilities were slightly more prone to emphasize
and give examples connected to workforce development aspects (type 3 motives) while agency
executives with responsibilities to deliver specific services domains (education, health or housing)
had clear interests in demonstrating (and identifying limits to) efficiency and equity improvements
pertaining to their spheres of responsibilities.
The detailed analysis of interviews undertaken by researchers also aimed to identify possible
tangential tensions between those drivers or motives, including potential divergence in interests
between government stakeholders occupying distinct positions. The LDM process was in general
presented by interviewees as a way to resolve or at least manage (not always successfully) preexisting place-specific frictions that undermined prospective economic participation intentions.
Interviewees were predictably well-informed and clearer in their views around implementation
lessons, in particular the success stories associated with those communities or regions which had led
or adopted the LDM process and had become NT exemplars in that capacity. Some commented
cautiously on the relative passivity of many other regions or communities apparently not ready or
willing to participate in the LDM to take greater responsibilities in the critical services domains
prescribed by the policy despite clear encouragements to do so. The extensive number of ‘low
ambition’ regions was noted by some executives as surprising (to the NTG bureaucracy) and
disappointing, as they reflected on this first phase of the policy as their expectations had been for
overwhelming demand to participate.
Despite that drawback, when prompted respondents dismissed the wisdom of any attempt to force
greater participation and/or stimulate ambitions, which they claim would go against the essence of
the ‘opt in’ policy, and of the reconciliation spirit behind it.
When asked to reflect on the factors that influenced the response or perspectives of different
regions, interviewees emphasized
• the greater relative coherence of some regions,
• the significant role played by pre-existing governance structures (including established
community-controlled organisations) capable of ensuring a relatively fair and balanced
representation of various categories of remote residents within a region allowing them to
settle on joint aspirations,
• the particular challenges existing around assets and infrastructure transfers, and
• the essential but slow process of building leadership while revising governance capabilities
within these regions.
Those lessons are of universal interest and relatively new in their application to some of the most
remote and disengaged regions in Australia, and significant in that sense. The findings and the
typology offered are valuable for the sake of advancing LDM practice especially across remote
regional contexts, yet practices will remain highly place-specific as the journey ahead appears
lengthy for the most communities attempting to bridge social and economic connections with the
rest of Australia. Optimistic and integrated examples featuring recent progress can be found in
Appendix 4.
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Introduction
The main aim of this project was to review key insights associated with decentralisation as a policy,
and to document the original conceptual development of the Northern Territory Government’s
(NTG) Local Decision Making (thereafter LDM) framework focusing on local participation of remote
communities in the provision of government services. There is an extensive yet fragmented
literature surrounding decentralisation and LDM as it has been pursued in various countries
worldwide. Given the methodological heterogeneity and variable findings of this literature, a
comprehensive review of all relevant disciplinary perspectives is neither feasible nor desirable, and a
simple and selective review is undertaken instead (see appendices 1 to 3), for the purpose of
examining the particular interpretations of motives justifying such policies, and how they can fit with
the NT context and its recent implementation (across a number of different types of communities or
regions). It is undertaken to help the identification of likely tensions and possible limitations, or
adjustments required to progress towards any of those objectives and address intricate local
challenges as they arise. The project is not intended to constitute an evaluation (not even formative)
nor to design an evaluation framework; yet it aims to clarify and uncover the deep logic and drivers
for the policy which are essential for future evaluations or reviews of the policy design.
Given the types of communities and service delivery challenges found in the NT, the perspective
taken in this overview is to initially reflect on the government viewpoint(s) and keep the ‘service
delivery focus’ central because it is universally highlighted as a rationale, despite the fact that many
other economic, social and political by-products of the policy are conceivable. Hence policymakers
and analysts alike attempt to frame the abstract notion that more ‘engagement’ with peripheral
constituencies is sought-after. They usually interpret this as activating a critical institutional lever to
reach longer-term and loosely envisioned aspirations by communities assumed to be willing and
capable of agreeing on a harmonised future. Hence, it is not unusual to find in advocacy and
academic circles policy narratives framed outside the narrow and instrumental purpose of improving
government services effectiveness which envision more idealistic and abstract social or political
goals. But the latter are often found lacking in process and outcome details. Beyond a crude
consensus on the need for greater ‘engagement’, one finds in the international literatures very
limited agreement on where the responsibility to improve economic and social participation
objectives ultimately lies, as such utopian visioning constitute fundamental political economy
questions. In particular whether the responsibility ultimately resides with citizens or with
government representatives cannot be approached outside distinct cultural and ideological frames
of reference. In that sense, the general view permeating both the decentralisation and LDM
literatures that governments must ‘listen to locals’ and loosen their grip on local affairs at the outset
is unsurprising but by necessity ambiguous. Yet the responsibility to articulate aspirations, to show
shared determination to pursue real and self- supported changes and to build capabilities to move
forward rests with the distinct groups, clans, communities, localities or regions choosing to embark
on this path. This broad perspective and connected general principles extracted from the
mainstream literatures have been guiding the inception of the Northern Territory LDM approach.
As alluded to above, the literatures on LDM or decentralisation policy overviewed in appendices 1, 2
and 3 are excessively diverse in terms of political contexts, socio-economic settings and political or
academic agendas. This implies that findings, lessons learned and observations arising from other
locations than the NT need to be appraised for their relevance to the latter. Significant influential
work from the OECD in Europe and North American identified key valuable constructs to understand
the forces at play but does not necessarily reflect challenges pertinent to remote NT contexts.

1
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To frame the NT policy formulation, the following stylized observations applying to the majority of
NT remote regions needed to be considered for the selection of useful yet sufficiently diverse
references with the potential to inform this overview and narrow down this exceptionally wideranging literature:
•

•

•

•

2

Structural economic diversity and unequal readiness of NT sub-regions to become more
self-sufficient. The policy directions developed, and their implementation were designed to
account for expected inequalities between regions and communities regarding aspirations,
needs and capabilities. In that sense, the policy had to envisage dissimilar levels of
readiness, of ambitions to move towards autonomy and likely assorted speeds of
engagement.
Focus on government services delivery. In many international and Australian agendas,
specific government services (health, education, housing, etc.) have long been considered
key to social and economic participation improvements.
Recognition that this is a negotiated process. It is generally agreed that there is no
dominant or one-size-fits-all recipe for decentralisation, nor any unique state-of-the-art or
optimal pathway to progress such an agenda applicable to the majority of regions or
contexts.
Local circumstances playing a significant role in roll-out and implementation. There is
general endorsement that any approach is necessarily highly dependent on regional
attributes, as well as external events, distinct local aspirations, existing governance and
available capabilities, etc. and requires an open-ended and possibly erratic process, because
it involves experimentation and probable evolving priorities. In that sense, the scale, scope,
speed, smoothness and direction of efforts to enhance ‘localisation’ will be specific to each
region, and eventual outcomes necessarily difficult to predict.
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The Northern Territory approach
While the focus of this project is specifically on the recent Local Decision Making (LDM) framework
being developed in the Northern Territory of Australia’s (NT) remote communities and regions, our
literature overview does not dwell on revising its actual implementation. The details of its intended
approach can be found in the public domain, and preliminary evaluations are in development.
Rather it examines initially the large number of disparate motivations found in the literature
supporting decentralisation and categorises them (appendix 1), in the specific context of
government services provision. Such assorted purposes are generally acknowledged in the academic
and policy literatures as potentially leading to confused priorities among stakeholders and within
government agencies, capable of creating implementation fatigue and hindering the proper
identification of outcomes and/or the recognition of genuine progress.
Announced as the Barunga Agreement in the form of a joint Land Councils and Northern Territory
Government Statement, the framework needed to launch the upcoming NT-LDM initially took the
form of an MoU acknowledging the range of Aboriginal interests in the Territory, and that all
Aboriginal people should have the opportunity to be fully engaged in the NT society and economy;
and that non-Aboriginal people need to be brought along in this process. In its developing form, the
LDM supports a range of objectives initially mainly linked to government services delivery and
involves deliberately a large amount of flexibility (from both community and government
perspectives). The policy logic is described (IAP2 2019) as:
Local Decision Making (LDM) is providing a pathway for Aboriginal people and organisations to
take control of the delivery of government services and programs in their communities in the
Northern Territory of Australia. The Community Control Continuum, based on the IAP2 Public
Participation Spectrum, is an important tool in the LDM framework, helping Aboriginal people
identify the extent to which they wish to be involved in the governance of their community. The
spectrum ranges from inform to empower allowing leaders to decide for themselves how things
are done in their community and their level of participation moving forward, ultimately leading to
greater self-determination. …
The Northern Territory Government has an ambitious reform agenda to transform the
relationship it has with Aboriginal Territorians in order to support self-determination.
Underpinning this strategy is Local Decision Making (LDM), a 10-year community driven process
under which government is ceding decision making back to Aboriginal communities. LDM is a
Whole of Government policy endorsed by Cabinet in August 2018 envisaging Aboriginal
Territorians determining their own future through the transition of services and programs from
government to community control. The basic premise of LDM is local decisions are the best
decisions, acknowledging there is no one homogenous Aboriginal Northern Territory and those in
community understand the issues and challenges of their community better than those in the
urban capital Aboriginal, Darwin. The LDM process is guided by five principles, namely selfdetermination, place based, flexible, co design and community control.
Implementation to date has been a dynamic and negotiated process, the main components being
described also on the same website:
Currently there are nine signed LDM agreements between government and communities across
the Northern Territory. In line with LDM’s guiding principles, these agreements take different
forms and encompass various service delivery aspirations and associated levels of control. The
Groote Archipelago LDM agreement provides a good illustration and demonstrates the possible
extent of community led decision making. The Groote Archipelago is located approximately 650
3
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km east of Darwin off the coast of East Arnhem Land and includes Groote Eylandt and numerous
small islands. In November 2018, the Northern Territory Government and Anindilyakwa Land
Council signed the Agreement outlining identified services delivered by government in the region
that would be transferred over time to community and short, medium and long term priorities.
The Agreement requires detailed plans to be developed for each priority detailing how the
transition from government to community control will occur.
To date, three Implementation Plans have been signed including Housing, Economic Development
and Law, Justice and Rehabilitation. The Housing Implementation Plan seeks to see all community
housing transfer from the Northern Territory Government to the newly established community
controlled Anindilyakwa Housing Aboriginal Corporation. On the Community Control Continuum,
this is an example of community involvement at the ‘Empower’ level as decisions will be made by
the community through the Anindilyakwa Housing Aboriginal Corporation with little operational
involvement from government. In relation to the Law, Justice and Rehabilitation Implementation
Plan, the initiatives identified by community include establishing a Cultural Rehabilitation Centre
as an alternative to youth detention and a Law and Order Group to advise the Cultural
Rehabilitation Centre. Community have also signalled their desire to participate in Community
Courts and develop other community safety initiatives. These programs are at the ‘Involve’ level
as community seeks to have greater input when Anindilyakwa people have contact with the
justice system and the following rehabilitation but acknowledge the need to operate within the
existing justice system. Work is now underway developing the next Implementation Plan around
Education.
The statements above reflect the policy intent, driven by a number of superficially congruent
motives ranging across political, societal, economic, and service delivery effectiveness ambitions.
These are currently being negotiated, co-designed and built-in ways that intend to reflect the
diversity of local or regional contexts and aspirations. The full policy statement found on the NTG
website refers to regions that have signed LDM agreements around transferring control over various
service domains according to their own priorities, their views around the steps needed towards
greater empowerment, and specific initiatives they want to lead or simply shape and support.
Implementation models are being developed at a pace aligned with community needs potentially
allowing careful thought to be given to local priorities and potential rethinking around domains of
control.
The everyday practice of the NTG LDM policy, involves different government agencies and
departments working with local communities and groups to identify local priorities and to facilitate
shifts to local control and delivery of services delivery in relation to these priorities. At the
operational level, there is often little discussion of LDM as both a practical task for government, and
a shift in modes of governance as the NTG moves towards more decentralised and localised
practices of decision making and services delivery. In this project, we have actively brought together
key themes and insights arising from the literature that attends to shifts towards more devolved and
decentralised governance practices, and the everyday activities and understandings of government
staff involved in this work in the NT.
While LDM is not a new idea for governments or communities, and various communities have taken
greater responsibility for the delivery of primary health care services and aspects of education
design for over 20 years, a greater sense of the required process and key components (involving
agreements, opt-in/opt-out options, co-assessment of readiness, built-in flexibility, investments in
capabilities, leadership and management competencies, etc) is now arising to consider better ways
to entice hesitant communities or regions to participate and how to shape the implementation

4
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process to be prepared for diverse levels of enthusiasm towards, and engagement with, such policies
while aiming to support steady, ongoing improvements. And while evaluation strategies are
currently being developed (within NTG with Charles Darwin University (CDU) input) in ways that
reflect place-specificity and flexible methodology to account for local aspirations, it is recognised
that in line with the design and stated intentions of this policy; there are a variety of ways success
may be described by communities, policymakers or government agencies at the forefront of service
delivery.
By its very nature, decentralisation or LDM is a multi-layered policy exercise. Beyond the practical
need to examine the NTG’s LDM early experience and narrative, it is of interest to note that the
emergence of decentralisation and LDM policies provide a unique insight into an age-old academic
debate about the nature of policy-making; particularly around the question of whether governments
can genuinely hope to shape social and economic lives by engineering institutions and regulatory
frameworks aiming to achieve agreed and predictable goals. In the context of decentralisation policy
agendas targeting small communities, questions necessarily arise about the lack of clarity around the
final destination of the policy journey. Despite its recognised popularity, some have claimed that
decentralisation constitutes a policy direction in search of a rationale, often expected to deliver an
excessively wide range of outcomes. This is in part due to the fact that decentralisation reforms
blend technocratic motivations (the objective of delivering more effectively and fairly services to
small communities) with broader political aspirations (of enhancing economic self-sufficiency, of
empowering communities to exercise local control and building regional capabilities). In many ways
the policy framework established by the NT has anticipated the fact that regional diversity would
require cautious preparatory steps, and the ensuing need to gauge the thirst for greater control
across regions. This entailed setting the right environment to build trust that the policy direction is
genuinely supported (beyond populist rhetoric which can be hollow) and that genuine institutional
adjustments would allow for realistic shifts in responsibilities.
The balancing act required to address the tension between the central desire to ‘push for reform’
and the time required for many regions to consider and express their willingness to embark in that
journey and demonstrate readiness to tackle its challenges appears itself universal. It is for instance
clearly reflected in the decentralisation experiences at all government levels examined within the
OECD (see appendix 2). The NT case involving very small, remote and often disconnected NT regions
shows how careful protocols and sensible mechanisms can be wisely devised to ascertain which
particular goals and aspirations dissimilar (and sometimes exceptionally disengaged) regions could
seek to fulfill, what the journey ahead might entail, and which aspects they should prioritise to
advance on the path towards greater self-reliance.
Among many competing academic views of the purpose and aim of broad policy reforms in general,
Hogwood and Gunn (1984) reviewed the fundamental dichotomy between rationalist and
incremental policymaking perspectives or models. They proceed by distinguishing two distinct idealtypes of policy narratives, the first representing the policy process as purely instrumental when it is
focused on finding the best way to attain agreed-on goals (referring to Simon 1983 as the rationalist
perspective) and those that aim to incrementally respond to democratic inclinations while
recognising ever-changing nature of ‘public tastes’ depicting the task of policy as to uncover fickle
social preferences (referring to Lindblom 1959 as the incrementalist or ‘muddling through’
perspective). Building on that symbolic opposition between perspectives, it is possible to situate
decentralisation and LDM policies between those poles as they simultaneously[a] aim to discover
distinctive and evolving community preferences regarding local control on the one hand, [b] they
recognise the absence of unanimously established short-term goals at the outset (or universal
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motives or drivers for those policies), and yet [c] they ambitiously aspire to trigger important
changes with material consequence, services effects and political outcomes. Yet, LDM policies will be
either supported or condemned by various political commentators for achieving (or not) a range of
discrete yet ill-specified objectives. This vindicates our preliminary analytical efforts to explore and
provide greater clarity around those motives, and our attempt to formulate an increasingly credible
policy direction and narrative, whether it proves successful or not in the future. These basic tensions
between the need to gauge where the policy is leading regional development, and to examine
whether implementation lessons apply similarly across all regions arise can be found within all
decentralisation design and implementation efforts. It is expected that the NT experience provides a
unique perspective on those context, in a particularly challenging remote contexts and yet carry
valuable and generalizable lessons for many other types of regions.

6
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Analysis of Northern Territory Government interviewees’ narratives
Methodology
Since there is a well-recognised vagueness surrounding the motives for advocating and
implementing decentralisation or LDM policies which could help formulate testable hypotheses, this
project required steps be taken to identify candidates likely to act as drivers for those policies, and
to loosely test their relevance through interviews with key stakeholders that witnessed and had
direct involvement in the early phases of the NT approach.
The overall research entails:
1. identifying those generic motives and somewhat ill-defined drivers,
2. assessing state-of-the-art knowledge arising from international decentralisation practices, as
well as
3. reporting on recommended approaches fitting the remote NT context described by the
stylized observations listed above.
These are tackled in sequence. Appendix 1 describes the selected generic motivations for
decentralisation as found in the academic and relevant policy literatures, providing examples of the
ways those have been advocated as rationales for the policy, as well as counter-arguments
expressing doubt about their validity. Appendix 2 overviews a recent, evidence-based overview of
decentralisation forces operating internationally, and of the most recent understanding of the
determinants of their effectiveness (OECD 2019). Appendix 3 summarizes recommendations made
by Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC 2017) at the instigation of the Northern Territory Government
following the commitments it made that led to the formulation of the framework. Together the
content of these appendices served as the backbone for the line of questioning used in the
interviews, and the policy narratives constructed around them.

Selection of interviewees
The choice of respondents was deliberately restricted to high-level NTG bureaucrats (to ensure this
research would not be erroneously construed as an evaluation) but emphasized differences in
perspectives that would be associated with specific roles within government institutions. The
interviewing procedure was itself informed by the literature reviews found in the appendices and
conveyed the researchers’ viewpoint about what was expected from respondents:
•
•
•
•

•
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The research’s interest in understanding distinct expectations around the LDM policy from
the point of view of various roles – with an emphasis on ‘regional coordination’ roles and
‘agency lead’ roles;
The recognitions that most respondents would have their own ‘narrative’ suiting their
positions and personal perspectives, they were all based on valuable process and policy
knowledge;
The assumption that all respondents would be to some extent eager to shape the resulting
NT LDM policy narrative;
That the process would be ‘unstructured’, that they did not have to be asked questions and
expected that most relevant ‘themes’ would generally feature, but that researchers would
prompt interviewees for views and examples at different stages to understand whether
some themes were simply considered irrelevant or forgotten;
That researchers had specific interest in the themes/motives behind LDM, early
implementation lessons, early success, surprises, limitations, and disappointments as well as
obvious improvements required;
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•

Contrast with other jurisdictions and valuable learning to diffuse;

Seven (7) interviews were agreed with, planned and conducted involving Northern Territory
Government (NTG) staff holding relevant responsibilities at senior administrative levels and playing
key roles around the implementation of LDM in the NT.
By design, the purposeful sample incorporated NTG executives directly involved either as:
•
•
•

regional coordinators from three northern remote regions that featured communities which
had been flagged as initially particularly keen to be involved in the LDM,
three executives from priority agencies targeted by the policy at the time (education,
health, housing), and
one high-level senior executive overseeing both the design and early implementation of the
policy from the Department of the Chief Minister.

In all, the separate interviews eventually all took the form of semi-structured deliberations about the
context, design, execution, and learnings reflecting the initial experience of LDM NTG stakeholders in
the NT. Interviewers sought to allow those senior staff to reflect on their personal perspectives,
successes and challenges associated with that phase. The list of topics of interest that had emerged
from the ‘decentralisation’ and ‘LDM’ literature overviews were shared with respondents prior to
the interviews, which encouraged them to focus on plausible drivers, tensions, implementation
observations, and analytical contemplations.
All the audio-recorded interviewees covered without much prompting the majority of topics,
although respondents emphasized different aspects and in different orders. Transcripts were initially
created using available facilitating technology, then discussion elements were selected and assigned
to those topics separately by the three researchers. They were subsequently assembled and
contrasted to each other by all researchers and for all respondents; to extract generalisable
observations, sometimes differing interpretations (across regions and across NTG agency
perspectives) and possible disagreements. The topic areas organised below as ‘drivers’ and ‘themes’
summarise and organise the discussion points covered during the interviews and have been used to
shape the analysis.
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Respondents’ views on the motivations driving LDM in the NT
As established in the literature overview discussed in appendices 1 to 3, despite almost universal and
well-recognised trends towards decentralisation in the world and increasing advocacy for LDM
across geo-political environments including remote Aboriginal regions, the political and discursive
motives behind those tendencies remain vague and appear somewhat inconsistent. The purposes of
decentralisation seem to vary substantially across places, jurisdictional contexts and phases of
implementation which makes the policy direction itself appear arbitrary, sometimes difficult to
defend politically and potentially easily reversible. It was argued in our introduction that attempting
to get a better handle about expectations, from governments and communities eventually, of what
can result from LDM is valuable to address any threat to its sustainability and learning potential, as
policy and program evaluations will eventually be sought. The literature overview itself suggested
that a encountering a wide array of expectations (within institutions or among the public)
surrounding those policies is common, and that this creates communications difficulties (potentially
generates prospects for those opposing it), challenges governments’ efforts to create a coherent
narrative about implementation and speed and scope of deployment, as well as undermine the
practical aspects of framing subsequent evaluations when different stakeholders (sometimes mainly
within the same government or its bureaucracy) could interpret the intent of the policy differently.
The interviews sought to extract the understandings of the seven (7) respondents over the purpose,
successes, and difficulties around the achievements of the policy in a non-systematic manner; and
sometimes prompted for examples of outcomes. Responses commonly blended elements of the
many drivers listed below (discussed in more details in appendix 1) which are discussed sequentially
for analytical purposes.

Driver 1: Service delivery efficiency and cost-effectiveness
A key motive highlighted by the literature for decentralising government services refers to the
augmented ability (greater efficiency or lower cost) to deliver services (particularly in remote
regions) because of expected better use of local knowledge. This sometimes refers to more adapted
or flexible delivery processes, better understanding of user needs and better communications about
benefits and access conditions (including communication in local language). Improvements could
also be attributed to the greater trust experienced by would-be service recipients interacting with
local providers when those beneficiaries need to co-invest (either incur costs to access services,
change their behaviours, obtain and use equipment, attend school or clinics, follow instructions, etc)
for the services to reach their objectives. Many prevailing examples are provided and discussed in
the literature review. From the responses given by NTG executives, well-functioning service delivery
systems can be loosely interpreted as being more efficient or more cost-effective, especially given
the need to consider the amount of resources required to attain specific outcomes, usually observed
to be significantly higher in remote locations.
During the interviews, respondents appear to take for granted that improving service effectiveness
needed to constitute one of the ultimate outcomes and did not feel the need to emphasize how this
would be achieved. The following extracted observations summarise both widespread beliefs and
display a few minor differences in interpretation:
•
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Most respondents considering how services would improve emphasized the benefits arising
from establishing trust (through engagement, and so on) and improving communications as
the key for increasing the effectiveness of services provides; through the presence of
localised and trusted government employees facilitated by the LDM processes, rather than
elements of the policy per se;
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•

•

•

•

•

•
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Respondents from the three key agencies interviewed for this report, argued that LDM
principles had been recognised informally prior to the strict LDM policy, had been applied
and in fact were becoming the modus operandi in many locations and domains, although not
equally established in all locations or domains (suggesting uncertainty about its scope). They
suggested it had in the past (prior to the LDM implementations) not been formally endorsed
with the bureaucracy as a desirable direction across the board, the focus having been on
troubleshooting issues associated with specific services domains;
Respondents refer frequently to the advantages of undertaking service delivery adjustments
so as to incorporate socio-cultural contextual behaviour or constraints. They provide some
anecdotal and plausible indications that this might lead to greater performance because of
lesser interruptions to service delivery (e.g., student attendance taking into account funerals
or seasonal adjustments to school year dates) although it must be noted that such initiatives
generally preceded LDM and have yet to be verified by clear evidence;
Respondents felt it was too early to provide examples where greater cost-effectiveness
could be credibly measured and demonstrated given the lengthy preparation and
investments phases supporting early LDM implementation. Some suggested that broader
improvements across the board (cross-community agreement, governance, capabilities,
clearer and sustainable funding channels, etc.) would need to be observed first before
specific and measurable services improvements could be documented;
Regional coordinators in particular, link cost-effectiveness improvements around services to
LDM’s focus on governance enhancements which have in some locations facilitated regional
coordination and planning (within- and cross-regions). There is thus a plausible connection
between efficiency and LDM efforts to setup functioning governance frameworks yet
attributing those improvements to the policy itself would be premature. Some coordinators
indeed hesitated to foreshadow precise services improvements. They argued that until
major changes within regional institutional settings, as well as improvements in remote
Aboriginal corporations’ readiness, and a genuine rethink of government funding
mechanisms in regional NT (currently largely grants-based) could occur, focus should be on
supporting capabilities in remote regions to allow remote residents and leaders to articulate
their needs.
In some cases, greater services delivery system effectiveness was identified as a more likely
outcome of LDM due to the flexibility to address local issues in a rapid and decentralised
manner, presumably leading to accelerated and flexible regional responses to unexpected
challenges;
Agency executives (from education, health, and housing) equally acknowledged difficulties in
demonstrating the value or discrete improvements that could be attributed to the LDM due
to overlapping layers of transformation needed. Some argued that LDM-thinking or ideas
were already well underway prior to the enactment of a LDM policy validating those
intentions. This is factual and verifiable to some extent, but it must be noted that the three
agencies and domains that were selected have been so because of their historical intention,
and progress, to provide decentralised services in regions where sufficient scale allowed for
cost-effective transfers. Other conditions included whether Commonwealth government
funding could complement and support decentralisation, and whether reliable governance
capabilities and technical or administrative skills could both be found locally. Those
respondents identified many services that had become sub-contracted to local organisations
(local governments, corporations, NGOs or businesses) and also conceded that prior to the
policy, disparate and ad hoc service delivery models had started to emerge that were not
necessarily endorsed by government policy, nor receiving bipartisan support that would
safeguard their sustainability.
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Driver 2: Fairness and equity in access and quality of services
In the context of social and economic analysis pertaining to Aboriginal communities or regions,
‘remoteness’ is often utilised formally and informally as a proxy for substandard government
services, in terms of access, overall availability and/or quality. The preliminary literature review
showed that some discourse focused on addressing such a services gap is sometimes portrayed as a
persisting human rights issue. It would be fair to say that major policy interventions such at the ‘NT
Intervention’ and its successor ‘Closing the Gap’ were advocated and had been justified politically on
the basis of numerous documented sources inequality affecting future wellbeing, in particular with
respect to the domains of education, health, housing and justice. In many ways, the question of
equity (or more loosely defined fairness) is difficult to split from that of cost-effectiveness when
examining the role of distance and scale as determinants of services delivery and identify the
potential benefits of decentralisation. Almost by definition the cost of providing services in remote
regions remains prohibitive in one direction, and perceptions of inequalities engenders scepticism
about governments’ intentions and resentment towards service providers, which underpin lower
participation, effectiveness and eventually outcomes. In that context, lesser government services
quality or higher costs present themselves as two sides of the same coin which LDM might help
tackling simultaneously, with a view to incrementally close any particular well-recognised services
gap. During interviews, the respondents were more elusive with respect to the nature of inequities
that the LDM might address, and the policy mechanisms that would perhaps enhance fairness
generally:
•

•

•

•
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At the outset, most respondents appear (in their self-guided narratives) to interpret
‘fairness’ as a derivative of engagement; equating a fair process as one that proclaims all can
‘have a voice’. They also emphasize the symbolic benefits or value associated with the
practice of interacting, negotiating and being offered choices (for instance to select priority
services or ways of managing those) rather than precise impacts on quantifiable indicators of
services access or quality. Letting communities or regions determine which services to
prioritise and how by ‘taking the lead and then eventually ownership’ is perceived to be the
basis for fairness and sometimes stated as the sought ‘outcome’ in itself. The subjective and
likely everchanging ‘representativeness’ of various groups of stakeholders in negotiated
governance processes can become the main gauge for equity, but this perception was noted
to remain excessively arbitrary and perhaps simplistic by one respondent;
The ability of distinct regions or communities to self-identify where they sit or belong on the
spectrum of readiness and ‘independence’ was interpreted by some respondents as a
meaningful source of fairness, because LDM offers different opportunities for regions with
different needs and aspirations.
Reflecting on improvements in community consensus, some NTG executives identified
beneficial perceptions of greater fairness as having resulted from LDM. They provided
examples linked to the setting of priorities and decision-making processes surrounding
housing where specific groups of historically politically competing Traditional Owners and
homeland leaders (holding strict and discordant interpretations of what is “fair”) were
brought together and devised agreements which have since produced shared benefits and
made it feasible to coordinate otherwise convoluted and diverging preferences;
Initiatives linked with greater access to government procurement and contracts in remote
regions (although pertaining essentially to the next driver examining regional development)
were also flagged as a result of LDM-facilitated government processes attempting to address
perceived inequalities occurring in the bush, and the usual disadvantages felt by remote
businesses and corporations regarding public sector contracting.
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Although not really the result of clearly documented or evaluated trends, our preliminary discussions
with NTG executives around any observable connections between LDM and more equitable
outcomes for remote regions indicated an unease because different regions (the main
administrative pillars for LDM coordination) and distinct communities or sub-regions (within those
regions) have displayed relatively contrasting paths around the policy. In particular, the fact that
some regions demonstrated readiness and keenness to embark and take control of some domains
means that they were capable of accessing LDM-specific support resources to do so (although less
ready regions were not directly penalised as a result). Hence this observation does not automatically
point at a “fairness shortcoming” of the policy because it is reasonable to speculate that those
comparatively unprepared (governance-wise), fragmented, passive, or reluctant regions have
probably (pre-LDM) been traditionally disadvantaged with respect to their ability to act on most
opportunities.

Driver 3: Economic participation: Employment and economic development opportunities
In contrast to the previous two drivers, respondents did not have to be prompted about the
possibility that some regions might have wished for the LDM policy to impact on job and business
creations locally. They gave plausible and predictable examples of LDM’s likely contribution towards
delivering effective levers that could boost regional economies. It must be noted that among the
examples provided both by the regional coordinators and agency executives, the same regions
emerge as credible ‘champions’, as respondents claimed those constituted ‘low-hanging fruit’ for the
policy implementation. Those relatively well-prepared or even ready regions typically incorporated
relatively likeminded citizens and organisations with relatively converging aspirations. They were
ostensibly ready to formalise their ambitions through agreements and in the best-case scenarios
were supported by past favourable financial investments, as well as consistent governance
institutions.
Generalising across the regions involved, a high-level executive expressed the view that from the
viewpoint of those communities or regions, job creation obviously dominated over improvements in
government services as a motive to participate in LDM, although these were clearly not strictly
mutually exclusive. Another respondent commented on strong and latent feelings of reminiscence
found in some remote communities towards ‘old CDEP arrangements’ that residents had sometimes
construed as renumerated work, and which they were keen to re-experience, perhaps through the
LDM.
While the engagement and regional brainstorming processes to identify priority aspirations differed
considerably between regions, ‘job creation’ was the foremost, and remained the most universal
component aspect of economic development driving the decentralisation process. In some
instances, there was a later and moderate shift towards undertaking strategic investments in social
services. Irrespective, job creation appears to have been driving the choice of priorities and was not
clear to respondent whether shifting towards different goals would systematically ensue, and if
predictable evolutionary phases of community aspirations would result as competing stakeholders’
interests.
Respondents described some initiatives that arose in those regions who took up the opportunity:
•
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Most respondents discussed the linkages between ‘money flowing’ in communities due to
the LDM policy process, and the creation of new opportunities and jobs in a variety of ways.
Many referred to the ‘Groote Agreement’ as a success story which had been made possible
by that community’s favourable governance context and its pre-existing wealth
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•

•

•

•

•
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accumulated from resources exploitation, which few other remote regions could envision.
Others specifically described the visible ‘new wealth’ attributable to local jobs and income
circulating in some remote towns. This led one regional coordinator to allude to
bourgeoning ‘local employment market’ as the confidence of remote corporations
increased from the networks established with government. The increasing capability of
remote Aboriginal corporations to address economic, social, infrastructure and political
bottlenecks, to foresee skills, apprenticeship, and training needs, and more broadly to
“navigate the bureaucracy” when those problems require identifying everchanging
portfolios and responsibilities were seen as attributable to the LDM, and direct triggers for
local economic progress.
Several respondents referred to a chain of benefits by attributing positive transformations
in local attitudes towards specific services, assets or infrastructure to local employment and
greater local participation in their provision. Suggestions were made that because locals
were involved, this resulted in reduction in vandalism around housing assets, greater
schooling attendance and/or local healthcare involvement. Such hopes and expectations
predate the LDM policy, although reliable evidence about the authenticity of those claims is
scarce. Indeed, one respondent expressed some doubts towards the validity of such claims
which were ascribed to customary government folklore.
It was noted that some remote sub-regions appeared fairly clear about their employment
aspirations in contrast to others seemingly quite vague about possibilities, desirability and
realism of specific jobs being within the reach of locals. One respondent mentioned that
there were early signs that some regions were influenced by their neighbours’ economic
achievements that they could associate with the LDM, while others appeared indifferent or
sceptical. That person also emphasized the importance of alignment between ongoing
cultural decision-making and governance processes as a pre-condition to undertaking
agreements aiming to boost employment.
In the domains of health and education, the management of staffing during documented
transitions from centrally administered agency to locally run services has long been
contemplated as a challenge and an opportunity often aided by incumbent agencies. This
has generally required careful contractual adjustments and flexible institutional
arrangements to enact the transfer or acquisition of human capabilities, the design and
negotiations of which started long prior to LDM. Support had to be provided for a number
of situations, including former NTG employees seeking to remain as government
employees, for skilled staff wanting to remain in the region transiting to decentralised
services, and for some to be seconded temporarily to assist a successful transition in regions
short on skills.
It is generally hoped (but not yet documented) that both employment and small business
opportunities would arise from local residents identifying unfilled niches directly related to
newly decentralised service supply (e.g., around administrative, management, legal services
subcontracted to local corporations providing key services) or less related ones that have
never been properly addressed nor locally overseen in remote regions. These inadvertently
allocated services portfolios often ended up becoming the responsibility of agencies who
don’t normally take on those services (e.g., culturally appropriate funeral services, morgues,
transport services, etc.).
Some respondents also acknowledged the chequered history of training and employment
involving remote residents and expressed misgivings around the preparedness of remote
community Aboriginal people to ‘take on full time employment’, stating that training
challenges, local social pressures and cultural obligations implied that full employment
aspirations were a myth. Whether LDM can lead to efforts to redesign jobs and employment
contracts in ways that don’t undermine the incentives to participate in the workforce
(already challenged by recent, COVID-related changes surrounding Job Keeper payments
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conditions creating disincentives towards work) nor lead to cost-ineffective service delivery.
In the case of housing, strategies to partner with experienced builders capable of taking
young Indigenous people into employment apprenticeships and support them over time is
favoured by some as a model.
• Although this was not necessarily the intent of the policy, the LDM process has provided a
pathway for those community-based businesses or corporations to tender for government
contracts (on the periphery of the government services they prioritise) and to improve their
chances of public procurement success. As long as they fulfill accreditation requirements,
locally owned or managed businesses can be directly awarded government contracts to
achieve the socio-economic objectives of the policy. It is too early to establish whether this
could have a detrimental impact on services users by occasioning higher costs or lower
quality of key government services. The Groote Agreement has resulted in a number of
construction projects where Groote communities and corporations have received
accreditation and can take on contracts for housing, repairs and maintenance, building
boarding facilities, undertaking teacher training, bringing in partner organisations and
paving the way for a transition to local management.
When prompted about the prospects for those remote regions which appeared either less ready,
less concordant or less interested in taking up opportunities offered by the LDM, respondents
indicated that services in those unmoving places would persist under ‘business as usual’ principles,
and that neither government executives nor regional coordinators would attempt to force remote
communities in agreements they do not desire.

Driver 4: Revitalising the social contract with regions
There is little doubt about the central role that addressing the need to revitalise the connections
between the centre and the periphery has played as a motive to implement LDM, at least
figuratively. The policy itself was conceived was by the NT Labor Party when in opposition and
became an election promise that symbolised its intent to reconnect to remote regions and its
Aboriginal residents. The soul searching undertaken by that party at the time entailed extensive
interactions with remote stakeholders that revealed a backlog of sources of discontentment. Among
those, the negative legacy attributed by remote residents to the former Commonwealth NT
intervention left an indelible mark, in particular the way it had undermined traditional authority
within communities and disempowered parents (‘replacing pride with shame’) seen as key
explanations for the lack of engagement with key services, and this without establishing new viable
governance mechanisms. Concurrently in that narrative, emasculated regional councils and
powerless local authorities were found incapable to offer sustainable alternatives and consistency.
In that sense, the LDM policy and framework were conceived and backed largely as mechanisms to
rebuild regional or local forms of governance. In the mind of some, these would embed
traditional/established authority wherever possible, so as to ideally underpin sustainable regions
made up of coherent communities (in political and cultural terms) and functional regions (in
economic and infrastructure terms). Accordingly, the initial driver for the policy had to be the
transferral of authority so as to change the relationship with the government, allowing for the
subsequent focus on employment and economic participation that emerged naturally as a desired
outcome in region-specific discussions.
While that history of the policy development is credible, it is interesting to reflect on the nature of
the connections that needed revitalising. At some level, the exercise started as an initiative from a
political party aspiring to form a government and seeking support in the all-important remote and
Aboriginal vote. At another level, the relationship that needed to be reconfigured was that between
the major economic and services distribution centres (Darwin, Palmerston and Alice Springs) and the
14
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broad regions as socio-economic amalgams. By the same token, the resulting decentralisation can be
more narrowly conceived as a bureaucratic restructure strictly taking place within, and focused
strictly on, government services and its institutions. Irrespective of the level of narrative adopted, all
NTG respondents strongly concurred with the broad intent of the policy to address political
revitalisation and services provision redesign. They supported specific steps and investments
interpreted as needed to decentralise decision-making:
•

•

•

•

Regional coordinators referred repeatedly to ‘changing the culture’ around government
processes as a main benefit from the policy and were explicitly linking the effectiveness of
service provision to changes in the relationship between elected members, the bureaucracy
and regional stakeholders.
References were made to the IAP2 framework (briefly overviewed in the literature section
and having played a role in the NT’s LDM implementation) which envisions empowerment
stages and necessitates cross-agency engagement. LDM is presented as the leading process
to propel greater decision empowerment of local authorities, supported by genuine
relocalisation of staff to regions to achieve selected outcomes requiring close attention.
Regional coordination roles have become central to the rollout of LDM initiatives and aims
to redefine normal practice, as long as it assists overall flexibility and endeavours to change
NTG’s own culture.
The latter point is emphasized by multiple regions stating that “government absolutely are
the ones that need to change the most” and that they should strive toward establishing local
governance and decision-making structures embodying community connections to the land,
language and law. Respondents generally concurred that negotiations over priorities and
meaningful agreement-making can only take place when the right discussion protocols and
cultural competencies have been arranged and embedded in the process.
Agency executives interviewed, all of which had been involved in services decentralisation
activities or projects prior to the policy development, equally adopt the general logic that
delivery effectiveness and outcomes progress depend on engagement. They see LDM as the
platform for the formulation of community-led services capable of impacting on positive
behaviours and addressing generational social risk factors. Some respondents suggested that
progress in tackling such wicked social cross-generational problems would depend on farreaching improvements in all key domains (education, health, housing in particular) and a
bipartisan endorsement of the need for remote Aboriginal Territorians to have their own
voices, decision power and civil autonomy rather than a political system operating on the
back of offers of short-lived “bags of money”. Yet, some interviewees warned that one of
the issues most likely to endure irrespective of any goodwill and consistent efforts towards
LDM; is that many authority and governance systems cohabit and often overlap in remote
regions, across the various tiers of land status and socio-economic gradation. Finding a
compromise among stakeholders with different degrees of connections to the land, cultural
legitimacy, historically recognised authority and/or access to political networks might prove
near impossible, and ultimately unmanageable.

Driver 5: Disrupting the established order and generating institutional innovations
Although this driver is not necessarily what bureaucrats would primarily emphasize as the possible
basis for a policy, respondents were prone to allude to processes and initiatives desired by locals
that they believed had not been possible to contemplate prior to the LDM. Indeed, government
would expect involved agencies to do things differently as an outcome of the policy, in ways that
ideally should be documented and identifiable. In many ways, it was expected that the LDM should
be able to display real changes, and that those agencies should be warned not to be complacent; in
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the words of an interviewees “What are you doing differently with the region, community, councils
and how is it different? 'cause if it's not different it's not LDM”. Many small, limited and difficult to
verify claims were made by interviewees regarding innovations attributed to the LDM:
•

•

•
•

•

•

References were made to ‘working around procurement’ in the sense of adapting processes
to align with the intent of the policy, and to channel government contracts directly to
regional stakeholders. This had not necessarily been an initial core intent of LDM but turned
out to be what some communities and stakeholders wanted access to.
A respondent referred to innovative financing where LDM-facilitated partnerships and
collaborative relationships inside some remote regions allowed cooperating stakeholders to
merge small sums into larger pots and channel investments in initiatives they sought to
control, rather than depend on the next round of government grants.
The already mentioned references to ‘changing the culture’ of government can be
interpreted itself as a major disruption or radical change that some respondents saw as an
essential driver for the policy.
Circumventing government silos and facilitating cross-domain initiatives to address local
resources or capabilities bottlenecks (which agencies either traditionally compete to control
or simply have no interest towards and let deteriorate) is often mentioned. Examples of
involvement of schools in non-school community or environmental projects (sometimes
with NGOs) were sketchily provided, although it is never clear whether LDM has been
absolutely necessary to their enactment. In contrast, a regional coordinator suggested that
such multi-government and multi-agency partnerships were already occurring (in the most
progressive regions frequently mentioned), although the policy provided greater legitimacy
to such directions. One agency executive claimed that the ‘LDM was more a prolonged
refresh of an unavoidable direction, rather than an innovation in itself’.
The agreement that occurred in Groote Island has been described as a gamechanger by
producing the ‘most significant agreement in the region’ and entailing ‘massive level of
change for government and let go of control and lots of sectors’, including a community
housing and other service delivery models entailing asset and capabilities sharing with the
NTG. More details about the Groote case study are found in appendix #4.
One respondent suggested that although it ideally intends to build decentralised governance
structures incorporating existing cultural practices and recognised forms of authority, LDM
could in the future disrupt established authorities, especially in regions where traditional
authority hierarchies have appear ambiguous or inconsistent. It was in fact suggested that
some regional organisations that initially supported the principles of LDM because of the
resources and increased participation in decision-making it could afford them, were starting
to resent the challenges it was creating to their own conventional roles and possible shifts in
power base it created.

Section overview: Drivers and motivations for LDM and decentralisation in the NT
Stemming from the interviews are two key findings related to the motives or justifications behind a
LDM policy such as that trialled in the NT, which can be contrasted to the specific program logics
based on the 5 drivers proposed in the academic and advocacy literatures:
1. Despite narratives #3 and #4 significantly dominating the political framing of the LDM policy,
no driver appears to constitute the main or final purpose of the policy in a standalone
manner. By design, the policy was conceived as a learning process where engagement
(twinned with innovation and underwritten and managed institutional disruptions), would
be accompanied by greater local empowerment and improved governance, incremental
transfer of decisions and coordinated determination of priorities. It was in general believed
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that this could lead to better and fairer services, as well as local employment and economic
participation. Greater economic self-reliance as well as conceivable self-determination were
aspirations that could be envisaged in the long-run. Of course, despite the elegance of the
narrative, this should not be interpreted as a linear logic as there is plenty of circularity in
the process. This becomes clear to the extent that economic participation (loosely conceived
around work or business involvement or the ownership and trade of various assets) is
generally expected to be a significant part of the mechanism that generates empowerment
itself. In that sense, social and economic participation constitute preconditions to increasing
the capacity to undertake meaningful and well-informed local decisions within and around
government services provision, rather than simply constituting a final ultimate ambition or
destination in itself.
2. Yet, despite that circularity, it is clear that the policy logic involves a deliberate tension
between the implementation of stages (as in a conceptual spectrum showing an idealistic
pathway towards intensifying empowerment) and the incorporation of controllable
flexibility. The number and types of domains offered for grab to communities or regions as
priorities for greater local involvement were clearly embedded in the policy itself. The
selected domains were carefully selected and reflected
a. prior knowledge of some of those communities’ aspirations,
b. the needs of pre-existent and ongoing initiatives to decentralise key types of services in
remote regions (around design, local decisions, management, employment conditions,
etc.),
c. some possible limitations connected with the Commonwealth government’s own funding
priorities, limited flexibility and specific accountability requirements, and
d. current assessments of the role played by key domains such as education, health and
housing in enabling social and economic self-reliance.
So, while it is clear that engagement and governance feature as clearly established initial steps in
the policy, the rapid shift in attention for the keenest regions towards economic and workforce
opportunities reflect, according to most interviewees, latent aspirations that the policy
authorised to surface. A few respondents also suggested further shifts were on the way that
would affect the sequence of decisions and domains these most rapidly progressing regions
were contemplating.
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Key themes, tensions and lessons related to the purpose and implementation
of the LDM in the Northern Territory
The unstructured interviews not only ascertained participants’ views regarding the motives for the
LDM but also probed the policy history, lessons arising around the process itself and implications of
the LDM to date from the point of view of their respective roles. Discussions were interspersed with
occasional prompting by researchers to incite interviewees to comment on topics of specific interest,
verify indirectly if their experience converged or contrasted with that of others, and generally to
ponder on the achievements and challenges associated with the policy. But overall, a relatively
convergent selection of ‘themes’ emerged, and these have been extracted from the transcripts and
are organised accordingly below.

Theme 1: Tensions between drivers
By examining how respective interviewees assessed each of the notional drivers behind the LDM,
the previous section provided the raw elements to ascertain whether contradictions emerged
between objectives and if this led towards conflicting incentives or decisions. A key observation
emanating from the analysis the respondents’ own narratives it that it suggests they viewed all
drivers as relevant, yet difficult to rank or prioritise. According to participants, there appears to be
no precise sequence connecting the selected drivers that would reflect a universal logic linking
priorities to be addressed sequentially, nor any uniform set of aspirations across regions. In that
sense, they expected different regions to be driven by different motives, which would result in
region- or community specific pathways.
But this is not to say that anything can go on as the process forces regions or communities to
consider their own motivation to engage with LDM and to consider both costs and benefits of doing
so. The notion of ‘choice’ that is by definition embedded in the LDM entails examining opportunity
costs as well as identifying new synergies from adopting a specific direction and discovering
possibilities not previously considered. A clear and now well-established example of the latter
mentioned by most is the often envisioned ability of the LDM to simultaneously create local jobs
(through direct contracting), create training opportunities relevant for future needs or industries;
and to impact on the sense of ownership and behaviour of local youth towards locally-managed
assets they increasingly value. A few specific tensions existed emanating from different
interpretations of the purpose of the policy were stated by interviewees that they interpreted as
conflicting judgments about priorities raising themselves questions around implementation:
•
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Some noted that there is an ongoing notional discrepancy between the ideal scale and
domain of decision (within a specific service priority such as health, education or housing
and infrastructure developments) and the self-selected spatial boundaries informed by
existing governance domains. For instance, specific corporations or administrative groupings
(with pre-established cultural realms, economic responsibilities and formal processes might
or might not juxtapose (in terms of ideal size, political fit and operational scales) well with
the needs of the policy. While this type of roadblock constitutes a long-recognised issue, it
seems to play a critical role in framing policy effectiveness. For instance, it affects the ability
of regions, localities or communities (the choice of either of these scales of governance
being itself a symbolic of the issue) to progress and benefit from the policy. The problem lies
with defining regions which connect populations with sufficiently homogenous and
harmonious aspirations, governance systems reflecting transparently diverse stakeholders
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more or less well represented by existing decisions and authority structures, as well as the
requirements of various ‘drivers’. In the latter instance, it might be the case that questions
around political recognition, around employment strategies or the appraisal of services
priorities need to be considered and addressed by reference to different scales and
governance requirements.
The example of the Groote Archipelago Local Decision-Making Agreement is mentioned by
most commentators as successful which they attribute to its relatively clear boundaries and
delimited cultural identity, combined with accumulated wealth from past resources
exploitation, which themselves induced strong investment in governance, created the need
to set priorities and encouraged local participation in improving socio-economic affairs (see
appendix 4). This contrasts with typical fragmentation issues found elsewhere and
documented in the international literature. The latter often feature overlying cultural groups
with varied stakeholders holding discordant views about priorities, displaying different levels
of readiness to engage with government services and economic participation. This can lead
to territories characterised by differing commercial interests, competing social networks,
political manoeuvring and/or even conflicting claims around land rights. Where such social
and economic dissonance are combined with low population densities that prevent the
ability to reach minimum scale for key domains of services provision, coordinated progress
towards political harmony and greater economic sovereignty is expected to be exceptionally
slow. It appears likely that the need for regional stakeholders to fundamentally agree on
priorities and trust towards central government to respect local choices might place a limit
on the extent to which dissenting regions can progress. In that sense a basic tension arises
between the objective of political congruence (set as a precondition for locking in priorities)
and the need to deal with everchanging conflicts and policy bottlenecks which might result
in some regions being excluded from the framework; thereby undermining the political will
behind the policy.
It has also become increasingly apparent that the desire to deliver benefits sooner rather
than later (as is usual with governments in need to defend and justify their policies, amidst
electoral cycles) can also be at odds with the requirement of displaying confident patience
by waiting for regions and communities to be ready, which is at the heart of the approach.
Adopting a slow pace is necessary to ‘heal past wrongs’ in a deeper and more meaningful
way than simply establishing better communication channels and pushing a refurbished
government agenda. It is a pre-condition for historically dependent communities to get a
more in-depth sense and understanding of economic options worth considering; and of the
possible pathways put on the table. They must find homegrown solutions to harmonise
region-specific divergent views about their possible futures, especially where the supremacy
of traditional authority or the role of traditional ownership are increasingly contested.
Support for the policy in specific communities or regions might be further undermined when
agency experts undertake realistic assessment of options. The latter commented having to
present confronting yet candid evaluation of a region or community’ capabilities, the
likelihood that they would succeed in governing and administrating new services portfolios,
which can lead to discouraging those regions from pursuing specific directions and
attempting to modify their expectations. Cases were reported where frank appraisals had
been interpreted by some as imposed priorities by central government agencies. The
principle of taking sufficient time to undertake those rigorous assessments must be
Tremblay, Boyle and Spencer, Northern Institute, CDU; Local Decision Making policy in the NT

supported both by regions and key NTG agencies, to avoid situations where communities
lacking expertise and experience underestimate the challenges of services provision and
select domains that they are far from ready to be in a position to control and administer
sustainably for all the reasons mentioned above. The speed and manner of gauging the
feasibility of objectives and choices must be carefully selected, the preferable approach
having been to assist communities seeing by themselves what is viable or not, with the help
of independent consultants. Due to many legislative requirements, both the NTG and
Commonwealth (involved indirectly in specific funding programs and asset management
roles) utilise criteria akin to compliance using observations regarding community functioning
(across a number of measures) to assess readiness. These in turn inform likely speed of
progress and suggest community- or region-specific time horizons that would be required
before capabilities are sufficient, broadly accepted and working governance systems are in
place and the transfer of decision-making powers (and assets) can be contemplated.

Theme 2: Tensions between government stakeholders
This thorny topic features prominently in the ‘decentralisation’ literature which emphasizes the
tensions created within governments and agencies when attempts are made to shift authority
downstream. The forceful implementation of new process and structure that aim to devolve
decision-making powers, reallocate control over resources and displace staff or positions away from
central government agencies and locations is bound to create disruptions and generate
disgruntlement or resistance. The literature overview showed that to increase chances of a
successful devolution towards regions, focus should not be exclusively on the creation of new
downstream responsibilities but also on upstream reconfigurations. Steps must be taken to change
the nature and scope of the responsibilities held by central authorities in ways that amend upstream
incentives. In the case of the NT’s LDM policy early experience, interviewees conceived a number of
possible tensions that could arise [a] between government levels (local-NT-Commonwealth), [b]
between government roles or positions within agencies, [c] between various service providers or
NGOs working in those regions on behalf of the NTG (that might possibly be displaced) and [d]
between successive governments that might be unwilling to pursue the approach on political
grounds despite informal partisan support. Interviewees identified the following strains from the
LDM’s early life:
•
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From a government-centric perspective, there was recognition by some that risks arise
around such policies if/when government employees operate on different wavelengths,
possibly if those create conflicts between employees in Darwin and those in the regions. For
instance, those operating within agencies in charge of services provision and those tasked
with regional coordination and oversight. To be effective, the process of decentralisation
needs to invest in, and communicate regularly, a common set of principles and a joint
narrative reaching both staff viewpoints. Interviewees mentioned that NTG ran a number of
recurring public service forums in regional centres where employees at all levels, from
different agencies and locations mingled, were invited to ask questions and address any
fears regarding the potential impact of LDM on their jobs. One agency executive claimed
that the policy overall had been usefully legitimized by DCM and the Chief Minister who
stated in many public forums that all should participate and adopt the perspective of the
LDM as promoting community leadership. Yet, the hard work of implementation requires
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that planners incorporate outside expertise related to distinct technological, regulatory and
asset/building management domains (often disparate across distinct service delivery
domains) and be invited to sit at the table early when discussions about devolution and
feasibility occur.
Multiple respondents across all roles mentioned that housing created particular tensions
from a development point of view, in part due to the role of the Commonwealth and the
latter’s priorities and position regarding homelands which can create additional difficulties.
Some tensions were felt within the roles and portfolios of key agency executives trying to
assist LDM processes (within their portfolios) while handling legitimate and stringent
legislative obligations. Prior and since the LDM’s instigation, NTG agencies with housing
responsibilities have been restructured a few times, sometimes to disconnect urban from
remote housing and facilitate the recognition of their differing priorities and mandates. The
level of decentralisation expected by the LDM means that participants (would-be house
occupiers) could be involved in all design decisions, workforce initiatives, and reshape the
provision of housing services in ways that overspill into complementary domains within
remote town planning. In the context of the LDM, this can be interpreted as requiring more
intensive and meaningful engagement than conventional housing reference groups. As for
estates under the Commonwealth’s responsibility, the NTG is signatory to specific services
provision arrangements, which are endorsed by communities or regions which have done
their fundamental homework around financial viability of their aspirations and compliance
with funding arrangements and employment targets. A respondent indicated that the
complexities of funding mechanisms associated with decentralisation agendas promoted by
alternative Commonwealth initiatives sometimes emerge as complicating matters or
blockages even in those remote regions where there is reasonable consensus around
priorities.
When the possibility was raised that future governments might consider reversing the LDM
and possibly impact negatively on the slowly rebuilt trust existing with specific remote
communities, the majority of interviewees appeared unphased., Some argued either that
the success and benefits of the program would anyhow determine its longevity (which is a
circular argument if ‘trust’ capital is sparse and limiting in the first instance) or that regular
meetings and briefings with the NT opposition suggest they support the approach and have
endorsed it informally. In contrast, one respondent argued that the current absence of
formal bipartisan commitment constitutes a leadership failure for both sides of the political
divide and creates a vulnerability in the system, despite the established legal arrangements
signed off with the most progressive regions. It was further noted that a majority of key
stakeholders operating in the NT’s remote regions had also broadly supported the policy
since its conception and before its inception, but that such an endorsement was elusive; and
that prominent and influential organisations might change their mind if they found
themselves losing that influence power or even political control in the bush.
One regional coordinator stated that tensions between regional executives and agencies are
omnipresent and expected, especially during the period of transition, but generally resolved
through the mechanism and formulation of agreements, which serve mainly the purpose of
stating claims, aspirations, objectives and ways of proceeding with region-specific agendas
of incremental devolution to the regions. When high-level executive and senior community
authorities sign up to an agreement, regional coordinators subsequently feel they can
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operate with a reasonably strong mandate to support their aspirations. This often results in
the development of their own region-specific networks and shortcuts allowing them to fulfil
their roles, in particular to undertake everyday troubleshooting support new services
delivery and economic development initiatives, rather than trying to emulate central
decision processes and navigating the entire bureaucracy.
Managing interactions with the regional private sector’s expectations and preparedness is
also judged important when contemplating LDM implementation which alters long-held
public and private procurement principles. This can create significant concerns for outside
businesses that have historically been active in the regions (who might employ locals
nevertheless) as well as for the Aboriginal corporations they sometimes collaborate with,
and other times compete against. Those businesses and NGOs will be concerned about the
implications of local organisations in decision positions and directly influencing employment
and procurement prospects. They will likely reflect on their likely future viability and can
display strong concerns vis-a-vis the impact of an everchanging contracting playing field on
the desirability of operating in remote regions.
The relationship between government stakeholders, key Aboriginal corporations located in
remote regions and local governments they interact with can also be problematic if those
corporations lose their influence and have only partial authority in the regions because they
are not deemed representative by all. Given the centrality of economic development and
employment in most regions’ priorities, all these commercially-oriented organisations
expect to benefit from newly created opportunities linked to LDM rollout. As these
corporations realise that their legitimacy in specific localities or regions could fade away and
be contested, they might oppose changes that negatively affect their significance or
prestige. It was noted by some interviewees that several remote communities also aspire to
bring back ‘local governments’ as governance entities providing ‘jobs’ which some evoke
fondly because they benefited from their employment or profit-making potential.

Theme 3: Implementation lessons and preliminary learnings
Although selected respondents were government executives acting in distinctive roles giving them
different perspectives on the NT LDM implementation, they were all keen to share what they
believed ‘worked’, without much prompting. This included assessments about what appeared to be
successful in specific regions or domains, although such subjective findings clearly do not rely on
systematic evaluations. Interviewees also discussed unexpected difficulties that affected the overall
rollout from the very preliminary discussions that had taken place until LDM implementation process
per se. The supported practices identified below were stated during interviews by the strongest
supporters of the policy. These nature of the discussions reveal both the idiosyncratic experiences
and beliefs of those who gave their opinions on the overall policy approach, the others who
commented and focused on the specific communities that interacted with (from their regional
responsibilities), in which some directly facilitated the signing of agreements supporting greater
scopes of local decision-making, to generate employment opportunities and take on service supply
responsibilities:
•
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Many respondents reflected on the important role of existing and effective communitycontrolled organisations (including formal corporations) in advancing LDM opportunities.
This occurs when such organisations provide a voice that reflects well the diversity of
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human, cultural and political interests in a geographical area (community, region or locality)
and are supported by adequate management skills and capabilities that have been nurtured
onsite in the past, hence are trusted and already ‘delivering’ services rather than simply
playing symbolic roles. Communities expressing an interest in LDM that fulfilled such preconditions were in a position to undertake and progress substantial negotiations and reach
the stage of signing off LDM agreements much more rapidly than others.
In areas or territories where such organisations do not exist, because none represents
satisfactorily the full spectrum of regional residents nor possess satisfactory capabilities,
new governance structures had to be negotiated. The learning curves required in such
regions is unavoidably flatter as it can revive former disputes, and the process needed to
address both socio-political representation and governance matters across diverse interest
groups can be lengthy. When the engagement process needs to reopen and address past
deep disagreements within a community or region (which it might attempt to either resolve
or set aside temporarily), there is a general understanding that this is not something that
can or should be led by the NTG. In some instances, those legacy conflicts might never be
fully overcome.
Otherwise, when governance and representation can be settled and agreements broadly
reached from within a designated region, the typical ‘negotiation-agreementimplementation’ sequence between the regional representatives and the government can
follow. The speed at which this can occur will reflect both the size of the region, its historical
legacy, the degree of homogeneity among its resident population (to agree on priorities),
and the extent to which precursor schemes analogous to LDM have occurred and local
expectations are clearer. A number of executives also commented on the relevance of the
history of CEOs associated with Aboriginal organisations and corporations, and their
frequently volatile legacies which have historically affected the relationship between
communities, governments and other stakeholders; but some noted that in some places the
LDM policy and process itself have helped overcome past disagreements.
An element that turned out to be much more problematic than anticipated according to
agency executives attempting to negotiate agreements is the government’s approach and
processes surrounding assets and infrastructure transfers (including significant buildings and
equipment associated with the domains of health, education and housing), their transfer
conditions, ultimate ownership, and/or commitments towards to the overall range of
responsibilities to keep them functioning, replacing them and/or maintaining them as fit for
purpose. A wide variety of legalities need to be negotiated around compliance and
accountability, duty of care, and various maintenance responsibilities. Some communities
embarking on the LDM path not only wanted to ensure they would not lose out on funding
and grants that other communities could access in the future, but also worried about legal
implications and costing. The latter could appear overwhelmingly risky to many communities
early in the process and could easily perceived as a burden for small remote communities
with limited capabilities unless sufficient governance systems operate to smoothen the path
towards asset devolution. Given the sequential process guiding the consideration of options
and gradual clarifications, the negotiation phase encountered delays when expectations
from both sides around maintenance, re-investments and upgrades of assets for instance
had to be spelled out.
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The incorporation of services applicable to Homelands featuring in some regional agendas,
and negotiations over their prioritisation (sometimes for political reasons) have also proven
problematic for a number of reasons. These include the Commonwealth’s own rules and
funding limitations as far as Homelands are concerned, which remains a politically disruptive
issue in some remote regions. Proposals involving the possibility of locally controlling and
using LDM funding or resources to pursue investments in homelands are problematic, and in
fact could come at a high opportunity cost for the overall region if regional centres scales
and authority was undermined. Yet, some interviewees involved in specific regional
negotiations observed that the LDM process became an effective mechanism to explore the
financial trade-off that spending on homelands would create if undertaken at the expense of
investments in regional centres with clearly established responsibilities and targets. Regional
stakeholders envisioned how this would affect impending regional decision-makers in charge
of regional services, realised that sacrifices would be required elsewhere (different domains
or locations), and this eventually incited them to pursue different agendas or policy
directions.
Efforts to ensure adequate ‘representation’ of all types of regional or community residents
in the negotiation process (along legitimate who-where-when-how dimensions) are typically
complex anywhere and were raised spontaneously by many interviewees as constituting
important matters and becoming significant source of delays in some places. They argue that
it is incumbent on the LDM implementation process (and NTG in that sense holds the
responsibility) to ensure that leadership and representation (of a community, locality or
region) reflect adequately the range of interests, socio-cultural groupings or clans and the
diversity of opinions residing in that community. Typically, influential individuals residing in
those regions might wear many hats, have established cultural or political allegiances, and
hold opaque economic interests. It is also likely that their leadership could become
contested in the future, and that the LDM agenda, if excessively dependent on those
peoples’ views, be seen in the future as biased because of uneven representation – and
challenged. The task of ensuring an equitable balance in the LDM leadership process itself
from the outset is a significant responsibility that will affect the ability to achieve future buy
in.
The need for government itself to internally restructure its interactions between central and
regional roles and adjust its processes has played a significant role in and around the
implementation of the policy. Regional Coordination Committees reporting, and Regional
Action Plans have become elevated activities within key participating agencies. This has
resulted in direct reporting to Cabinet, participation in and attendance to obligatory
attendance to meetings located in the regions themselves, and increased staffing to deal
with regional matters or roadblocks in general. In all, the autonomy of regions has increased
at least within the government bureaucratic structures to address cross-agency regionspecific issues without necessitating cumbersome vertical approvals on all matters.
Interviewees wanted to convey their view that the LDM is one component of the broader
regionalisation framework occurring.
For a majority of regions, early investments in leadership development programs were
judged necessary. In some communities, this occasioned considerable funding directed
towards workshops facilitation to unpack required decisions structures at the local level
complemented by robust conversations about governance and representation led by
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independent consultants. These generally entail supporting those regions to initially work at
arm’s length from NT bureaucrats. Subsequently, there has been room to revise and
sometimes reform government narratives through more direct interactions with public
servants and domain experts (about education, health and housing matters for instance) to
address the shared goal of building regional capabilities in ways that were sustainable and
reflected technical expertise found elsewhere. Regional Coordinators consider that such
early engagement outlays pay off by minimising later avoidable misunderstandings and
avoiding the possible policy delays and transaction costs those occasion. Eventually this type
of approach is believed to lead to greater consistency of direction by government and
regional stakeholders, and encourage coherent investments fit for purpose with endorsed
regional aspirations.
Following from the point above, agency executives also support the engagement processes
described, but equally emphasize the need for planning sufficient domain-specific technical,
HR and services delivery expertise, arguing that experts should be involved early in such
discussions to ensure regional ambitions are realistic, incorporate awareness of compliance
constraints, of technology, assets management responsibilities, and capacity limitations both
at the broad NTG and local population levels. When such understandings progress, mapping
the full range of human resources required to properly coordinate, design, deliver and
maintain services must be inspected, and the well-recognised challenges of attracting and
retaining them in specific remote locations factored in. The recent history of communitycontrolled organisations running health services in remote regions for instance emphasizes
the importance of connecting with and navigating key networks such as the NT Aboriginal
Health Forum and vital industry stakeholders while creating high-level steering committees
combining the Australian government, NTG health experts and NTG regional coordination
roles. A favoured approach to envisioning devolution stated by agency representatives is to
proceed incrementally so as not to rush into broad comprehensive services deliver models,
and instead undertake a progressive transfer of services while core services delivery has
become effective and organised. For instance, starting with a handful of primary health
programs, assessing progress and moving gradually towards the envisioned range or scope
of services for each location or region appears sensible for many communities or regions,
and the challenges of attracting and retaining a wide range of administrative and technical
skills to reside in remote places can be dealt with incrementally as confidence in the service
builds.
Agency executives also noted that the central agency bureaucracies (for instance the health
forum overseeing remote service developments) must deal with limited capacity, time and
other resources. They are therefore constrained what they can hope to handle, and can
generally face only a limited number of major services transitions at a time across the NT.
This means that it would not be manageable to restructure too many regions simultaneously
for the same domain, although that challenge has not yet occurred given the reasonably
slow pace of the LDM implementation.
Other agency executives such as Education emphasized the value of inciting communities or
regions to learn from the progress of other regions and to visit sites to contemplate what
can be achieved from locations where community-led or independent school models have
been adopted. If LDM-like implementations have led to institutional innovations in some
localities that have proven successful in addressing typical school attendance and outcomes
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issues, this should be of interest to most communities seeking to address performance
results. Interested communities about to embark in the process and considering running and
controlling specific educational services can then observe the institutional progress and
steps required to move to become more independent. They are known to be particularly
impressed with display local employment within services and often aspire to replicate those.
Education utilises a 5-step process to gauge readiness and report to central on meaningful
progression along that scale.
A related mechanism to assist communities or regions at the early stage of envisioning their
priorities and choosing between alternative scenarios is to offer models and examples
relatively early featuring ‘options’ describing both typical end points and pathways. This is
desirable when a broad range of community residents and stakeholders can reflect and such
possibilities ‘simmer’ in the minds of leaders. Such models are particularly useful if they
embed trade-offs between options, describe the likely speed of change (for instance around
realistic employment targets), as well as what scope for local innovations (and effort or
responsibilities required) there might be in each of the various models.

It must be reiterated that the implementation lessons listed above refer by necessity to the
experience of communities or sub-regions that decided to get involved with the policy and embark
in agreement-making steps, which is not the majority. Many regions have not done so (yet), and
there have been systematic few attempts to reach a greater in-depth understanding of why that
may be, and what triggers would be needed for their attitudes to change. The next theme considers
related questions and extract observations from the interviews.

Theme 4: Readiness and speed of progression along the LDM implementation sequence
Most interviewees emphasized the importance of establishing a genuine dialogue early on in the
LDM process not only to change the government’s culture about how it should interact with regions
and remote communities, but to invest in local ‘negotiation’ capabilities centrally and locally; and to
begin a conversation aiming to [a] assess honestly regional ‘readiness’ to take over specific services
domains on the basis of transparent criteria and [b] establish the steps, pathways and options that
would be required for specific regions and communities to reach and achieve readiness goals if that
proved necessary. The points below extract and summarize observations from respondents
describing the early findings from NTG’s point of view regarding community ambitions, clarifying the
‘subjective’ readiness assessment process they undertook, as wells as their expectations regarding
the way forward:
•
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When reflecting on the experience of the last three to four years, respondents with
oversight on the policy based in Darwin, or with coordination responsibilities applicable
across regions, reported their astonishment about the ‘lack of vision and ambition’ of
remote communities or regions invited to embark in such an agenda. They were surprised
about the apparent limited interest of many regions towards playing greater roles in
managing their own economic affairs, in participating in locally relevant aspects of policy and
services design, and in getting involved in agreement-making steps. Prior to the LDM’s
launch, NTG policymakers had been anticipating that communities or regions would be
“beating down [our] doors” to move ahead and take charge, would request funding or
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resources, and would connect with the opportunity in general. Instead, a large number of
regions basically did not engage in formulating such new local visions, or simply made
conventional requests for financial assistance that represented a return to idealised past
situations. For instance, there were requests for subsidies towards local government jobs or
equipment, for grants for tourism small business opportunities typically aimed at accessing
vehicles and other privately accessible benefits, rather than growing regional capabilities
and employment, etc. A respondent stated that communities and regions focused overly on
short-term immediate wishes rather than attempting to visualise long-terms significant
aspirations and negotiate the steps and investments required to get there.
The overall lack of interest or motivation displayed by a large number of regions towards the
LDM agenda seeking to facilitate greater local economic sufficiency and control is attributed
by interviewees to a number of distinct possibilities: [a] some communities not wanting any
responsibilities, [b] lack of trust that the government will stick to the plan and progressively
transfer more decisions and responsibilities and [c] fear that insufficient resources would be
provided to build local capabilities and that government would hesitate to continue covering
for transition costs if a reversal was found desired or needed. Reinforcing the view that
preparedness in remote regions is limited, the NTG respondents recognised that most
outlays associated with the policy (in those places where the LDM was enacted) went
towards investment in leadership and governance, and subsidizing consultants to assist in
those transitions. In places with more unreceptive, it is feared that even building a vision of
what other socio-economic futures might be is beyond current capabilities.
Interviewees reiterated the importance of not placing undue pressure on communities to
participate if they displayed limited enthusiasm, the policy itself being essentially designed
as an ‘opt-in’ framework. Regional representatives believed that acting otherwise would
play against genuine reconciliation and were against any force being applied to compel
communities or regions into the LDM pathway if they could not formulate a converging
vision and will to move towards greater social and economic self-reliance. Reasons not to
force communities or regions were equally pragmatic. On one hand undue insistence could
be a recipe for failure if locals resented that pressure or could not agree on issues of
representativeness and leadership. But there was initially also concerns about the possibility
that NTG regional staff themselves could become overburdened, and should instead focus
on regions willing to help themselves. It is hoped that through some form of snowballing,
more reticent regions would observe, be inspired and eventually learn from those achieving
greater self-reliance, in ways that overcame their struggles to envision alternative futures.
Although criticised by some, the rationale of the policy to restrict the services domains for
prioritisation to five preselected options has been in many ways been vindicated by the
amount of ‘learning’ required by regions, and to make the overall policy manageable
centrally as a limited number of key agencies would initially participate. It appears that
those domains had rightly been anticipated to be of particular interest to communities,
based on past experience and pre-existing projects intending to implement a variety of
decentralisation activities (documented across education, health and housing). It also
became apparent that when specific communities identified alternative, omitted by the
policy, ‘domains of interest for LDM’, they were not fundamentally in a position to drive or
progress because the five key domains (in particular the three above) constituted key
development levers had to be addressed first. In most cases education, health and housing
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unavoidably played critical roles that needed to be locally renewed or reformed before
genuine participation in those possible additional interests or even across the board could
be contemplated.
Also, interviewees claimed that during early meetings with the regions that had expressed
their willingness to pursue the LDM process, services domains were often examined not for
any inherent desires by those communities to control or improve them, but because they
anticipated jobs and the economic development potential. Although selecting a small
number of broad domains could appear limiting the variety of jobs to be considered, the
understanding of what makes a locally sustainable and viable workforce might have been
limited inside communities until realistic work readiness and skills pathways could be
contemplated. It was observed during negotiations facilitating the agreements process that
there was indeed considerable scope for regional specificity even within those few services
domains. Examples were given by interviewees around the variety of models or services
configurations worth considering and how specific devolution strategies and decision power
transfers would create different skills and employment needs. Respondents pointed out that
for instance, no one expected the entire range of ‘health’ or ‘education’ or ‘housing’ services
to be transferred at once. According to interviewees decentralisation could entail any and/or
many of the following: From asset maintenance responsibilities, the implementation of new
schooling or health services models, incorporation of responsibilities for sub-domains or
peripheral services within health or education (disability, special education, other supports),
specific roles around housing prioritisation and/or construction, etc. In all, due to the
lengthy interactions required at the beginning to build capabilities, governance capacity and
leadership between communities, regions, consultants and services experts (from central
agencies) a more sophisticated understanding and clearer vision of possibilities could
emerge. The resulting increased capacity and readiness to articulate their ultimate regional
vision over services became the raw information needed to assess readiness. Indeed, no
detailed or precise methodology had been designed or provided to undertake such
assessments during implementation. It was justly believed that the wide variety of regional
circumstances, of services domains and leadership/governance attributes and scale (given
that agreements have been contemplated with relatively small communities, groups, towns
and/or much broader and complex regional entities) made uniformising that process
detrimental.
Interviewees repeated that for many regions, readiness is closely driven by or correlated
with capabilities found within key and well-established corporations, although the latter are
not necessarily representative of entire communities (they might operate on a different
basis) and also might rely heavily on temporary and non-local human capital. It was also
found that in some locations, there are many competing organisations holding leadership
skills and ‘capable’ in a general sense. For instance, some relatively conventional Aboriginal
corporations with business arms and/or stores, school councils, art centres, women centres
actively developing businesses or providing supportive services to the local community, etc
already provide services and employ locals. So, the concept of ‘readiness’ for LDM does not
necessarily lie with the sum of capabilities found in a specific geographical entity, but in the
ability of a region to harmonise existing and distinct capabilities that would support decisionmaking, ensuring they reflect the region’s identity and aspirations, and thereafter the ability
to undertake negotiations and to reach sustainable agreements with the NTG.
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From the point of view of Regional Coordinators’ in charge of broad and geographicallydetermined territories and responsibilities, they had to deal with situations sometimes
described as ‘multiple regions-multiple speeds’; which require different approaches to
negotiations and readiness assessment. If a region is fragmented and leadership distributed
or contested, then the process of negotiation can only be iterative and slow. Regional
representatives of the NTG have a clear understanding that it is not their role to provoke
political reappraisals within communities or small sub-regions they interact with. Organizing
legitimate community workshops with hierarchies of leaders in regions with long histories of
intra-region conflicts and mistrust towards many government agendas, undertaking
adequate logistics around the subsequent engagement, adding to this the impact of COVID,
straightforwardly explains why some possible Agreements have been slow to progress.
In domains such as health (and most others), ‘readiness’ to take over some services requires
careful consideration be given to technical and managerial readiness and overall compliance
standards within a community or region, linked to multiple government levels. Indeed, such
assessments by health authorities regarding the potential for devolution have predated the
LDM policy and involved lengthy appraisals. In cases where the LDM came to overlap with
prior evaluation initiatives, the issue of readiness became central as prioritisations had to be
made not only by communities, but by agencies with limited resources. Those discussions
generally merged, assumedly in ways that supported directions that had commenced within
the NT Aboriginal Health Forum prior to LDM rollout. The process of unpacking what the
community or region visualises itself undertaking requires expertise on both sides (incommunity and in-central government):
1. to interpret and unpack community aspirations; and,
2. to articulate and instrumentalise the range of capabilities, equipment, facilities and
technologies that compose each of many types of services within a domain such as
health.
For instance, deciding whether services devolutions should span over ‘social, emotional,
wellbeing, chronic condition management to acute and emergency care’ requires assessing
the benefits and challenges associated with different services combinations and assembly,
different levels of capabilities, equipment and assets for organisations taking on the
responsibility of ensuring service, employment and financial sustainability. To undertake an
effective ‘unpacking’ in that sense, the task of assessing the readiness position as well as
carefully managing the “speed and order” of the iterative conversation is essential. And it is
likely that distinct communities will move differently towards a sustainable and fit for
purpose model of community-led care programs that suits their needs. Similar comments
were made around the structures, technical expertise, experience of designs, legal knowhow
required to unpack community aspirations related to housing across differentiated domains
and participating stakeholders. It was suggested that this is the only way also to satisfactorily
unpack “various land arrangements and complex lease arrangements or subleases” that in
some regions involve community, regional and outer residents holding unequal amounts of
authority, local political power, influence or even in some cases following murky agendas or
self-interests.
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Theme 5: Funding and fiscal implications of transitions of decisions and responsibilities
The fiscal implications of decentralisation constitute an important topic in the conventional
literature, which is partially overviewed in the discussion of the OECD (2019) report found in
appendix 2. It emphasizes that policy effectiveness requires that the three key dimensions (political,
administrative and fiscal decentralisations) be harmonised if any major policy-driven
decentralisation was to occur in mainstream regions. In the context of NT’s remote regions which
are intending to take small and incremental steps towards greater participation and control around
government-funded services, the stages envisioned are not expected to lead to substantial changes
with respect to overall economic dependence of those local economies on government funding and
programs in the short-run. While funding transparency and accountability around the policy remain
vital both as determinant of cost-effectiveness and as an indicator of readiness, any consideration of
major transfers of revenue-raising powers to the regions involved in the LDM would be considered
premature unless demonstrably and transparently negotiable (as has been the case in the Groote
Island agreements).
The funding implications of the LDM in this early phase instead turns around the need for
government-funded support around building capabilities early on, and towards facilitating
negotiations and transition for regions embarking on the LDM pathway, as well as covering some
specific initiatives that require seed assistance. When asked about funding, interviewees therefore
referred mainly to expenditures around short-term fixes and subsidies supporting the LDM process
itself:
•

•

•
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According to interviewees, expenses attributable to the policy and conceived as ‘transition
costs’ vary and evolve across stages. These include measures taken to “provide guarantees
to support those public servants looking at transitioning to jobs in community
organisations”, especially if they are likely to lose advantages (accessed in their previous
jobs) and need safeguards. This extends sometimes to subsidies aiming at keeping them in
their current positions as many might start migrating at once, which could be highly
disruptive locally. In general, NTG-led transition packaged must be negotiated and planned,
so as to support different staff either to stay or to find another job, including extended
voluntary redundancy assistance. Transition costs might also entail supporting a community
taking over an activity or initiative that used to be run by an NGO or religious group. In the
examples provided by respondents, the latter often had been approached and were keen to
pass on skills, experience, management systems and assets to communities, as well as
playing a role in upgrading local skills to ensure smooth shift, the costs of which requires
some compensation to be provided by the NTG.
Yet, the most usual expenditures encountered early in the process are associated with
building basic capabilities; ranging from consultants’ fees, training, workshops, business
cases and their assessments (for the more ambitious aspirations), accreditations (to support
for local services providers or SMEs wanting to become competitive for procurement
contracting) and various systems and software.
Some wealthier regions with access to discretionary funds (possibly held by corporations,
landowner associations, councils, family enterprises) can contemplate ‘more reform’ in
terms of speed and range of domains when readiness is demonstrated and widely accepted
governance entities with clear mandates and binding agreements are established. In such
situations, local parties contribute some of their wealth or assets to leverage in ways that
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balance co-design opportunities with co-funding, which is usually a good way to build
goodwill, align visions and focus on joint interests. Respondents claimed that in some
instances, LDM create the mechanism which allows for broadening the funding pool (see
case D in appendix 4 below).
Respondents claimed that LDM can affect financial flows within communities or regions, and
in some contexts be perceived negatively and create resentment - if disruptions occur
around activities that were privately lucrative prior to LDM. If decentralisation leads to the
revision of certain profitable services domains (night patrols, security services, disability
funding allocations, some store operations were mentioned in various contexts by different
respondents), it will constitute a threat to individuals earning incomes from incumbent
activities which were never contested in the past, and over which specific individuals might
have held a virtual monopoly; hence lead to self-interested resistance to LDM on those
grounds. There appears to be domains that either established corporations or local councils
aim to retain their control over, rather than open up to discussions. Regional Councils play a
role in facilitating constructive conversations with those corporations, local government
authorities and the Commonwealth Government who are all stakeholders involved with
different remits and distinct areas of responsibility. This has led in specific circumstances to
questioning the involvement of some players or organisations involved in profitable domains
that were not necessarily their core business or responsibility. Regions mature enough to
have such conversations can move forward transparently (and create jobs for many), while
others might hesitate because of not wanting to endanger vested interests holding political
power.
One respondent claimed that in general ‘local income circulation goes through the roof’
when agreements or contracts are eventually signed and discrete investments in a region
are planned. This leads to the possibility that the observed passivity and status quo of some
regions might result from somewhat concealed vested interests. Often, the choices of
priorities placed on the table during negotiations by some communities reflect their beliefs
that they can together make significant profits from running those activities or accessing
new assets, rather than simply improving basic outcomes for future generations. Whether
those negotiated proposals are likely to lead to new and sustainable income flows depends
on how the distribution of revenues and costs occurs; and who becomes responsible for
(and fund) training, compliance oversight, maintenance, administrative and accountability
costs, hiring activities, etc. These considerations once again very much justify the purpose of
the extensive negotiations occurring early on in the LDM process.
One respondent referred to the need for greater financial/commercial literacy in remote
Aboriginal regions to ensure accountability and transparency around public affairs, which
could perhaps be conceived as a necessary by-product of the LDM if and when new
responsibilities affect those communities. The relevance of increasing basic knowledge
about economic affairs was also raised by an agency executive emphasizing the need for
those communities or regions taking on some areas of responsibility to understand the
different funding models utilised by the NTG and Commonwealth across various domains,
which they see as preparation for the day they might want to embark in generating
homegrown funding to extend and expand specific configurations of services they aspire to
develop. Competencies in that area are unlikely to pre-exist in remote communities
(although sometimes embedded in individuals hired by corporations to support them).
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Attracting and retaining locally economic, financial and business capabilities would likely
prove difficult or at least be considered significantly costly until sufficient agglomeration
economies exist. External institutions could also ultimately undermine the sustainability of
key regional services sought by locals, which often had been cross-subsidized when provided
directly by NTG and Commonwealth agencies. While LDM solves some problems and
increases regional transparency in some areas, it cannot eliminate the inherent associated
with overlapping grant-dependency situations, especially when multiple levels of
government are responsible for distinct, but highly connected, domains of services that a
region is attempting to reconfigure on practical grounds.
The notion that LDM implementation brings about intangible financial gains by transforming
the attitude or care of residents towards assets, equipment and services (including reducing
vandalism) has been discussed above, and sometimes arose when questions were asked
about the cost of the overall policy. Although it is difficult to obtain evidence (and not all
respondents agreed that this is a straightforward or demonstrable benefit), the majority of
interviewees appear to believe that the policy overall had not resulted in major new or
unexpected net expenditures beyond the transition process. As comprehensive and costly
services commitments pre-existed and already entailed considerable spending towards
regions, the LDM’s transfer costs appear on the balance to be minor. Another respondent
identified improved spending decisions as a potential benefit. That person referred to the
gradual realisation (by local stakeholders in some communities) that expensive services
would be required to upgrade or grow outstations; and that these would come at a high
opportunity cost for the overall regions or neighbouring remote towns. As views of locals
start evolving towards providing more balanced and accessible services from the entire
region’s perspective, this has been interpreted by the respondent as a demonstration that
more ‘educated decisions’ were starting to occur. The ability and willingness to thinking
about and debate economic trade-offs constitutes itself a positive outcome partially
attributable to the LDM which has resulted from conversations about options and the need
this created to consider a range of related choices.
In that sense, the policy might enhance pre-existing and apparent, and perhaps unavoidable,
visible inequalities across regions, as noted by another respondent. This can occur between
regions or between communities within regions and can be attributed to past savings and
investments of their distinct resource royalties; which explain their better contemporary
positions to shape their futures. Those regions can leverage that cumulated wealth through
the LDM opportunity, as suggested by many discussing the publicised advancements
involving the Groote region. This contrasts with other regions either fragmented socially and
politically, and perhaps less fortunate in terms of natural assets or with less likelihood to
reach consensus and self-empowerment. In general, it remains the case that a long history
of economic dependence has had a greater devastating impact on some parts of the NT than
others; and that inherent reserves of trust, ability or will to change their circumstances are
imbalanced; even if it is only to take advantage of the many NTG and Commonwealth
programs. It is also clear that the temptation to access schemes that provide immediate cash
rather than build longer-term capability-building opportunities remains problematic, and
these continue to undermine economic participation initiatives such as the LDM, as some
payments made during COVID have anecdotally demonstrated.
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Theme 6: Disparities between regions
As all the themes discussed in this section are intertwined. Many of the determinants of readiness,
speed of implementation and the ability to resolve tensions explain why some regions are more
prone to participate in the LDM, and the gap between regional attitudes towards the LDM has been
casually noted by respondents and discussed above. Yet when respondents were specifically asked
about whether clear geographical or other structural disparities could be identified around LDM
engagement or progress, for instance whether there was a north/south divide and what role
‘regional scale’ might play in determining the propensity of regions to take on the LDM, interviewees
appear evasive. We extract below some impressions, comments and apparent hesitations expressed
by respondents related to observable differences across the NT:
•

•
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When asked directly whether there were clear regional differences in being involved in the
LDM or taking greater decision-making roles in services delivery in general, the majority of
respondents ascertained that a large share of communities and regions appeared
unprepared across the entire NT, yet the few regions or localities that did take on the
opportunity were mainly located in the northern half and were known to have expressed
views towards such aspirations prior to the policy. Some also referred to the fragmentation
and lower density of population in the southern half of the NT as an immediate explanation.
To address requests to support efforts to address this ambiguous imbalance, some of the
northern regional coordinators (sometimes accompanied by community representatives)
travelled to southern regions to discuss with southern NTG executives what their
experiences had been. There is no evidence that such initiatives led to any immediate
outcomes. As stated strongly by some, the NTG was surprised by the lack of interest towards
LDM across the NT in general, including how quickly the process stalled overall (across the
NT) after the ‘low hanging fruit’ regions, known to be ready and willing, had been set in
motion. Commentators did not believe there was a geographical North-South divide as such
despite appearances. Instead, the attributed major difficulties to low population and
economic density, which they recognised made things worse in the south.
Some discussion elements referred to the policy rollout in the southern half of the NT,
including a number of regions slow to engage. The process of formulating community
aspirations in those contexts revealed:
a) regions had relatively imprecise ambitions which seldom fitted prescribed services
domains or reasonable business feasibility criteria, confusing LDM’s intent with
another grant opportunity;
b) that significant viability limitations verified when communities (or at least their
representatives) lost confidence in and abandoned the LDM process
c) that a bulk of community or regional requests directed at the LDM initiative were
outdated in their purpose or scope; and did not really fit the policy intentions. This
included for example several requests for tourism subsidies for old ventures seeking
discrete cash transfers to undertake upgrades. Those unsuccessful early bids often
did not envision new services delivery models that would justify a shift in
responsibilities and instead pursued equipment grants for specific users indirectly
connected to government services. Nor did they incorporate new or genuine
employment strategies likely to transform opportunities for genuine local economic
participation. They did little to reveal fresh aspirations to enhance the level of
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participation in managing local affairs. Respondents did not seek to undertake any
deep analysis of the reasons behind this or to generalise them. The observations
themselves suggest some misunderstanding or deeper confusion by regional
stakeholders between notions of sustainable local control where responsibilities
around economic viability are paramount to support transformation and outdated
one-way transfers of cash and/or assets. Some communities blatantly expressed
their refusal to take any responsibility and a number of local authorities declined to
relinquish domains that had been possibly financially profitable and could be
reallocated and lost to those organisations (as argued above). The resulting amount
of inertia creates an internal tension for policymakers as they must balance the
temptation to become more prescriptive (and force regions or communities to take
on greater responsibilities) and the need to be patient and let them lead the way. In
accordance with the LDM approach (and the reconciliation-based advocacy positions
most commonly found in the LDM literature), the latter hands-off approach was
generally maintained and the ‘status quo’ around government services was deemed
satisfactory for regions where leadership is fractured and unending; and where
spending for consultations and negotiations would have had limited chances to lead
to sustainable progress.
Thinking about the near future and consistent with the above, the majority of interviewees
seem to concur that taking the time is essential and that there is no point in attempting to
coerce participation in the policy given its ‘opt in’ advocated nature when there appears to
be no intent to engage, irrespective of apparent northern or southern perspectives. A few
respondents mentioned that there might be potential contradictions in the aspirations of
some regions where there is a clear desire to retain clan-based models of cultural authority
(by some segments of the community), while many are also in general agreement with the
need to redefine governance mechanisms (in terms of boundaries and representation)
required for greater social and economic participation and empowerment. One interviewee
also claimed that it’s not the level of scale economies or remoteness that ultimately appears
to determine the ‘capacity to aspire’ of various regions or communities, nor the willingness
to embark in LDM-type policies, but rather the level of homogeneity of the population with
respect to aspirations twinned with the suitability of the governance structure or system in
place to reflect that residing population’s range of views. Given the many references made
by all respondents to the Groote example, the degree of unity found across that islandregion, combined with its accumulated wealth (allowing them to co-invest through the LDM
process and feel in charge of the process) together explain that region’s determination and
capacity to move ahead.

Other themes occasionally raised by respondents
As observed above, there was an anticipated amount of overlap and convergence between some of
the key themes that had been selected and structured as discussion elements for this report.
Unsurprisingly, questions of implementation, readiness and speed of engagement dominated the
relatively self-guided parts of the discussions. Interviewers also attempted to identify disparities in
emphasis, in examples, and in articulation between responses and across questions for the sake of
analysis. Alternative topics that were not highlighted by the interview plan nor necessarily fitting the
34
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anticipated configuration were raised recurrently by some interviewees and complement the
themes discussed above. They are simply noted here:
•
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•
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Questions on the evolution of NTG’s internal reporting linked with the LDM were raised
several times by different respondents and gave the impression of genuine ongoing efforts
across a number of domains to decentralise regional planning in general. This allows to
contextualise LDM among more initiatives aiming to decentralise some key government
functions applicable to its relationships to the regions (not necessarily directly LDMattributed though) to devolve communications (and physical locations of meetings); and to
support regional coordination (and coordinators’ roles) in relatively systematic ways.
Furthermore, these have required and created direct reporting lines to DCM, with suitable
KPIs (over outputs) and conceivably genuine attempts at maintaining an informal barometer
over the rapport maintained by NTG with the regions. As this is potentially a tendency that
has evolved beyond the LDM (narrowly interpreted as the process of incremental devolution
of government services), details about its functioning or performance were not sought in
this research and it is difficult for the researchers to assess those aspects mentioned by the
respondents. But it is worth noting that consultation work in remote Indigenous
communities is currently being conducted around the NT’s Remote Engagement and
Coordination Strategy and how to monitor and evaluate progress for that broad framework,
involving Charles Darwin University staff from the Northern Institute.
The question of program or policy evaluation is one that was often raised superficially by
interviewees, but not explored in any great detail given the explicit delineation of the
current research designed to [a] not be construed as an evaluation and [b] collect only the
subjective views of NTG public servants who played key roles in or around the policy. A
meticulous evaluation would need to involve a variety of stakeholders, a number of wellarticulated methodologies and would require a multi-pronged approach to assess LDM’s
impact on:
a) those regions or communities who chose to engage and,
b) those who never did and explicitly declined to take on services locally, and
c) those who might have considered it but backtracked either because they were
unsatisfied with what the LDM allowed them to pursue, or they came to the conclusion
they were not ready.
d) Other stakeholders involved in service delivery (private sector, local councils and NGOs)
on how they have been affected by the changes in regions where they have occurred.
From conversations with NTG stakeholders, a number of formative evaluation initiatives are
in place, and perhaps early elements of a review; none of which would likely to constitute
substantive and summative evaluations at such an early stage of a deliberately lengthy
process. From an evaluation perspective, the LDM has had the advantage of a relatively
articulated process and outputs (informed by recommendations found in the literature; see
appendix 3), but as is often the case less clarity with respect to outcomes at the centre of its
program logic; which constitute definitely intricate long-term and multi-dimensional aspects
of remote wellbeing. The current report might contribute towards a greater understanding
of motives and limitations of government, but the policy remains highly complex due to its
‘opt in’ nature, its inherent and deliberate vagueness around resourcing (given the variety of
needs), and its commitment to responding to differing priorities identified by participating
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groups. This is perhaps not surprising for a major policy attempting partially to disrupt and
re-enact the relationship between regions, government and local stakeholders as well as
support initiatives aiming to have major generational impacts, with potentially difficult to
predict time- and resources- consuming challenges. Furthermore, the perception that the
policy is successful only if the majority of communities or regions embark in LDM could be
mistaken as the solutions for social and economic apathy found in diverse regions might
have quite different sources and require quite different types of actions. Yet it is highly likely
that this slow speed will be hijacked by the policy’s political detractors including some
stakeholders, inside and outside of government, holding vested interests in the ‘status quo’
to maintain their relevance, power or even existence. This has been convincingly argued and
demonstrated in the OECD (2019) report (discussed at length in appendix 2).
Some additional comments about challenges around readiness and administrative
capabilities specific to costs encountered in the NT are instructive and might suggest NTspecific challenges. One interviewee mentioned that both WA and Queensland
bureaucracies are better resources and capable of backing small regional organisations
(including local councils) though the direct provision of ‘usual’ corporate and other business
services. In the NT, such support activities (from consultants to training) appear to be
forever in need of new funding sources, short-term grant support. This leads to costly
process repetitions, delays and fears within NTG or the regional organisations needing
support that it could in the future appropriate large shares of any policy budget. It is possible
to speculate that this contributes ton ongoing distorted incentives (and contradictions) as
remote regions are indirectly encouraged to continually rely on government to ‘manage’
discussions and negotiations and seek funding to do so, while in the context of a major ‘selfempowerment’ initiative.
The convoluted issue of how to handle assets and equipment (and their possible gifting or
leases) in association with transfers of responsibilities is a delicate matter which was raised
by several respondents across the board, from DCM to those located in services agencies.
Although possible institutional solutions were not explored in detail because not intended to
be a central dimension of the policy flavour and intent, it turned out to play a tangible role
as a constraint and revealed a possible misalignment between community or regional
incentives, and an important factor in establishing the balance between responsibility and
control. Addressing that issue can only be resolved if genuine funding power transfers are
being considered, and if readiness to demonstrate local accountability is openly embraced
and credible. An interviewee reported that such issues can be handled satisfactorily through
joint partnerships with prior non-Indigenous NGOs and businesses with experience and
established relationships in specific regions, but that some of the latter NGOs could be
hesitant because of both financial and reputational damage they encountered in the past
when conflicts resulted.
Beyond the rhetoric that everything should be ‘on the table’ as a starting point for the LDM,
some respondents stated that legislative constraints that impinge on policies such as the
LDM can slow down or block progress irrespective of best intentions and can create
inescapable disincentives for key bureaucrats. Legislative requirements across most key
domains of public services are significant and hold substantial compliance weight, that
hypothetical ‘LDM zealots’ might mistakenly choose to ignore. A respondent expressed such
a NTG agency’s viewpoint as ‘legislation trumps policy everyday’; alerting to the fact that
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LDM could create professional risks to those situated at the intersection of those notional
clashing forces. But such tensions can be constructive if they result in creative solutions,
institutional innovations, or even if they lead to legislative reviews attempting to address
them. In any case, public scrutiny, accountability and transparency will need to be
maintained if those tensions are to be revealed, proactively endorsed and become tools for
positive change.
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Conclusion
The main aim of this research has been to review early insights associated with
decentralisation/LDM policies found in the relevant literatures to formulate discussion points and
probe key government staff that have been involved in the Northern Territory Government Local
Decision Making framework. It aimed to explore their diverse perceptions of a variety of plausible
objectives. It also uncovers early implementation observations from NTG executives about the
recently instigated policy framework assisting greater local decision and participation roles for
remote Indigenous community residents in the provision of key services. The key premise of the
research that shedding light on the many possible and intertwined objectives potentially associated
with that type of policy by overviewing some key literature proved useful (see appendices 1, 2 and
3). This facilitated the purpose of clarifying and mapping the drivers of the policy as well as possible
future outcomes, thereby allowing a greater integration of existing narratives, which was needed to
guide and structure conversations with government executives around such a variety of policy
drivers and visions.
The literature overview of both ‘decentralisation’ and ‘LDM’ showed that even when interpreted
strictly as government policy constructs, these terms convey a wide variety of connotations, and
have been advocated for various purposes. Appendix 1 shows that those terms are often loosely
defined, rarely integrated, and the motivations for those policies change considerably across
government service domains, across types of jurisdictions and across regions. While understandings
and accounts vary considerably, it was possible to identify five stylized types of drivers or motives for
decentralisation which allowed to formulate and organise the NTG LDM narrative across
recognisable themes, and loosely structure interviews with executives to gauge their agreements
with the nature and relevance of those dimensions. The five motives or drivers discussed in
appendix 1 extracted from the literature constitute the basis of the typology formulated to clarify
the rationale of the policy:
1. The efficiency (or cost-effectiveness) rationale which is widely represented in the academic
literature and refers to the greater ability for remote services deciders and providers to
flexibly address local problems because of access to local knowledge, to identify
idiosyncratic needs, improve communications, build trust, and reduce transaction costs
when joint investments and participation are required.

2. The equity motivation which refers to administrative and political concerns arising from the
desire to address likely perceptions that services’ access and quality is lesser in remote
regions; that it diminishes with distance from main population centres where central
government agencies are located and is compounded by low population density, distinct
social challenges and lesser economic opportunities; leading to claims that remote needs
38
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deviate significantly from those perceived in nearby mainstream population centres where
decisions occur, that those distinct conditions are often ignored and ultimately perceived to
be unfair.

3. The regional workforce and economic development objective which is more often
associated with the grey literature that communicates regional governments interests in
seeking not only to increase the transfer of decisions and devolve authorities to the regions,
but also relocate assets, ‘government employment’ (paying for the translocation of skills and
human capital) and generate local opportunities in the process.

4. Revitalising the social contract between central government and its regional constituencies
which in the case of the NT constitutes a clearly expressed intent of the
decentralisation/LDM policy and aims at counteracting the alienation of regions and at
improving the social and political connections government and bureaucratic authorities
entertain with the latter.

5. The need to stimulate, innovate or disrupt the institutional status quo argued by some to
be stifling the ability of remote regions to connect with the mainstream economy and is
sometimes evoked as a decentralisation driver; either because incumbent vertical and/or
centralised institutional structures prevent remote regions from progressing towards
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services parity, or drain their human capital (as capabilities often migrate towards the
centre) and further inhibit regions from becoming more self-reliant.

The recent OECD (2019) handbook providing international evidence on decentralisation
implementation has noted that decentralisation of government services has become widespread
and a dominant policy direction internationally. Appendix 2 examines key claims from that report,
including the important observation decentralisation has proliferated to address the feeling that
many places (regions and remote communities) have been left behind by globalisation and
technological change and the attraction power of large cities. The handbook usefully provides a
generic and simple definition of decentralisation as, the transfer of powers and responsibilities from
the central government level to elected authorities at the subnational level so as to confer some
degree of autonomy. Importantly, it stresses the need for such a policy framework to address and
connect the three distinct dimensions of decentralisation: political, administrative and fiscal. The
report notes that the latter is often overlooked and that this is the source of many implementation
bottlenecks. It advocates that decentralisation must aim for clear assignments of responsibilities
between levels of government, aspire towards greater fiscal regional autonomy, undertake capacitybuilding and governance strengthening, and rethink the role of coordination institutions assisting
those dimensions, including transparency and performance monitoring.
Some aspects of recent LDM policies extracted from a review by PwC Australia (2017) which focused
more specifically on remote Aboriginal community contexts are briefly summarized in appendix 3.
The report provided direct advice to the NTG for its policy design. It is clear that many ‘LDM’ themes
overlap considerably with the ‘decentralisation’ thinking, but the focus of the more recent LDM
literature reflects advocacy concerns that support engagement and collaboration with Indigenous
stakeholder groups in remote communities. It often emphasizes the benefits from ‘whole-ofgovernment’ approaches or thinking when interacting with remote regions. While sometimes
ambiguous in some of the literature as key terms are rarely properly enunciated, it appears that the
purpose of LDM is increasingly claimed to be concerned with the long-term aspirations of remote
communities and with addressing social and economic self-determination objectives. However,
there is convergency with ‘decentralisation’ when it is recommended that small and incremental
implementation steps are likely to be most feasible and constructive if involving experimentation
around government services design or provision.
The main part of the report focuses on the relatively unstructured interviews with NTG executives
who played significant roles in driving the NT LDM and are cognizant of its early implementation and
progress. Interviewees had a lot to say and required minimal guidance to cover most topics of
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interest to this research, which led to dense narratives reflecting their perceptions and distinct
organisational standpoints. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and thematically examined by
the researchers, after having concurred on the selected themes (largely from the literature
overview). The analysis approach utilised involved researchers separately agreed themes
(motivations and cross-themes) anticipated early, due to the fact that the 3 researchers were
involved in the majority of interviews. Various elements were extracted from the individual
narratives and integrated to fit those themes and subject categories. As some interviewees hold
regional coordination responsibilities and others belonged to the key service-providing agencies,
different perspectives on the advantages or disadvantages of the LDM policy were somewhat
expected, but turned out to be less dramatic than anticipated, partly because they saw the
relevance of all five types of drivers. For instance, government executives supported in principle
motivations #3 and #4 (emphasizing regional development and revitalisation of relationship with
government agencies) as the basis or precondition for regional and community empowerment, as
well as constituting necessary requirements and unavoidable political steps towards greater
economic participation and political self-reliance.
The analysis also identified circuitously quite conceivable tensions between the drivers identified,
including potential divergence in interests between government stakeholders occupying distinct
positions. The LDM process was presented in general as a way to resolve or at least manage, not
always successfully, pre-existing place-specific frictions that undermined prospective economic
participation intentions. Interviewees were clearer in their views of implementation lessons, in
particular the success stories associated with those communities or regions which had led or
adopted the LDM process and were becoming exemplars in that capacity. Some commented
cautiously on the relative passivity of many other regions or communities apparently not ready or
willing to participate in the LDM to take greater responsibilities in the critical services domains
prescribed by the policy despite clear encouragements to do so. The extensive number of ‘low
ambition’ regions was noted as surprising and disappointing by some executives reflecting on this
first phase of the policy as their expectations had been for overwhelming demand to participate. But
when prompted, respondents dismissed the wisdom of any attempt to force greater participation
and/or stimulate ambitions, which they claim would go against the spirit of the ‘opt in’ policy, and of
the reconciliation spirit behind it.
When asked to reflect on the factors that influenced the attitude or perspectives of different
regions, interviewees emphasized the relative coherence of some regions (in terms of the greater
social, cultural and economic consistency or harmony found in some places), the significant role
played by pre-existing governance structures (including established community-controlled
organisations) allowing for relatively fair and balanced representation of various categories of
remote residents within a region allowing them to settle on joint aspirations, the particular
challenges existing around assets and infrastructure transfers, and the essential but slow process of
building leadership and revise governance capabilities within these regions.
Those lessons are of universal interest and relatively new in their application to some of the most
remote and disengaged regions in Australia, and significant in that sense. The findings and the
typology offered are valuable for the sake of advancing LDM practice especially across remote
regional contexts, yet practices will remain highly place-specific as the journey ahead appears
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lengthy for the most communities attempting to bridge social and economic connections with the
rest of Australia. Optimistic and integrated examples featuring recent progress can be found in
Appendix 4.
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APPENDIX 1: Local decision-making and decentralisation literatures –
overviewing the motivations and drivers behind those policy directions
A preliminary exploration of existing literature on the connected search terms of ‘local decisionmaking’ (LDM) and ‘government decentralisation’ was initially undertaken. It confirmed that those
topics are often found intertwined in advocacy, policy and academic discussions, although not in a
consistent manner. Even when they do not necessarily refer to each other, the themes treated,
elements analysed, and the general implementation aspects by and large coincide. What stems from
the wide range of academic and policy sources investigated, including a few key reviews examined in
appendices 2 and 3, is the contextual variety of across studies of both LDM and decentralisation.
This is verifiable through the prevalence of shifting definitions of the domain of analysis, the focus of
the literature being sometimes on evolving government structures, sometimes on the location of
decision nodes (and their relationships to governance institutions), other times on the benefits and
costs of locally designed (or delivered) services as such, or on the overall potential impacts of
political autonomy. To date, there have been few attempts to investigate if any of the ascertained
benefits from decentralisation, whether administrative or political in flavour, apply generally across
differing regions, contexts and/or political systems.
It is likely that further conceptual and empirical developments around such policies will be required
before their impacts can be systematically assessed, and their potential realised. Few
comprehensive analytical efforts were uncovered in the academic literature that integrate or review
the key arguments and articulate them in ways that could provide ‘state of the art’ guidance. Most
descriptions are case-specific or apply to particular settings or regional contexts, and the relevance
of particular policy experiences to the NT is usually difficult to ascertain (the OECD 2019 report
discussed in appendix 2 is a recent exception). It is fair to presume that generalisations are scarce
because of the twin issues of contextual variety alerted above (whether decentralisation can be
implemented and impacts different regions in the same way) and of goal diversity (as
decentralisation is apparently sought, justified publicly or undertaken for different reasons). Indeed,
most analytical discussions collected refer to ways of improving distinct government outcomes in
places where distinctive challenges have been identified and decentralisation is presented as a way
to seek to transform governance practices.
Nor does the current report undertake an in-depth review decentralisation discussions across
domains of application (such as health, justice, education, cultural affairs, youth or family services,
etc.) as this would entail attempting to resolve overwhelming conceptual, technical and practical
gaps. It simply presents recent thinking in a manner that can facilitate our understanding of the
options that were available to the NT implementation, and likely would be relevant to other similar
regional governments. It does so by:
•
•

undertaking a selective exploration of key contentions surrounding the ‘purpose of
decentralising’, as uncovered in policy and academic writings and propose a rudimentary
categorisation based on the key rationales found in literature overviewed, and
highlighting and contrasting the two leading strands of literature that played a role in
framing recent NTG policy directions (decentralisation and LDM policies), and by
incidentally extracting key findings from noteworthy reviews.

It is important to note that given the presence of vastly differentiated literatures and the absence of
universally accepted ‘program logic’ approaches unifying this field, we found it necessary to retain
the dual terms of LDM and of decentralisation to denote those very closely related literatures yet
somewhat assorted policy domains. While the connections between the authors and concerns of
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those found writing about each seem at times to be loose, most of the ideas, principles and
conclusions appear strikingly similar. The determinants of which terminology (between
decentralisation and LDM) is used across authors and domains of references appear to be
determined largely by disciplinary preferences, analytical scales and political motivations, which can
be associated with either federal systems, unified states and/or regions. In the context of LDM, the
political context and agendas associated with peripheral regions inhabited by disadvantaged
Aboriginal communities more or less disconnected from the mainstream economy and mainstream
society are clearly central to most government decentralisation narratives and place a greater
emphasis on long-term benefits.

Categorising the arguments for LDM and decentralisation
This section expands on the initial observation that the motives driving decentralisation policy
efforts are often ill-specified, and often largely confused in government narratives. One can also find
a diversity of scattered, and rarely prioritised, rationales in the literature to justify undertaking
‘decentralisation’ of decisional authority, of services delivery or of bureaucratic location. The most
basic ‘decentralisation’ policy theme often focuses on a number of aspects directly concerned with
government management effectiveness. In contrast, the LDM literature usually broadens the focus
and considers the effect of government structures on the incremental and long-term empowerment
of various types of communities where existing governance, capabilities or service delivery
deficiencies are attributed to various forms of historical dislocation, be they social, cultural, political
and/or economic.
A large proportion of writers considering the tangled topics of ‘decentralisation’ and ‘LDM’ have an
advocacy purpose and tone, as they build arguments emphasizing specific drivers within the diverse
range of possible motives. Even then their contributions rarely convey clear predictions, targeted
outcomes or definite intent for that policy approach. In that sense, a majority of papers concerned
with the topic mount arguments that are relatively simplistic about the need to push decisions
downstream (often blending elements of services delivery or wellbeing) and conjecture that positive
outcomes are expected to result in greater local influence or control for a variety of reasons that
need disentangling.
At a glance, the most commonly formulated claim in both academic and government literatures
revolves around the notion that better decision-making supporting the delivery of services would
result from decentralised government processes because these allow local communities to better
formulate their preferences and exercise their choices regarding government services. In other
words, local coordination of information and communication channels results in a better
understanding of needs, likings, social or cultural constraints, etc. This abstract and commonplace
contention relates to assumptions about improvements that should result from ‘better
understanding’ (by those with the mandate of supplying the services), and from greater trust
towards ‘more-local’ authorities (experienced by those receiving the services). This view in turn
suggests that such advancements would augment the bureaucracy’s ability to formulate options (for
services design or delivery) and/or better implement them in ways likely to bring about greater
outcomes in some sense. Hence, it is assumed that local determination processes will better reflect
local preferences and more reliably tackle informational bottlenecks or failures that typically
generate disconnections between central bureaucracies and local communities.
Several such arguments extracted from relevant papers or reports found in our literature search
focus entirely on a single, specific rationale (examples are provided below) while others enumerate
and mix various potential benefits that could arise from enhanced local decisions. They often
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express such views without much analytical sophistication and follow the instinctive assumption that
shorter decisional distance leads to better outcomes, without considering more sophisticated
interpretations of the problem, which would highlight that some benefits from decentralisation
come at greater costs elsewhere. In particular, little attention is given to administrative scale or of
the relationship of one motive with other complementary social objectives seemingly portraying
decentralisation itself as unproblematic and costless. Some of the more developed analytical pieces
envisage differing (and sometimes clashing) arguments and allude to the need for a framework to
assess net advantages or ideal levels of decentralisation. Before even contemplating and gauging
such trade-offs between motives and purposes (for decentralising), it is essential to initially
distinguish and group them in a few categories to establish which conceptual arguments appear the
most compelling and how their specific logics operate. Later, it might be feasible to identify apparent
conflicts or contradictions between them and ascertain to what extent their formulations (and
impacts) might reflect vested interests and viewpoints, in ways that could government and
community progress their policy agendas.
Improving the formulation and categorisation of motives for decentralisation anticipates future
evaluation needs where identifying the policy logic of the reform will be necessary, and sufficient
clarity about objectives or outcomes expected need to be articulated, and measurable progress
identified. Precision is also required for the purpose of informing policy implementation practices
which require, among other things, to pinpoint likely winners and losers, anticipate some of the
political issues and reactions ahead, identify sources of resistance among stakeholders, and
ultimately recognise that decentralisation is negotiated concurrently at the administrative and
political levels. This is critical for the sake of dealing with the holdups or difficulties that will
unavoidably be created by distinct types of stakeholders. Future policy improvements ultimately
depend on better understanding of what those motives for decentralisation appear to be (despite
much narrative confusion), how they interact and who they might advantage.
The literature overview overall reveals that many contributions on the topic feature advocacy
narratives which oversimplify arguments (typically by taking a side ‘for’ or ‘against’) and can present
simplistic, sometimes apparently unsolvable, tensions between goals (for instance by opposing
bluntly efficiency and equity arguments – as observed in some instances below). In fact, it is striking
that some contributions propose such idealistic developmental pathways where greater decisions
and responsibilities shift, problems are solved so as to eventually attain greater overall harmony,
progress and sovereignty – in ways that so diverge from reality that they lose analytical credibility.
Overall, it appears particularly important not to sidestep the real likelihood that political and
administrative bottlenecks (towards decentralisation efforts or towards furthering of local decisionmaking) will occur and sometimes originate from upper tiers of government, from incumbent service
providers, or from cohorts/groups or specific stakeholders within the communities being ‘serviced’.
Any overview of policy implementation challenges must allocate adequate attention to the
mechanisms or strategies needed to handle the unavoidable tensions that will arise between such
groups as former decision-making responsibilities are displaced. Reasonably sophisticated analysis of
how LDM progress creates foreseeable conflicts, and how best to handle them, is required if genuine
learning is to occur from past experiences and errors, so as to ensure that evidence-based
judgments inform forthcoming decentralisation agendas.
To construct a perspective that at a minimum recognises the mixed opportunity costs and impacts of
decentralisation on a variety of parties and ultimately does not present itself as a silver bullet, it is
proposed initially to consider, group and delimit the rationales for decentralisation or LDM put
forward in the literature accessed. Our preliminary inventory of academic papers and grey literature
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suggests that five broad categories appear to cover the reasonably complete breadth of motives for
decentralisation supported by analysts and commentators across government service sectors and
geographical contexts. Some of those are clearly more commonly mentioned and/or properly
articulated than others, although with the understanding that their overall benefits are unequally
supported by distinct stakeholder groups. In this appendix, we simply consider some typical
arguments to demonstrate that the diversity of motives or rationales is indeed significant, and that
analytical depth is lacking. For the sake of this report, we tend to select examples reflecting the
Australian context whenever possible, and in particular extract wherever feasible those most
relevant to remote Aboriginal regions and communities.

1. The efficiency rationale for decentralisation (applied to the provision of government
services and LDM)

The most commonly articulated motivation to undertake decentralisation of government services
supply is based on the belief that it engenders efficiency gains (in the design, delivery and/or
administrative support domains of production). Typically, favourable arguments refer to the
expected better utilisation of local knowledge leading to improved local decisions, more costeffective and flexible provision, enhancing the ability to adjust and meet local needs. This extends to
the widespread expectation that LDM can bring about superior wellbeing outcomes because
government services aim to address entrenched and complex socio-economic gaps because remote
needs are distinct and misconstrued (typically in education, health, children and family well-being,
housing, etc in remote regions). While intuitively compelling, the causal logic at the core of those
assertions is somewhat incomplete, not always corroborated by evidence in the literature, and
needs further articulation. We list below some of the contentions supporting the efficiency (or costeffectiveness) rationale, as well as some caveats extracted from the literature, noting that there
might be meaningful distinctions that need to be made across types of services regarding the
soundness of that logic. For instance, it appears at a glance that ‘cultural distance’ affects
convincingly the effectiveness for some types of decisions and delivery, but not for all production
activities or services or regional contexts. By reducing cultural distance, real or symbolic, better
decisions can be made. It is credible to anticipate diminishing returns to the use of local knowledge
when delivering services in regions where scarcity of technological and human capabilities is
presumed to create ongoing bottlenecks. It must be further noted that the logical arguments
proposed are open to debate, and rarely based on empirical substantiation. A comprehensive review
of the international evidence collated by the OECD (2019) which attempts to balance out pros and
cons is presented in appendix 2.
Claims and examples supporting decentralisation on a variety of efficiency grounds:
•

Improved communication: Several efficiency claims appear to simply be based on the notion
that superior communications would result if decision-makers are closer to their clients, in a
physical, administrative, or cultural sense. In some cases, improved decision channels are
expected to result from improved and more frequent links between service providers and
recipients. This is particularly the case where huge amounts of consultation, preparation to
build trust and ongoing interactions are necessary. A number of examples found in the
literature are linked with health and/or research seeking genetic heritage information where
comprehensive privacy and permissions protocols as well as strong consent procedures are
required prior to interacting with service clients and establishing the scope of services
(Prictor & al., 2020). Improvements in remote housing design and tenancy administration in
recent decades have been attributed by commentators to efforts to establish local
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•

•

arrangements embracing LDM and establishing hybrid models, which are interpreted as
more cost-effective (Habibis & al. 2016). Similarly, the assessment and tackling of oral health
needs and the promotion of different practices around Aboriginal communities necessitates
appropriate coordination believed to be more effective when building on close connections
between culturally competent agencies with families and local schools (Dimitropoulos & al.
2018).Likewise proponents of ‘more local’ dispute management services also claim that
mediation and justice services can economize by being run locally, although they admit that
establishing a valid attribution of social costs and benefits for a variety of services
configurations would be challenging (Daly & al. 2016).
Incorporating contextual knowledge: Some types of decisions and judgments require indepth contextual-local knowledge and are almost inherently linked to social connections,
wellbeing and cultural risk associated with community-based identity. It is for instance
argued that in-depth understanding of those dimensions is critical for the delivery of
children welfare and family services in remote regions (Harnett and Featherstone 2020).
Some decision models adopted in that field recognise that human error is a key attribute
affecting decision-making quality, and that the latter is impacted by distance (social, cultural
and geographical); hence its handling determines the effectiveness of child welfare
protective services (Baumann & al. 2011).
Localised trust: The effectiveness of many services delivered by government agencies (or on
their behalf by NGOs) can depend significantly on investments in local human and social
capitals which can shape the attitudes of community residents and potential beneficiaries
toward those services. For services pertaining to the broad health, education and housing
domains, private co-contributions are required, as potential beneficiaries must make efforts
to participate for fruitful outcomes to occur. The value of taking those steps and covering
private costs (e.g., visiting a clinic, buying schoolbooks, etc) is directly related to the
effectiveness of the service ultimately provided, and the benefits from those efforts or
investments are better communicated or explained by local service suppliers than faraway
authorities. This is particularly frequently observed (and documented in the literature) for
situations requiring coordination established by bureaucratic protocols. Service beneficiaries
must coordinate their movements with the availability of services professionals, equipment
and/or facilities. Typically, they must invest in time, travel, preparation, equipment or basic
behavioural changes to ensure effective impacts. It is frequently observed that the lack of
confidence (and limited involvement or interest) of remote residents in ascertaining the
value and need for services in the domains listed above makes their preparation and delivery
particularly difficult. Remote clinics, hospitals, specialist visits, schools all deal with the
logistics of ensuring sufficient preparation and intricate logistics. Services designed centrally
and delivered from central locations or agencies are often criticized for naively supposing
that conventional incentives and mainstream behavioural responses (attending
appointments and preparing properly) to policies apply uniformly across contexts and
environments and will deliver the same outcomes. This is a commonly found argument for
decentralisation of specific service packages insofar as local decision-makers are presumed
to adjust services delivery protocols more rapidly and flexibly. Conceptually, this closeness
allows program delivery design to accommodate local realities, facilitate greater access in
general and adapt to ways of connecting fitting local social and cultural attributes. That
presumption appears plausible in general, although the expanded conjecture that
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•

•

•

decentralisation does subsequently remedy issues of communications (relatively plausible),
build trust (possibly) and improve attitudes (perhaps) towards the services and convince
locals about the value of investing is itself perhaps simplistic.
Increased local participation due to decision involvement: Similar arguments apply to the
widespread belief that local participation in the design, administration and/or
implementation of services (common in housing, child welfare and justice) builds trust and
increases the likelihood that they will undertake those personal investments and make
decisions reflecting ‘positive behaviours’. Decentralisation can facilitate participation at
multiple levels, ranging from formal roles in local decision to the creation of locally trusted
‘culturally safe spaces’ to effectively resolve issues and cost-effectively underwrite social
justice outcomes (Winangali Ipsos consortium 2017).
Domain-specific efficiency contentions: There is a strong parallel between this type of
contention supporting decentralisation and arguments for the inclusion of local community
members in bureaucracies dealing with services supply as mechanisms to encourage
‘positive behaviours’ in specific domains where this is otherwise identified as an issue.
Examining the diverse health sector in European countries, Saltman & al. (2007) differentiate
between technical efficiency (attributed hypothetically to greater cost consciousness by
bureaucracies and growing market-like interactions) and allocative efficiency (when patient
responsiveness is believed to improve and the health providers to be more clientresponsive). These authors also consider other motives such as equity, quality,
accountability and innovativeness (discussed in more details further below). In most of their
state-specific and theoretical examinations, they portray a consistent tension between the
scale economies afforded by large central organisations or bureaucracies and the increased
effectiveness of decentralised providers leaving clients with greater flexibility and improved
incentives to participate and invest in their own health care. They also acknowledge that
there is no widely accepted data or sufficiently comprehensive evidence capable of
determining which size is optimal when considering likely trade-offs between scale
economies (for various configurations of health units from hospitals to small clinics, etc.) and
local cost-efficiency.
Ability to rely on restricted governance mechanisms to negotiate intricate arrangements
based on intimate knowledge of aspirations and trust that require social, physical and
political proximity (in the context of extensive, overlapping and contested governance
institutions). An example lies with Shared Responsibility Agreements (SRAs) supported by
the Australian Government’s as an approach to working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities which is further discussed below. Such programs are partially driven
by an efficiency aspiration to the extent that cost-effectiveness is sought by government and
community not willing to resolve all governance issues facing a region. Government offers
extra funding for selected infrastructure or services if targeted groups, communities or
regions agree to certain behavioural or other changes, often in the form of those
communities taking greater control over, and accountable for, services delivery.
Commitment to behaviour change by communities, families and individuals can be perceived
in that context as an additional obligation. The latter will be acceptable if sufficient
information about required local investments by community members is locally
communicated, the benefits understood, and improved mechanisms for services delivery are
settled (McCausland 2005).
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•

Reduced transaction costs and greater focus on long-term aspirations: The belief that early
engagement, dialogue and debate with receiving communities (surrounding services
improvements or changes) are likely to reduce net transaction and negotiation costs (down
the delivery line) is equally commonplace. It generally stems from the belief that centralised
government services and their agencies focus excessively on short-term objectives and
targets (leading to rapid and visible implementation) that are ultimately detrimental to
effective provision and long-term outcomes. Many advocates for decentralisation seek to
mitigate government agencies’ short-term focus and to reduce long-term transaction costs.
A comprehensive policy framework drafted in Queensland (Queensland Government 2012)
aimed to enable an explicit transition to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Community
Control of Health in Queensland, combining many typical LDM rationales. Among the
advantages explicitly considered is the belief that greater local primary health investments
would entice locals to increasingly utilise the services controlled by local organisations and
adhere more to treatments procedures, preparation and care. However, idealist outcomes
in such frameworks recognised that this would also generate further demand (and
eventually need) for more comprehensive health services and support. For instance, if
complementary patient transport considerations and access to drugs other care in remote
becomes increasingly supplied by the public sector, this generates new costs. Although not
verified, this could increase the net public burden, and affect ambiguously the social costeffectiveness of the policy if some groups of service recipients or regions are more or less
likely to rely on public sectors support and contribute to the system’s funding base. If it is
unlikely that individuals in some remote communities start making greater private
investments towards their health and many such behavioural changes are required
concurrently for outcomes to improve, the decentralisation efforts will need to be
incremental and take the shape of a slow and deliberate ‘control journey’ where further
investments are made only when community behavioural responses can be documented
and become the basis for further transfers of responsibilities.

While efficiency arguments for decentralisation are frequently advocated in thee literatures (and
sometimes interconnected with other objectives), they appear insufficient on their own to justify
decentralisation, especially if one considers the many possible counter-claims about the efficiency
and grater cost-effectiveness of large bureaucracies. Scale economies remain at the heart of services
delivery systems’ efficiency, and the avoidance of waste and duplication is strongly associated with
compelling evidence around centralised mechanisms. The efficiency gains from decentralisations
therefore need to be better articulated, documented and verified so as to establish realist
thresholds for relocating decisions, assets and services themselves.
Other additional counter arguments disputing the desirability of decentralisation in some specific
contexts question the logic and evidence implied around the link between local presence, local
knowledge of needs and improved outcomes. In any region or community, there is a trade-off
between services standardization and supply costs, and it is not clear whether remote regions have
more heterogenous needs than others – and therefore, on efficiency grounds alone, should provide
less standardized services The advantages of providing services comparable to mainstream regions
lie with the ability for remote regions to access technology, equipment and capabilities available in
mainstream regions for places where human capital is scarce.
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A different argument made to support slow and incremental transitions to ‘local services’ is the
potential conflicts of interest that emerge when accountability systems (possibly due to shortage of
competent and accountable local government officials and bureaucrats remotely) are less reliable or
open to scrutiny. This partially justifies the approach of supporting remote regions and communities
to engage only with a few new services domains at the time.
Above all those discrete costs and benefits, it seems generally acknowledged that any systematic
system redesign, whether decentralisation or centralisation, creates both local and system-wide
transition costs; which muddy considerably contentions related to efficiency or cost-effectiveness.
Various system participants (service suppliers and clients alike) would likely experience short-term
transactions costs related to adjusting to new ways of interacting; and various interest groups might
resist or overtly undermine the policy affecting them, while new benefits or opportunities that
genuinely improve services might take some time to identify and demonstrate. Meanwhile, some
accountable entity (central government generally) must cover the costs of the transition, which can
lead to proposals to alter the way funding is allocated (a critical dimension further discussed in
appendix 2).

2. Equity arguments to support decentralisation (applied to the provision of
government services and LDM)
Equity and fairness commonly feature in claims supporting decentralisation or promoting LDM.
These generally contrast remote access to services with that found in larger towns, although the
basis for such comparisons often appears ill-defined. After all, the efficiency arguments discussed
above suggested that commentators have claimed that [a] the needs or wants of remote residents
might differ from mainstream expectations, and that [b] the ability or willingness of remote
inhabitants to undertake private investments is often inadequate and constitutes a key barrier to
raising outcomes in specific domains. It is therefore necessary to be cautious, seek evidence about
delivery costs and with respect to private inputs when making sweeping generalisations. The topic of
equity is particularly intricate in any context, and definitional clarity is necessary.
From the decentralisation literature referring to such aspects, it is apparent that most arguments
entail either of the following rationales to support decentralisation:
•

•

•

Claims that regions and remote communities are less well-served than central or urban
regions in general (for specific categories of services) are commonly advanced based on
access. This is argued to be unfair for those experiencing sub-standard access to services or
having to face excessive private costs to obtain comparable benefits than those obtained by
less remote persons. It is useful to note that decentralisation on its own is unlikely to redress
spatial inequalities, other than providing a greater political voice to raise local concerns.;
Analogous statements condemn the inferior quality, limited availability, or lesser intensity of
services in remote regions as the fundamental equity issue, often attributed to substandard
infrastructure or inadequate human capital found remotely. The extended logic for
decentralising that is sometimes suggested is similarly that stronger local representation
within governments and bureaucracies could lead to better informed decisions about the
actual gaps, and possibly engender improved policy responses to upgrade services
delivery/design and enhance access suitability and support;
Related but slightly nuanced assertions can sometimes point at inequities within remote
populations. These claim that services might not reach the most needy or appropriate
recipients within specific faraway regions because central agencies are too disconnected
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from regional networks to determine who is most deserving of those services on a number
of grounds. The argument is similar to efficiency concerns discussed above in that priorities
should follow socially-agreed and bureaucratically-endorsed allocation principles but require
further local information inputs to achieve such goals. Such arguments refer the lack of
required local knowledge to assess and identify worthy and unworthy beneficiaries
considering changing circumstances and complex social relationships, which decentralisation
can facilitate.
The fuzzy logics listed above contribute towards widespread perceptions that there are major
discrepancies (applicable to services belonging to specific domains) between local aspirations and
their construal by central agencies where they are generally formulated, resourced, administered
and evaluated. It does appear from our overview of the literature that the contentions about the
fairness or equity benefits arising from government services decentralisation are both commonplace
and ambiguous, due to limited efforts to clearly define what fairness entails. Unsurprisingly, counterclaims can be made that in specific instances, a centralised authority might be in a better position to
deliver a given service standard (similar to a universal benchmark) as the latter can better grasp,
objectively allocate and sustainably monitor equity goals within and across regions. According to
that logic, an integrated bureaucracy is more likely to uphold an objective and consistent perspective
on needs, technology and consistently stable aspirations. It is in general more likely that subjective
political imperatives will create populist motivations to meddle with services allocations, which
eventually advantage some at the expense of others. When aspirations within a population are
relatively homogenous and uniform, centralisation appears more appealing for it aligns scale
economies claims with objective allocation and political ‘detachment’ which support greater levels
of bureaucratic fairness.
In contrast, where needs or aspirations differ from non-remote norms, or when remote
environments are volatile and subject to social upheavals, decentralised services might improve
equity because they offer more flexibility and the capacity to adapt and consider new information.
Any adjustments, modifications, innovations, and redesign of services to either take into account
local realities, unpredictable adversities (such as disasters), or deal with sudden and radically
different economic or social challenges encountered in remote regions can benefit from a more
meaningful local ‘decision presence’ of an administrative and political nature. This appears
particularly relevant when deliberate efforts are made to transform an atypical (non-mainstream)
remote economy and alter its social foundations. The latter often involve experimentation and call
for piloting or trialling different ways of delivering services (to support deliberate intents to drive
social changes), setting localised targets and closely monitoring how local improvements might or
might not occur in regions where the required political commitment is unsure.
The context described above appears to reflect public claims that some types of regions, mainly
remote or even perhaps ‘homelands’, are systematically under-serviced (Wunan Foundation and
Empowered Communities steering committee 2015) relative to mainstream Australian society. Such
argument commonly construes the mismatch between aspiration-needs and services delivery as
equity failures resulting from the inadequate accountability faced by local and national politicians
(Ahmad & al. 2005). Such credible assertions fuel debates about whether comparative standards
(around services quality and delivery) can genuinely be applied when costs of delivery and
population density differ significantly, and whether remote regions can expect the same type or
levels of support as found in mainstream environments. This unavoidably opens up sensitive and
contested discussions touching on the political economy of remote area essential services, and the
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extent to which concessions and allowances are justified. These reiterate the subjective nature of
fairness and equity conceptualisations applied across substantially different social, cultural and
economic environments. Such questions often reach into complex deliberations around the
economic legitimacy of assorted outstation models (found on Aboriginal homelands and approached
cautiously and differently across jurisdictions) and on funding mechanisms suitable for regional and
central governments to support them. Interpreting service access equity and its funding basis
generally constitute predominant concerns, which have been used to vindicate reforms that could
enhance the role of local government in the Australia federation (Grant and Ryan 2014).
For the sake of framing the role of ‘equity’ as a driver for decentralisation, what matters most is to
recognise that greater clarity is needed around the concept of fairness as applicable for the
administration of different types of government services. It must be acknowledged that without a
sufficiently precise concept of equity, it is difficult to properly demonstrate how ‘government
services decentralisation’ can strictly cause (in a program logic sense) more equitable outcomes,
despite the fact that most decentralisation advocacy and LDM narratives appear to take it for
granted. The literature seems to loosely incorporate a number of conjectures attributed to
decentralisation, including the prospects of improved communications, enhanced community trust
towards the distribution and allocation of services when locals are directly involved, and the
potentially greater transparency surrounding the connection between public sector contributions
and impacts, all of which can be disputed as arguments lacking evidence. Yet it remains generally
perceived and appears credible that the extent to which a region is relatively distinctive and deviates
from the mainstream in social and economic terms will elicit a desire to express its divergent
aspirations and frame its own choices around government services, especially if it has embarked on
a transformation journey requiring distinct governance structures.
Among the many vague examples found in the broad literature, references to equity arguments
supporting LDM are most strongly articulated in domains where ‘fair process’ is interpreted as
directly connected with community input, as is the case with community health care or justice
decisions where there are issues of consent pertaining to minors, to adults with a disability unable to
provide permission, or to language limitations where decisions must be taken by surrounding
community members (CAAC 2020). Similarly, in the context of child protection services, advocates of
decentralisation often propose enhanced categorisations of levels of citizen-participation along
Arnstein’s participation continuum (Arnstein 1969) that include adapted standards and provision of
cultural advice for instance. These support trust in institutions and help operationalising the extent
to which various jurisdictions or bureaucracies provide fair decision-making pathways recognising
the specific attributes of family and community context in remote regions and endorse the need for
multi-organisation intermediation between government, courts and ATSI community-controlled
organisation. Equity challenges surrounding the provision of housing for Aboriginal residents in
remote regions have increasingly been framed as efforts to balance the need for local decisions and
adaptation in opposition to the ways centralised tenancy administration systems operate (Habibis &
al. 2016). Hybrid models involving a partnership between the government housing agency and
knowledgeable, preferably ‘Indigenous’, third party providers delivering a culturally appropriate
service have become the favoured norm for some remote regions, leaving significant aspects such as
‘repairs and maintenance’ systems to remain in some instances centralised and in other regions not.
This reflects contextual diversity and recognises that simplistic uniformity-based approaches to
services equity might not be generalisable. The lack of clear fairness logic and evidence suggest once
more that equity arguments on their own might be insufficient to justify or trigger major
decentralisation policies (given the costs of doing so) and that other motives must complement
them as playing critical roles.
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It is useful to conclude by noting that in the case of LDM aspirations found in remote regions, people
(community residents, their leaders and their consultants) often convey the view that they seek
more ‘equitable’ outcomes in the sense of ‘closing the gap’ with mainstream Australia with respect
to the key components of health, education, etc. This clearly plays a key role as a political motivator,
but the use of the term can be misleading. There is a strong similarity in these possibly differing
interpretations with age-old debates about the difference between equity (equality of opportunities)
and equality of outcomes (an indicator of differences that can be explained in a number of ways and
might reveal genuine and verifiable inequities of course). As a caution, mainstream academic
discussions themselves encounter issues with such terminology, particularly across disciplines
(economics, education, health). Without reopening philosophical debates about short-term and
long-term ‘fairness’ in the context of diverging social preferences and cultural constraints, it remains
clear that the basic arguments for services “decentralisation” generally refer to access and quality in
an instrumental sense, but that much of the LDM discourse focuses on its long-term potential as a
tool to achieve greater equality of outcomes in a wellbeing sense.

3. Regional workforce participation and employment objectives (government services
decentralisation and LDM as regional development stimulation mechanisms)
Although commonly proffered as a political slogan, linking decentralisation and regional
development is less often formulated as a justification, except perhaps within the field of economic
geography where the challenges of peripheral economies are often examined, and a variety of
policies considered. The narrower possibility of relocating decision-makers and suppliers of
government services from congested cities towards regions or local communities through basic
decentralisation policies does not feature as a well-articulated policy goal, even though it is a
genuine and recurring populist promise, historically promoted by political parties (or regional
governments) with strong regional voters’ support. Relocating government jobs to regions is often
presented as an expedient mechanism to keep regional employment healthy by political elites
located in regions as well, in ways complementary to other protectionist policies and interventions
intended to advantage local businesses and employment – but the well-understood net costs of
doing so for the whole do not enter the arguments.
In contrast to the motives considered above, the focus of regional development objectives is not on
the potential benefits arising from reconfigured linkages between the location of ‘decision’ nodes
(within the bureaucracy), but simply on the direct displacement of labour factors of production. The
rhetoric focuses on the transfer of human capital which might affect positively the competitive
advantage of those regions, prevent skills and capabilities from departing regions, support local
economic self-reliance, and enhance their growth prospects.
As the regional development and employment growth perspective appears straightforward in policy
discourses, the nature of the contentions behind it should be contrasted to the two types of
arguments discussed above. In the previous cases, the literature proposed that the displacement of
decision-making responsibilities towards local communities could be justified on efficiency or equity
grounds and would result in improving services design and delivery overall (efficiency) and reach a
larger proportion of those in need (equity). The implied readjustments in communication and
information flows associated with decentralisation had the potential to improve services outcomes,
although the logic supporting those improvements was somewhat vague and rarely backed by
strong evidence, and the net costs of transition, implementation and possible corruption were not
generally considered.
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Regional employment arguments supporting decentralisation are usually based on the prospect of
enhancing local workforce participation directly (through public sector employment typically) and
possibly indirectly (if sufficient sustainable intra-regional linkages are created), while some adverse
impacts on neighbouring regions, on consumers and taxpayers locally and in the larger economy
(e.g., State, Territory or national) need to be considered. Any explicit policy effort to displace jobs,
through decentralisation policies or other interventions such as trade barriers, would be
transitionally favourable to some regions and affect negatively other cities or regions, and eventually
could impact negatively on wider competitiveness. If such a policy approach became commonly
adopted, other regions would face losing out and most likely react by retaliating to limit their own
employment losses. Central government authorities would also be concerned with negative
implications for the broader jurisdictional competitiveness, possibly losses in and around adjacent
urban centres fuelling significantly economic growth who would suffer if losing scale economies. This
means that calls for decentralisation justified strictly on the basis of transferring jobs towards
regions would hypothetically be resisted by central governments, including by central bureaucracies
responsible for delivering service quality, monitoring expediency, and ensuring cross-regional equity.
Furthermore, central agencies would also be concerned about the possible net loss of skills and
human capital within their basic organisations if employees refuse to migrate and choose to leave
their domain of employment rather than modify their place of residence, which could I turn
significantly affect the overall costs of sustainably supplying given services to a large number of
regions. In reaction to such widely mediatised populist proposals to relocate Canberra-based
government agencies, the Productivity Commission (2017) examined alternative regional and
economic development strategies and warned against policies that pursued simplistic short-term
targets, did not consider existing capabilities’ reserves found in specific regions, ignored regional
technological and competitive advantage trajectories, or failed to address long-term financial
sustainability as simple job transfers could result in ongoing reliance on central government funding
A number of contentions and counter-arguments regarding the ‘local employment’ motive as a
justification for decentralisation are found in the literature, some of which warrant a brief mention
in the context of the current overview:
•

•

The distinction between decentralisation and relocation is commonly raised and becomes
particularly relevant, usually in midst of many alternative interpretations of administrative,
political, or fiscal decentralisation, with parallel concepts of deconcentration, devolution and
delegation (as in Ababio & Asmah-Andoh 2013). These often argue that the term
‘decentralisation’ is overused yet recognise that some of those alternative terms are not
necessarily helpful to inform policy because they are interpreted differently in different
regions and contexts (for instance in public administration and in politics as argued by
Yuliani 2004). A most critical contention is that both the transfer of human capital (through
relocation) and of decisions or empowerment (through decentralisation or delegation) need
to be mutually undertaken for regional job markets to ‘develop’ and the region to become
more self-reliant.
For most regions, and in particular remote ones, the downstream transfer of positions for
which skills are expected to be sought locally is critical and constitutes a delicate matter as
such regions always under-estimate the challenges of attracting or retaining highly skilled
individuals in places less well ‘serviced’ (for mainstream households) or less attractive in
terms of their amenities.
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•

Sustainable regional diversification is not something that can easily be imposed or
engineered, and the dynamic interactions between scale and scope economies in both
private and public sector organisations are difficult to predict insofar as their potential to
attract ongoing activity. Relocation of roles or jobs to a remote locality might simply displace
existing employed residents, crowd out other skill bases (for instance where public sector
wages are excessively above those found in the private sector as is often argued to occur in
the Northern Territory in general), increase inefficient labour utilisation (by boosting parttime employment and increasing worker turnover) and drain the central public purse. In that
sense, there is an ongoing tension between the goals of creating viable private enterprises in
regions, and of boosting apparent and perhaps temporary employment opportunities by
attracting public sector jobs where the skills base is limited. The mobility of human capital
and the ability of remote regions for instance to attract, train and retain newcomers affect
critically perceptions of regional economic ‘viability’ and the regional ability to address their
fragmented skills bases.

From a quick overview of the literature, the objective of creating regional employment through the
decentralisation of government services bureaucracies appears ancillary to other drivers directly
concerned with improving services supply. Yet, in remote regions where there is a recurring
disconnect between regional economic participation, sense of citizenship and genuine engagement
in the design, management, and provision of services, it seems reasonable to seek to identify
opportunities to create employment in ways that support those services, to build skills, social capital
and capabilities necessary to achieve greater economic empowerment. This type of alignment of
complementary objectives is commonly claimed to be sought after in the LDM literature applied to
remote Aboriginal economic exclusion in particular.

4. The revitalisation of the social contract between central government and its
regional constituencies
There is a considerable amount of grey literature that promotes administrative decentralisation on
political grounds and conceptualises it as a component of a broader political devolution agenda to
refresh the social contract that should ideally exist between central governments, their
bureaucracies, and their peripheral regions. Advancing decentralisation on that basis is more often
contemplated when political relationships are strained with the least socially and economically
integrated regions. It is then perceived as an attempt to understand better the causes of political
discontentment and reconnect with relevant regions to address apparent services delivery failures
and support meaningful local initiatives. As a motive for undertaking sweeping policy changes, it also
remains poorly articulated and requires clearer objectives and assessable aspirations
so as to be
assessable. Otherwise, it can appear politically opportunistic to the public if construed as a public
relations attempt to curb perceptions that regional or remote residents are neglected and cannot
access equal services or aspire to the same levels of wellbeing as others. Yet the motive of genuinely
attempting to address deeper-felt alienation by remote or disconnected residents constitutes a
significant driver for governments and oppositions and can be approached through decentralisation
policy agendas. It was indeed made explicit in the context of the NT LDM where distinct cohorts of
Aboriginal remote residents and their representatives perceived they have been denied acceptable
levels of economic and political participation in the recent past, in part due to insufficient services
support.
The notion that regional wellbeing can be boosted simply from role delegation or devolutions of
services delivery processes and will result in greater trust is simplistic, especially if it simply is
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superficially concerned with role locations and communications flows. In fact, it appears in practice
as a simplistic extension of the ‘efficiency’ and ‘equity’ arguments to the extent that it links symbolic
political recognition (with improved channels of communication or governance) with ‘better
services’. Questions around potent decision-making powers, the level of autonomy required to
consider and manage distinctive service needs and governance structures, the readiness of regions
to take on greater social and economic challenges, and the extent to which greater control of, and
accountability for, funding determination need to be raised for such propositions to be assessed as
credible.
In fact, the decentralisation of government services (design and delivery functions) might only be
incidental to broader political and symbolic transfers to regions. If the transferral of services’
administration functions is considered, it will be judged as genuine if complemented with tangible
and committed actions to make those sustainable. In particular, the transfer or generation of new
capabilities inside the region will be seen as significant, despite the fact that such investments away
from the centre can be destabilising for the central government. In long-standing arguments
supporting the downstream transfer of responsibilities towards local governments to create a new
social contract in Australia, both local residents and central governments can experience such a shift
as confronting at first. This is particularly true for remote regions lacking the required skills sets and
without sufficient experience in the domain of services delivery administration. The vast literature
on local government reform (including Australia’s multiple attempts to establish a new deal for local
authorities within its own brand of federalism contemplates many such questions (as discussed in
Brown 2006, Grant & Dollery 2011, and Grant & Ryan 2014) It usually dwells on the complex tradeoffs between the potentially enhanced capacity of regions to drive local agendas, the impact on
efficiency and undesirable local protectionism, and considers whether equity is enhanced as well as
the inadequate financial power that some regions could face.
While the generic literature on decentralisation mainly focuses on the services delivery efficiency or
bureaucratic performance dimension, the political capital arguments dominate the LDM literature,
where resolving ongoing regional social and economic exclusion issues is of central importance. The
latter repeatedly highlight the questionable willingness of governments to both acknowledge their
limitations and deeply understand regional and remote realities (Walker & al. 2012). The models
proposed in Australia have clearly been influenced by those found in the international literature
which addresses ongoing dissatisfaction with centralized approaches to delivering local public
services in poor countries. The latter advocate ‘moving from a model of central provision to that of
decentralization to local governments which introduces a new relationship of accountability—
between national and local policymakers—while altering existing relationships, such as that between
citizens and elected politicians’ (Ahmad & al. 2005). They present a diverse array of approaches to
decentralization based on the nature and configuration of accountability relationships between
different actors involved in the services delivery chain. This leads to acknowledging the central
importance of coherently mapping the functions of the various instruments of decentralization
across the key domains of fiscal, administrative, regulatory, market, and financial controls.
That broad international aid literature also recognises the possibility that efforts to reshape the
social contract can be driven by self-interest and lead to deceit as the incentives facing local and
national politicians can have a profound effect on the ultimate provision of local services that might
not always be transparent. Finally, the process of implementing decentralization can be as important
as the design of the system in influencing service delivery outcomes (Ahmad & al. 2005). In the
World Bank’s perspective and interpretation of accumulating international evidence, a major issue is
that poor States are well aware of their own poor performance when they systematically fall short
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with respect to the delivery of basic services (such as health, education, water and sanitation) in
their own poorest remote regions. In such contexts, the role of bureaucratic corruption is nowadays
not only well acknowledged but has also becomes explicitly incorporated and modelled in the design
of institutions, especially in the most isolated regions. Importantly, related international evidence
sources report an extremely weak connection between public spending (at the macro level, from the
central government) and key wellbeing outcomes in the regions (based on indicators of child or
infant mortality, primary school completion rates, other health measures). This leads to deducing
that the money trail does not often reach frontline service providers, and that even when some
decentralisation efforts are made along one specific key dimension of the delivery chain (say
administrative, fiscal, regulatory, market, and financial), the inability to concurrently adjust the other
dimensions leads to unsustainable and sometimes incoherent attribution of responsibilities; which
generate political tensions and are difficult to resolve. Typically, the inability to genuinely
decentralise to address stated political aspirations has been attributed to (Ahmad & al. 2005):
• lower tiers of government lacking the ability to manage public finances and to maintain proper
accounting procedures (which allows higher level bureaucrats to exploit that lack of capability
and retain more administrative and financial power than they should);
• misalignment of responsibilities, possibly because the decentralisation process is incompletely
implemented or possibly for political reasons (examples cited include jurisdictions that have
attempted to devolve education functions to districts, while central government retained
employment functions and responsibilities with respect to teachers, which resulted in
misallocations of teaching resources and affected negatively work conditions in poor regions);
• political capture and corruption within the lower tiers themselves, where local elites find
themselves in better positions to abuse the new, untested system (i.e., determine budget
priorities and influence council memberships) and dominate spending discussions (at the expense
of less capable minorities);
• unequal or incomplete capacity of local authorities to access financial tools that upper tiers
routinely utilise, making the lower tier governments less well-informed and vulnerable to either
over-borrowing (with high-cost and high-risk institutions) or less capable of providing sustainable
services irrespective of the budget positions.
Such matters explain both why decentralization on the surface aspires to generate substantial
improvements in service delivery that are politically strongly supported, and why it often falls short
of that promise. Ahmad & al. (2005) claim that the delivery of government services which aim to
achieve social outcomes require strong relationships of accountability between the actors in the
service delivery chain that are more complex and demanding than the delivery of goods or services
in a private, competitive market. Decentralisation is in that context advocated because it is hoped
lower-tier governments will be more accountable to their citizens, as it is assumed that the latter can
monitor them more closely and attribute changes in service quality to them more easily – and be
seen to do so. But this might prove wishful thinking if local residents do not have the skills and
capabilities to question local decisions and processes, largely because they never had to before.
The notion that decentralization strengthens the citizen-local politician relationship of accountability
and links it to service delivery is fundamentally different from simpler efficiency logic based on
improved information and communication, as it shifts the focus towards boosting trust in
governments, governance processes and representation, and highlights the importance of
confronting high risks of fraud or corruption. Hence, a number of administrative processes need to
be shifted simultaneously and properly coordinated across government levels if political
decentralisation is to be a reality, and local residents to want those changes. Otherwise, the public is
not in a position to attribute service failures to any ineffectual government level and compare with
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alternative models. Furthermore, attempts to decentralise will often be resisted by incumbents who
previously captured or benefited privately from any set of prior arrangements. Yet, Ahmad & al.
(2005) argue that decentralisation will eventually be embraced by upper-tier bureaucrats willing to
distance themselves from direct service provision and wanting to play a more independent role by
simply ensuring that proper incentives are put in place by the upper levels to ensure efficient local
delivery. Hence, even if resources and responsibilities between the central and local governments
can be effectively and coherently decentralized, there remains the question of whether locally
elected governments and their representatives will have better incentives to conduct impartial and
cost-effective service delivery – and evaluate progress.
In the dominant literature, instances of decentralization to community-based organizations have
been examined specifically in the context of improving services delivery in poor countries. It is
usually anticipated that such approaches can assist institutionalizing the participation of
beneficiaries in the management of services and thereby improve performance. The problem of
“capture” has been well documented in those contexts because such organizations can be utilised by
local elite for their own benefit, especially if entrenched inequalities pre-existed and systematic
exclusion of disadvantaged groups has excluded them from opportunities to have a say in shaping
services needs and supply. Some groups locals can be excluded if they receive inferior services, while
others might be excluded from the opportunities, employment and other, arising from decentralised
activity. Studies tend to portray political elites either as benevolent facilitators or pernicious
hijackers of resources that either support or oppose decentralisation (such as Baland & Platteau
1999; Mansuri & Rao 2003). Empirical evidence examining whether local elites are likely to channel
government funding towards those in need indicates that while ‘local community organizations
would have informational advantages to identify the poor, there is typically a strong role for
centralized governments to devolve project funding in a way that creates the right incentives for
local agents to properly target benefits to the poor’ (Ahmad & al. 2005). This in turn suggests that
narrow interpretations of decentralisation as a rudimentary displacement of responsibilities,
decisions or funding downstream is insufficient. It is also conceivable that after decentralisation,
community-based organisations would end up competing politically with the incumbent public
sector, as both would seek greater control over local services, public employment, and even
regulatory procedures, which can ultimately make community-controlled service providers ‘nonfunctional’. In some international instances where incumbent corruption has long created profitable
practices for specific groups, higher tier governments can even use non-elected community-based
groups to bypass democratically elected governments in middle- and lower- tiers and pursue more
or less legitimate political agendas.
The complexity involved in attempting to manage the politics of decentralisation is widely
acknowledged and some of the best recent international evidence is broadly summarized in part 2
below. It highlights distinct findings associated with the political and social contract motive for
decentralisation with key observations about implementation believed to inform successful
outcomes:
•

•

Even if decentralization intends to improve service delivery on logistical grounds, it will
encounter political resistance from stakeholders who have benefited from the previously
centralized system (Ahmad & al. 2005), as the latter, possibly upper tier bureaucrats, service
subcontractors or politicians, will lose their ability to extract rents from their strategic positions
or even their employment;
Early outcomes (during the initial phases of decentralisation) will often be disappointing
because:
o Lower-tier governments will initially have to learn and adapt to new responsibilities;
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o Decentralisation opponents (seeking to uphold or revert to their past positions) might
undermine new services systems and attempt build political momentum opposing further
changes, especially if the early phase is a pilot testing implementation;
o Funding arrangements often lag after the transfer of administrative controls; which leaves
lower tier agencies vulnerable as they struggle to underwrite the investments necessary to
back their commitments;
o Although those in favour of decentralisation might try to display early positive results
(bureaucrats focusing on ‘low hanging fruits’ and ‘making quick gains’ in the language of
policy), this may require upper-tier interventions and provision of ‘resources and technical
assistance to lower-tier government in ways that are different, and perhaps even inimical, to
the long-run, sustainable success of decentralized service delivery’ (Ahmad & al. 2005). This
is a common dilemma arising when attempting to make local authorities more independent
in the long-run, yet better able to counteract negative forces originating from within the
upper echelons of the delivery system itself. As decentralisation will incite lower-tier
authorities to change the relationship with upper-tiers and make new types of demands, the
layers above might purposefully resist those changes and inflict complications or create
barriers preventing smooth adjustments, of an administrative or regulatory nature.
It has long been recognised that Australian federalism is exceptionally centralised in its politics,
finances and operations, despite its federal designation; and that its local governments have had
limited influence and been particularly weak in relative terms (Brown 2006; Grant & Ryan 2014).
Arguments applying to the ‘local scale’ supporting the need for greater political and economic
devolution in Australia typically blend considerations of equity, efficiency and effectiveness of
service delivery with broader national interest (and productivity), accountability of performance
where the principle of ‘subsidiarity’ is retained. The latter aims to connect ‘responsibility’ with the
lowest level of government practically feasible so as to maximise local flexibility when designing
services pathways aiming to improve outcomes. There has therefore been an Australian devolution
agenda deemed necessary to renegotiate the ultimate social contract between State and localities
irrespective of geography. Those arguments have historically been sometimes expressed in
‘ideological and argumentative’ terms based on the notion of equalising cross-regional social capital,
which blends equity and social contract dimensions (Maddox 1996, p.193).
The desire to revitalise the social contract between governments and its Aboriginal constituencies
specifically; and to negotiate an improved distribution of responsibilities through improved
interactions has increasingly been formulated in the last couple of decades in some Indigenousdominated regions with respect to services domains such as housing allocations, public health, and
children/family services, native titles, education provision, etc. The specific alignment of motives and
narratives pertaining to Aboriginal community contexts is reviewed in appendix 3, where the
terminology ‘local decision making’ (LDM) has become predominant and generally focuses on
government services participation. These build on many of the decentralisation themes which had
been advocated by government agencies and blend those with reconciliation objectives; which
resonate particularly in jurisdictions who sought to connect community-led services with selfreliance aspirations and related responsibilities.
For instance, empowering Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families in child protection decisionmaking in Queensland has long been promoted, and trials been conducted to examine the feasibility
of redistributing authority and responsibilities (SNAICC 2017). Program designers attempting to
improve such services have in turn called for decentralised decisions, increased local resourcing,
parallel governance redesigns (centrally and locally), and greater flexibility for early local
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negotiations. They faced the challenges of attempting to balance the aspiration of building
community-led processes which empower families and prepare them for the responsibilities and
difficult choices that come with these areas of services provision without creating intolerable social
and economic burdens hindering their functioning. Such proposed decentralisation proposals
sometimes appear to presume that local families will necessarily be in a position to design and
implement viable plans to solve their issues because of the devolution and relocation of activities
involving sufficiently funded, trained, competent local staff. Yet, the feasibility and causal impact of
such transfers are yet to be demonstrated, and convincing evidence-gathering strategies need to be
designed and conducted.
Originating from different policy circles, Shared Responsibility Agreements (SRAs) have long been
considered by the Australian Government when working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities as a mechanism supporting communities to identify one or more local priorities and
then address them through a process of successive learning phases, including negotiating, getting
funding, responsibility, involvement (McCausland 2005). They are conceived by some State and
Territory Governments as ways of agreeing on respective responsibilities, usually trading extra
government funding for infrastructure or services again negotiated behavioural or other changes
within the community. The determinants of success include speed of implementation, suitable
information provision, fairness of community responsibilities and targets, representativeness of
those acting and deciding on behalf of the communities, and clarity around the consequences of not
fulfilling obligations (sticks and carrots applying on both sides); all of which have been found to
constitute key challenges to successful implementation.
The NSW Government’s initiative ‘Local Decision Making’ is a community focused plan for Aboriginal
affairs advocating the staged devolution of decision-making and accountability to the regional level
in ways that place Aboriginal people at the centre of government service design, planning and
delivery (Aboriginal Affairs NSW various documents, IAP2 2018). The ultimate aim is to ensure
Aboriginal communities have a genuine voice in determining which services are delivered to their
communities, and how, through the use of ‘agreements (Accords) committing parties to jointly
address agreed priorities, including timeframes, responsibilities and measures of success’. It is useful
to note that those types of approaches to decentralisation (further discussed in appendix 3)
routinely make use of generic frameworks (such as the IAP2 Spectrum of Public Participation, 2018)
depicting preordained paths towards ultimate empowerment. In most such models, ‘the public’ is
assumed to be seeking greater role in decision-making and capable of doing so, which is far from
evident for a broad range of social groups and remote localities.

5. Decentralisation as a stimulus to innovate and disrupt (so as to overcome
bureaucratic/government decision inefficiencies)
While the arguments above encourage incremental efforts to displace decisions and capabilities
towards the political and economic periphery to address imbalances related to services provision
and needs, other commentators pursuing comparable goals have been disheartened by the
reluctance and sluggishness of policy processes in responding to minority needs. Some have
suggested that the latter would be better served by fostering locally-driven innovations, and that the
latter necessitates broad-based and more radical institutional change for a different balance of
decisional power to occur. Although even less articulated precisely than the other motives discussed
above, and rarely debated in the academic literature, these might actually be considered as the only
realistic way to drive substantive changes when incremental approaches recurrently resisted,
sabotaged or incomplete.
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In such a vague scenario, the policy purpose might shift from seeking a smooth transfer of
capabilities, responsibilities, and decision power, to taking on (or being offered) a broad range of
opportunities to reconstructing the configurations of service delivery mechanisms, redesigning
decision points and mechanisms, revising their administration, and incorporating the
implementation of new ideas. Although such radical arguments to justify decentralisation are less
well articulated (in a program logic sense), it is possible to extract some of the key claims or beliefs
sometimes made:
•

•

•

It has long been accepted (Morris 2011) that small rural-remote and Indigenous councils
operate in a different context to urban and state/provincial councils, that they are generally
resources poor and often excluded from the market economy. A main issue overwhelmingly
identified and rarely addressed is their high dependency on grants twinned with severe
difficulties in attracting and retaining staff for a range of reasons. Establishing and
maintaining basic capacity and sustainable operations in that sense is their foremost
challenge but their interactions with various government agencies (across government
levels and domains) typically reinforce that dependency on short-term grants or programs.
The latter typically provide financial assistance in the form of program-specific, often
unsustainable and provisional transfers that lack continuity, somehow undermine long-term
investments, encourage short-term financial abuse, and often take the attention away from
ongoing and fundamental issues. It is often claimed that addressing workforce governance
inadequacies (including education and training) should feature highly and requires local
involvement yet is rarely viable. It cannot simply be assumed to be tackled through
extensive online provision of information and/or distance education programs (Morris
2011). The ability to move beyond the grant cycle and design locally suitable governance
structures that can provide the foundation for resident-led redesign of services typically
involves significant ‘learning-by-doing’ and onsite mapping of capability-building strategies
that break the institutional mould.
It is also often argued in the context of addressing complex local issues, that attempts to
make agencies work together and circumvent cross-agency conflicts are undermined by
centrally-driven politics (Walker & al. 2012). It is rare that central governments are ready to
contemplate risking locally-driven disruptions or changes, whether organic or deliberate,
particularly if they are already preoccupied by political control issues at the central level. Yet
decentralisation can be conceived as a way to attempt to undertake locally beneficial
redesign that could ease tensions overall, especially if it allows addressing specific services
delivery bottlenecks to circumvent high-level political rigidities and avoid suffering from loss
of face. But it unavoidably brings about new risks that incorporate unpredictable
coordination costs for the central authority.
It is commonly argued that many of the disadvantages associated with services supply in
remote regions are not only caused by scale-related inefficiencies, but also by lack of
continuity created by the plethora of disconnected programs undermining progress,
sustainability, and potential synergies, and generating increasing amounts of red tape
(ACELG 2011). Those studies argue that the legacy of overlapping, yet inadequate,
infrastructure create excessive maintenance and renewal costs (that need to be constantly
negotiated between agencies and government levels), poor asset management,
exaggerated lack of scale in operations (duplications amplifying the costs of thinly
populated and widely distributed populations), and the tendency for State governments to
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undertake cost-shifting towards local authorities without reducing compliance costs or
supporting improved revenue-raising capacity by local governments. These sometimes
constitute a motive for decentralisation but can also undercut implementation. It is a
common hypothesis that that local authorities might be more able to reflect community
aspirations, but perhaps not a reality if they are incapable of maintaining their long-term
commitment towards agreed priorities around services delivery; due to perceptions of
mistrust towards the broader political institutions surrounding them, in particular the
climate created by ever-changing party agendas, agency priorities, and even bureaucratic
whims.
The propositions above are more suggestive than precise, but this echoes the purpose of radical
change, where the outcomes of challenging the status quo are by nature unpredictable.

Conclusion: Challenges in discerning the motives and rationale for LDM/decentralisation
The succinct and directed overview found in this appendix proposed a generic categorisation of
motives extracted from the literature that support arguments for decentralisation (and/or LDM –
described in more details in appendix 3). It was intended to help structure the interviews conducted
with NTG staff about their own anticipated that these might help examine and evaluate the overall
rationale offered to undertake decentralisation and identify what implementation and observable
progress might entail, as well as potential challenges that could be encountered. The basic overview
of those possible motives and how they have been expressed in various literatures shows there are
inherent difficulties in attempting to provide an appropriately clear-cut policy rationale leading to an
articulated program logic with clear behavioural choices and interactive pathways that would allow
observers to ascertain whether improvements in achieving precise outcomes were taking place.
The overview shows firstly that across the broad contentions behind each of the motivations
discussed above, contributors to the literature present rudimentary arguments as well as several
counter-claims or limitations. These generally introduce doubts about the extent to which
governments (and bureaucracies alike) will be persuaded about the value of decentralisation, will
feel able to commit and pursue it to its intended conclusion or willing to achieve any range of stated
objectives irrespective of cost-effectiveness and fairness challenges. Furthermore, the narratives
attributed to the five different motive categories discussed (efficiency, equity, local employment,
social revitalisation & political trust, and institutional innovation potential) sometimes overlap
considerably (to the point of confusion) and other times clash with each other. For instance,
efficiency gains are considered everywhere, yet gains in parts of the service delivery system create
significant costs elsewhere in the system in ways difficult to assess, and rarely analysed properly.
Similarly, well-intended intentions to shift decision power towards local authorities appear on the
surface to address equity concerns yet can easily be captured by local interests acutely resenting
those as policy-led corruption and unfairness. Equally, the relocation or creation of jobs in regional
centres are welcomed initially, but often turn out not to fit local capabilities or aspirations and need
to be filled by more skilled workers from outside, another source of resentment. In some regional
politics scenarios, decentralised decision authorities need to set priorities according to local
priorities but are found having to deal with centrally-led conflicts or tensions between agencies, or
even between the NTG and Commonwealth. These regularly play out in regions and can create local
upheavals that newly empowered authorities do not have the capabilities or funding autonomy to
attempt resolving. These generic challenges are fairly well recognised as possibilities, can derails
important policy agendas; and there is no recipe in the literature regarding the best ways, or policy
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rules capable of resolving them. These suggest that there is considerable value in paying greater
attention to the implementation process rather than attempting to second-guess every possible
benefit or cost of hypothetical policy intentions or end points.
Hence some of the literature incorporates usefully discussions of difficulties likely to be encountered
during such major policy transitions and inherently provoked throughout the process of change. It is
evident that attempting to reconfigure services delivery focusing entirely on the local scale is risky
given the expectations that some upper-tier agency decision-makers will oppose and try to
undermine progress by undertaking opportunistic, politically-motivated and detrimental actions. If
generalised and effective, such activities can result in re-centralising or even taking over new
political mechanisms so as to be seen to be ‘in charge’ and because local institutions can be blamed
for the failing. It has in fact been claimed that the infamous “NT intervention” (that preceded and
yielded the ‘Closing the Gap’ series of programs) was an attempt to centralise to redress critical
remote institutional malfunctions. This has in turn led to widespread support from many NT remote
stakeholders to the recent NT LDM proposal as a counter-reaction to that previous Australian
government take-over and the unilateral approach that initially resulted; as reported by some
interviewees in this report.
It is equally plausible that any subsequent re-centralisation could be effectively championed on
grounds of achieving greater cost-effectiveness based on scale economies, as well as aiming for
greater inter-regional equity. Furthermore, any significant unpredictable events increasing
government risk-aversion such as natural disaster or political crisis can lead to such policy reversal.
In that sense, the current COVID context has itself created such kneejerk reactions justified on health
safety grounds which could undermine recent decentralisation efforts and are not yet fully grasped.
In the end, it is important to note that it is very difficult to generalise the experiences (and
hypotheses about motives) proposed in different locations, in different times, and between States
and even across regions within the NT. Morton (2012) documented how some NT shires have been
considering quite distinct approaches to deliver core and non-core services and to fund their
provision, and that the relationship with regulation and compliance monitoring remains unclear.
Alongside, a number of conceptual ‘frameworks’ or abstract models originating from the academic
literature suggest pathways to change the balance around decision-making and possibly disrupt and
remain largely theoretical, even though they are somewhat government-endorsed and supported by
localized pilots and often are being advocated by various groups and interests to address what they
see as government institutional failures. Each have their own specific logic, domain emphasis,
geographical scale, long-term goals and philosophical flavour, but they generally support services
decentralisation and/or LDM. Interestingly, some aim to present radical departures from the status
quo and refer to ‘place’ in some form (as in ‘place-based’) while other Canberra-led enquiries into
human services reach relatively congruent conclusions (Department of Social Services 2019; Morris
2012; Productivity Commission 2017; Wunan Foundation and Empowered Communities steering
committee 2015). They probably all have somehow influenced the NT approach in different ways, as
is discussed in appendix 3. Appendix 2 on the other hand briefly considers implementation barriers
and possible ways to anticipate probable decentralisation policy challenges extracted from a
comprehensive international review.
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APPENDIX 2: Beyond motivations - the challenges of implementation
This section relies entirely on the timely and well-articulated review of evidence around
decentralisation produced by the OECD (2019). It incorporates claims and counter-claims based on
emerging evidence around the world and presents valuable insights into policy implementation (of
decentralisation of government services) but does not focus on findings from Aboriginal-remote
regions. Yet the analysis extends usefully to the trade-off between speed of implementation and
regional absorption of capabilities, as well as the political tensions likely to occur between tiers of
government in periods of change:
OECD (2019), Making Decentralisation Work: A Handbook for Policy-Makers, OECD Multilevel Governance Studies, OECD Publishing, Paris. https://doi.org/10.1787/g2g9faa7-en
This report constitutes an extremely valuable overview of current policy views and recent evidence
arising from OECD countries around ‘what works’ when undertaking government decentralisation. It
recognises and considers 3 important perspectives of ‘decentralisation’ as:
•
•

•

an assorted policy direction – attempting to address specific developmental objectives where
government structures are believed to be the source of roadblocks that need to be ‘shaken’;
an administrative process to reform government bureaucracies that have become either inert,
wasteful, unbalanced or undemocratic, which recognises that by nature the effectiveness of
decentralisation (as a multi-faceted process) depends completely on the nature of the problem
that must be addressed, can be done very well or very poorly, and cannot follow a universal
blueprint;
a field pertaining to organisation and/or governance, where evidence across countries and
jurisdictions has now accumulated sufficiently for some comparative empirical analysis to
emerge, and a variety of (tentative) design principles and patterns to emerge.

The tone of the report overall is cautious because of the diversity of issues or challenges
decentralisation has been proposed to help address (overviewed above), because of the variety of
socio-economic and political contexts in which it can be conceived to be applicable, and in particular,
because of the broad ways it can itself be conceptually conceived. The report...
argues that the question should not be whether decentralisation is good or bad in itself, but
that decentralisation outcomes – in terms of democracy, efficiency, accountability, regional
and local development – depend greatly on the way decentralisation is designed and
implemented (OECD 2019, p.3).
This is why the report warns against representing the policy approach as a ‘panacea’ or even worse
to present it as ‘an objective in and of itself’ because although it can be conducive to the types of
objectives or motives discussed in the section above, it can also fail if objective clarity is lacking,
reforms are poorly designed and implemented and/or their multi-faceted nature (usually referring to
the redistribution of power across government levels) is not well understood (OECD 2019, p.3).
Yet there is no escaping the recognition the decentralisation has been among the most important
policy reform directions of the past 50 years (OECD 2019, p.11). One of the reasons identified in the
report, which is particularly relevant to the NT implementation, is the ongoing effort to make
decentralisation a vehicle for regional development in the context of perceived inequalities around
winners and losers in rapidly changing circumstances and with differing abilities to adapt.
[It] is particularly crucial in the current context of a “geography of discontent” characterised
by growing divides between places that feel left behind by globalisation and technological
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change and those that may benefit from the opportunities offered by megatrends.
Dysfunctional decentralisation systems are part of the story behind the crisis that some
democracies are facing: It is thus critical to find ways to make decentralisation systems work
more effectively (OECD 2019, p.11).
Despite significant implementation diversity, the general understanding of what ‘decentralisation’
entails presented in that report is widely acknowledged:
Decentralisation refers to the transfer of powers and responsibilities from the central
government level to elected authorities at the subnational level (regional governments,
municipalities, etc.) and that have some degree of autonomy. Decentralisation covers three
distinct but interrelated dimensions: political, administrative and fiscal. There has been a
path towards decentralisation in a majority of OECD countries over the past decades. In two
thirds of OECD countries, decentralisation processes have resulted in an increase of economic
importance of subnational government, measured both as a spending share of GDP and
share of total public spending between 1995 and 2016. […] Regions and cities play an
increasing role in key policy areas linked to megatrends, such as transport, energy,
broadband, education, health, housing, water and sanitation. […] The forms and extent of
decentralisation vary greatly from one country to another. The financing systems for
subnational governments also vary significantly, cutting across federal versus unitary
distinctions (OECD 2019, p.11).
In partial concordance with the gist above, the Local Decision Making (LDM) approach (discussed in
the next section) appears to have focused initially on administrative aspects, but it is clear that longterm ambitions are extended to political and economic spheres more broadly. The initial focus on
government services decisions and participation aspects will be discussed in the next sections,
where it will be apparent that trade-offs around responsibilities and decisions play in general, a
central role (in both the NSW and NT LDM contexts for instance) and have been conceptualised as
gradual steps rather than fully-fledged political and fiscal transfers, although there are some early
exceptions. What the OECD report emphasizes above all is that decentralisation should not be
understood as a simple increase in the power of local governments and must extend to rethinking
how responsibilities are shared across levels of government. Decentralisation is “also about
reconfiguring the relationships between the central government and subnational governments
towards a greater cooperation and a strategic role for national/federal governments” (OECD 2019,
p.11).

Contemporary trends and challenges
It is acknowledged that the main difficulties in effecting sustainable and successful transfer of power
and responsibilities are linked with [1] limited local capabilities of the subnational units (regions,
local towns or communities) that arise especially if implementation occurs rapidly, [2] inadequate
fiscal capacity if the decentralisation process leads to a regional imbalance between the magnitude
of the responsibilities gained and their ability to extract economic benefits and [3] commonplace
lack of clarity about who does what, frequently fuelled by vested interests and resistance from staff
associated with upper echelons threatened by the policy development. The report states:
Central/federal governments are responsible for the framework conditions that will determine
how decentralised systems operate.
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• A lack of sufficient administrative, technical or strategic capacities is one of the bigger
challenges in the field of decentralisation. Building capacities takes time and needs a longterm commitment from central and subnational governments.
• The fiscal dimension is very often decentralisation’s missing link. Unfunded or underfunded
mandates – where subnational governments have the responsibility to provide services or
manage policies without the requisite resources – are common.
• Overlapping assignments between levels of government is another important challenge in
decentralised systems. A lack of clarity in the assignment of responsibilities makes service
provision and policy making more costly; it may also contribute to a democratic deficit (OECD
2019, p.12).
The above suggest that ‘Building capacities, including “learning-by-doing”, should be a priority’
(OECD 2019, p.20). By nature of governments’ inertia and risk aversion at all levels, it takes time and
therefore needs a long-term commitment from central and subnational government levels framed in
a policy direction. This is relevant to explain the direction taken by the NTG, as many ways to
strengthen government capacities at all levels must be concurrently considered, and capacitybuilding policies need to be tailored to the needs of distinct regions. Such policies require the right
framework conditions for decentralisation to complement other objectives.
Across OECD countries, it has been observed that the “fiscal dimension is very often the weak or
even missing link of decentralisation” (OECD 2019, p.20).
One of the most frequent challenges, particularly in developing countries or countries at an
early stage of decentralisation, but also in developed countries, is the misalignment between
responsibilities allocated to subnational governments and the resources available to them.
Unfunded or under-funded mandates – where subnational governments are responsible for
providing services or managing policies but without the requisite resources – are common
(OECD 2019, p.20).
If the objectives of decentralisation include regional empowerment, transparency and
accountability, it is critical that a pathway towards greater responsibilities and funding in any specific
domain be formulated. There is a crucial difference between being ‘gifted’ monetary means to
undertake a short-term program (as any one-off grant so common in remote regions or
communities) and being proposed the opportunity to gain fiscal ‘means’ and control over social and
economic investments. The report concords that:
A high reliance on central government transfers may also reduce subnational government
incentives for responsible fiscal behaviour. Subnational governments need own-source
revenues because this contributes to accountability and efficiency of local public service
provision. While a general rule for the optimal degree of tax autonomy is difficult to define,
local authorities should rely on their own revenues for financing their services at the margin
(OECD 2019, p.20).
Yet transfers of power, both administrative and fiscal, are never clear-cut (at least initially) and
require a reliable open channel for dialogue around responsibilities and means to address them,
given the variety of risks and incentives affecting assorted stakeholders:
Another important challenge of decentralisation is formed by overlapping assignments
between levels of government. Lack of clarity in the assignment of responsibilities makes
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service provision and policymaking costlier; it also contributes to a democratic deficit by
creating confusion among citizens regarding which agency or level of government is
responsible. Unbalanced decentralisation, where the various policy areas are decentralised in
different ways, can also weaken regional development policies (OECD 2019, p.21).
The report recognises that decentralisation may result in ‘a loss of certain economies of scale and
fragmentation of public policies’ which implies that ‘determining optimal subnational unit size is
therefore of utmost importance’ (OECD 2019, p.12).
Determining optimal subnational unit size is a context-specific task; it varies not only by
region or country but by policy area, as well. National governments have an important role in
establishing legal, regulatory arrangements and incentives to foster co-operation across
jurisdictions, in particular within functional regions (OECD 2019, p.21).
In the context of remote Indigenous regions such as those targeted in the NT LDM policy, scale
economies considerations applicable to the efficient administration of both services delivery and
public policies in general, only add to the complex historical legacy of cleavages that have created
deep-rooted imbalances between northern Australian regions. This has left northern regions
dominated by central agency preferences and decisions, in contrast to the international situation
seeing local authorities increasing their relative significance.
Within OECD countries, subnational governments represent a larger share of public spending,
accounting in 2016 for 16.2% of GDP, 40.4% of public spending and 56.9% of public investment.
Education represents the largest spending areas (25% of subnational expenditure), followed by
health (18%), general public services (administration), social protection and economic
affairs/transport). Providing an accurate picture is complex, because countries such as Australia can
be identified as exceptionally centralised with respect to the limited role of local governments, and
yet relatively decentralised because of the expenditure and revenue-collecting activities of its States
relative to the Commonwealth. The report explores in greater details the high level of diversity
among OECD countries’ financing systems, transfers and the how tax revenues and spending can be
shared between central and subnational government levels in general. Hence the OECD report
establishes that measuring decentralisation is complex because fiscal aspects can provide a distorted
view of the real power of subnational governments and must be complemented with detailed
analysis of institutional indicators and the real authority of local administrations.
A key aspect is that most responsibilities are nowadays shared among levels of government, and that
this is an increasing trend.
The need to share responsibilities may arise for functional reasons – as is common between
municipal and regional tiers around issues of transport and infrastructure, environment and
water, culture and tourism, communication, or economic development. It may also arise for
financing reasons such as for social services. Overall, there is greater variation across
countries in the distribution of competencies at the regional level, and less variation at the
local level. (OECD 2019, p.18).
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Stylized facts about decentralisation based on recent tendencies across OECD countries
Although the measurement of decentralisation is complex, fiscal and institutional evidence and
various indicators support converging belief that there has been an overall trend towards
decentralisation, despite some exceptions. The following tendencies are identified in the report, and
directly extracted from it (when in italic):
•

Decentralisation reforms are and have been implemented for a wide variety of political,
historical, and economic reasons that vary greatly across countries. This supports the findings
above regarding the diverse motive claims used to justify decentralisation in the literature.

•

The financing systems for subnational governments vary significantly. Countries can be
grouped into four families based on both their degree of subnational spending and their tax level
characteristics, which cut across federal versus unitary distinctions. In 2016, taxes represented
the number one source of revenues for subnational governments in the OECD on a weighted
average (45%), followed by grants and subsidies (37%). The degree of tax revenue is not
necessarily an indication of tax autonomy, as some taxes are also shared with the central
government. Tax autonomy depends on many factors, including the ability to set or modify tax
rates and bases. The same is true for the degree of spending power, as often spending covers
delegated functions which are highly constrained by central government regulations and fiscal
discipline rules.

•

Paths to decentralisation vary considerably across countries, from “big bang” approaches to
incremental approaches or “waves” of reform. Engaging in a decentralising reform is ultimately
a political issue and thus should be conceived and pursued as part of a broader strategy of
territorial development and broader public governance reforms. Decentralisation should also be
viewed in a more comprehensive way, including interactions between public entities and private
stakeholders, in particular citizens, businesses and non-governmental organisations. [...] In all
cases, decentralisation systems require regular review and adjustment. The NT LDM is clearly
incremental and produce waves rather than a tidal movement; most regions will experiment
initially, with respect to both speed and direction of change.

•

Upscale in subnational governance across the OECD has occurred through municipal cooperation, metropolitan governance and the strengthening of regions (regionalisation):
Municipal fragmentation has been the driver of policies encouraging or imposing
amalgamations. It has also motivated policies fostering inter-municipal co-operation as a way of
generating economies of scale, efficiency gains and cost savings. The number of metropolitan
governance authorities of all types created has increased. While these tendencies driven by
urban area governance are less relevant for the recent NT LDM initiative, it raises the question
of how best manage, design and implement integrated regional development strategies that
take into account urban-rural linkages.

•

Increased asymmetric decentralisation is increasingly common (i.e., the fact that governments
at the same subnational government level have different political, administrative or fiscal
powers). Whereas between the 1950s and the 1970s asymmetric arrangements happened
mostly at a regional level, the present trend seems to apply asymmetric decentralisation in
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major urban areas. While asymmetric decentralisation appears more “natural” in federations, it
is increasing in unitary countries, based on new motives. There is thus a greater convergence
between unitary and federal countries in differentiated governance at the subnational level.
Observed experience indicates that once adopted, asymmetric arrangements are kept on a longterm basis. This is relevant in several ways. The NT itself is a case of subnational government
substantially dissimilar to the majority of Australia States. Secondly, the LDM itself is a process
that recognises territorial and human capital distinctiveness across regions and encourages
them to pursue their own political and cultural agendas and formulate their own asymmetric
development paths.
•

The role of central governments has evolved. Decentralisation implies a renewed role for
central governments. Being more strategic, this role is focused on setting the conditions for
proper co-ordination and alignment of policy objectives, monitoring the performance of regions
and cities, and ensuring balanced development of all parts of the national territory, through
active regional development policies. Given that most responsibilities are shared,
decentralisation policies are about managing mutual dependence to achieve common
objectives. Decentralisation reforms involve a shift from a direct role in service delivery to one
of enabling, advising, and assisting, ensuring consistency and facilitating the work of
subnational governments. This requires building new capacity at the central government level,
able to cope with these new functions, which cover a large area of sectors. The impact of
decentralisation on the central government is often underestimated. Failing to take the full
measure of this issue may be detrimental to the reforms, slowing down or modifying the
reform process.

The report clearly emphasizes the view that the way decentralisation is designed and implemented
has a major impact on its associated outcomes, which follows from the diversity of possible
motivations in the first place. Benefits also clearly depend on the government framework and
system as a whole, including ‘the adequate capacity of subnational governments, accountability of
local public decision-making and sound framework conditions’.

Emerging empirical evidence surrounding the impacts of decentralisation
The OECD report portrays the benefits and challenges of decentralisation as being direct or indirect.
Direct effects result from enhanced allocative efficiency and may include improvements in
service levels, quality and efficiency of public services. Indirect effects of decentralisation,
such as faster economic growth or better stability of the society, result from direct outcomes
of decentralisation such as better education or higher participation in political decisionmaking. Since the indirect effects of decentralisation are affected by a variety of factors, the
role of decentralisation is, of course, harder to separate from other trends and policies (OECD
2019, p.19).
The perspective adopted above is based on the view that improvements in the entire governance
and policy systems are sought through decentralisation, and that stabilising, creating harmony and
incrementally empowering constitute the main path towards sustainable improvements. In that
sense, there is indeed a movement towards greater decentralisation among OECD countries,
irrespective of whether they hold unitary or federal government systems because they are
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attempting to manage inter-dependencies. Despite the fact that country statistics and correlations
do not allow for causal conclusions, emerging evidence suggests that subnational fiscal power is
positively associated with economic activity and might be driving some of the momentum.
In particular, measures such as GDP, public investments made in physical and human capital
and education outcomes show a positive correlation with decentralisation. Revenue
decentralisation appears to be more strongly associated with income gains than spending
decentralisation. In addition, country examples and empirical research results show that
decentralisation can be conducive to public sector efficiency, democratisation and political
stability. Decentralisation has the potential to support and expand citizen participation by
bringing government closer to citizens and by making government more easily accessible. In
certain cases, decentralisation can be a “glue” that holds countries together (OECD 2019,
p.19).
While the correlation seems broadly accepted, it must be considered that overall, the causality
might be reversed in the sense that a country’s wealth (within and outside the OECD) might be a key
determinant of its ability to contemplate undertaking decentralisation because wealthy systems
have already solved critical policy issues and because they are in a better place to afford transitional
costs linked to decentralisation experimentation.
Similarly, recent empirical evidence indicates that revenue decentralisation could be associated with
smaller regional economic disparities, but the exact reasons remain conjectural.
This could be because own-source revenue may spur growth especially in poorer regions and
enhance the convergence process towards the best performing regions. Another potential
benefit of decentralisation is the ability to carry out more effective regional development
policies, as local and regional actors are better able to design regional policies that respond
to local needs. Institutional quality seems to explain part of the story: decentralisation
appears to foster convergence when institutional quality is high, while it tends to exacerbate
territorial disparities in environments with low institutional quality (OECD 2019, p.19-20).
Other identified impacts align with academic arguments discussed in the previous section and point
to specific benefits around institutional quality:
Decentralisation may also diminish opportunities for rent-seeking and corruption in public
administration. For instance, a larger subnational share of public expenditures has been
found to correlate with lower corruption. Again, these results depend on the way
decentralisation is designed and implemented. For example, very complicated multilevel
governance models with unclear assignments have been found to be more prone to
corruption.
Finally, decentralisation may provide a useful way for experimenting with public policies. At
best, “learning by doing” processes of decentralised policy innovation can result in important
information spillovers from good practices. The “information externalities” created by
decentralisation can benefit not just subnational governments themselves but also central
government (OECD 2019, p.20).
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All the aspects listed above relate to motives listed in the previous section, but the evidence remains
in general sketchy due to the large number of intervening variables influencing cross-country
comparisons.

Guidelines for effective decentralisation among OECD countries
The report identifies ten guidelines for decentralisation that are believed to work and be conducive
to regional and local development. As this report amalgamates policy insights with case-base
evidence focused on aspects of the implementation process which are fairly universal, the ten
guidelines are briefly listed and explained, and their specific relevance and applicability to remote
Aboriginal regions is considered whenever relevant. This serves partially the purpose of:
•

Helping frame the questions put to NT interviewees related to their observations pertaining to
early implementations of the LDM;

•

Connect with the LDM literature that has emerged to address broader Aboriginal political
aspirations, by identifying which aspects of mainstream ‘decentralisation thinking’ apply directly
to the challenges of improving government services delivery in remote contexts.

Those preliminary guidelines about implementation are particularly useful given the claims made
above that the question is not whether decentralisation is good or bad in itself for the sake of
promoting local democracy and citizen engagement, of producing efficient public service delivery
and reduced corruption, or of triggering regional development and growth. It is rather about
avoiding increasingly recognised key execution pitfalls occurring when regions disconnect from each
other and from the centre.
•

Guideline 1: Clarify the responsibilities assigned to different government levels
The way responsibilities are shared should be explicit, mutually understood and clear for all
actors. Equally important is clarity in the different functions that are assigned within policy areas
– financing, regulating, implementing or monitoring. Since multi-level governance systems are
constantly evolving, a periodic review of jurisdictional assignments should be made to ensure
flexibility in the system.
Clear assignment is critical for accountability, monitoring and effectiveness of investment and
service delivery policies. The more a responsibility area is shared across different government
levels, the greater clarity is needed to reduce duplication and overlaps.
Clarity does not mean that shared responsibilities should be avoided, as this is by definition
impossible. It means that the way responsibilities are shared should be explicit, mutually
understood and clear for all actors, including citizens

In the context of the NT LDM framework, much initial investment has occurred around
communications and discussions regarding co-design principles and revisiting regional aspirations.
Given the preliminary nature of the policy framework, the focus was perhaps not on a definite
division of responsibilities, but rather a negotiation over where the line would be originally drawn
(between governments and other governance entities), how priorities would be set, at what speed it
might evolve, how it could be tested and revised, and what would be the best ways to ensure that
learning leads to improvements.
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By design, the NT’s LDM is highly asymmetric as it was anticipated that major differences of
attitudes, priorities and readiness would emerge across regions. Flexibility has been built-in for
communities or regions to select and prioritise domains (areas of service delivery) where
participation and greater control would be initially desirable, as well as the process, speed of change
and redesign of governance frameworks needed to achieve decentralisation objectives. The process
of negotiation was intended not only to uncover aspirations, but also gauge eagerness to undertake
the required changes, grasp the implications of doing so and test the readiness to source the
required capabilities locally in some instances and learn and invest locally in others.
•

Guideline 2: Ensure that all responsibilities are sufficiently funded
Access to finance should be consistent with functional responsibilities. Division of financing
responsibilities should ensure that there are no unfunded or underfunded assignments or
mandates.

The situation in NT remote regions is particularly complex in part because most services, and a very
high proportion of domains central to regional economic life, have historically been controlled from
outside the respective regions, which has led to a legacy of limited mainstream social and economic
participation and dependency on government funding and programs. It would have been clear from
the outset that a wide range of funding transfer options need to be considered, from regions seeking
genuine greater fiscal control to make their own investments, to other regions where discrete
initiatives or forms of assistance would be supported to assist LDM implementation, while a
significant number might experience few changes in the short-term.
•

Guideline 3: Strengthen subnational fiscal autonomy to enhance accountability
Subnational governments should have a certain degree of autonomy in the design and delivery of
their public service responsibilities within the limits set by normative regulations, such as
minimum service standards.
Subnational governments need own-source revenues beyond grants and shared tax revenues –
and they need to develop other sources of revenue to have a balanced basket of revenues.

These aspects play a central role in the analysis of OECD countries, and feature as a key determinant
of implementation success or failure in their report. In the NT, the initial objective of the LDM
approach is to increase the ‘voice’, participation and ability to influence the design of public services
that remote regions or communities elect to amend. From the initial documentation, the
“autonomous revenue” dimension appears less developed at the outset, for reasons to be explored.
•

Guideline 4: Support subnational capacity building
Central government should assess capacity challenges in the different regions on a regular basis.
Policies to strengthen capacities should be adapted to the various needs of territories.
Governments should seek to reinforce the capacities of public officials and institutions in a
systemic approach, rather than adopting a narrow focus on technical assistance.
Staff training in the basics of local public financial management should be established. Open,
competitive hiring and merit-based promotion should be ensured.
Special public agencies accessible to multiple jurisdictions should be encouraged in areas of
needed expertise (e.g., regional development agencies, PPP units).

Addressing capacity issues is clearly acknowledged as central to the NT LDM process, and it appears
to be where initial dedicated funding is initially directed, particularly towards governance and other
public roles at the local level. Systematic analysis of capacity is premature, but the intent is to see
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locals appointed wherever feasible; and the success of those investments within willing communities
would constitute a useful early gauge of progress.
•

Guideline 5: Build adequate co-ordination mechanisms across levels of government
Since most responsibilities are shared, it is crucial to establish governance mechanisms to
manage joint responsibilities. Creating a culture of co-operation and regular communication is
essential for effective multilevel governance and successful long-term reform. Tools for vertical
co-ordination include for example dialogue platforms, fiscal councils, standing commissions and
intergovernmental consultation boards, and contractual arrangements.
It is important to avoid multiplying co-ordination mechanisms with no clear role in the decisionmaking process.

These principles are conceived for, and apply to, relatively developed subnational government
systems with extensive responsibilities. These are quite different from the reality for NT remote
decentralisation, at least in its early stages. They are also easier to be systematically rolled-out for
symmetric regional implementations, which is not at all the way it is conceived initially within the NT
LDM. Yet even in the NT, it is acknowledged that oversight and coordination are key to policy
implementation, and specific roles (i.e., regional coordinators) and mechanisms are needed to
balance vertical and horizontal coordination as well as cross-regional harmonization are being
considered.
•

Guideline 6: Support cross-jurisdictional co-operation
Horizontal co-ordination can be carried out using specific matching grants, and by promoting
inter-municipal and interregional co-operation. Metropolitan governance should be promoted as
well. The legal system at the national level should allow such tools.
Rural-urban partnerships should be promoted as a form of cross-jurisdiction collaboration to
enhance inclusive growth by bringing multiple benefits, such as expanding the benefits of
agglomeration economies, to overcome co-ordination failures and strengthen capacity.

Whether the decentralisation effort is interpreted as a service delivery improvement initiative, an
effort to increase equity or a political participation equalisation attempt, questions about
collaboration always arise. Furthermore, the discrepancy between the urban/regional centres in the
NT and the remote regions is acute and the decentralisation effort attempts to uplift the latter in
ways focusing on assisted region-level learning. As claimed earlier, the approaches to be considered
are by no means standardized, nor can they be uniform in their implementation. As much of the
learning needs will be experienced in distinct ways by the regions engaging with the LDM process,
anticipating mechanisms to govern horizontal co-ordination as well as rural-urban partnerships
appear premature at this stage (although should be considered as a prospect). In fact, for intricate
political reasons, many physical, social, and political barriers surrounding remote regions will
constrain the number of considerations that can be contemplated at a time, and it might also be
untimely for some regions to engage in comparisons and sophisticated governance, administrative
or funding collaborations.
•

Guideline 7: Strengthen innovative and experimental governance, and promote citizens’
engagement
Citizens should be empowered through access to information. Ensure that elected local councils
have the ownership and control of citizen participation and engagement initiatives.
Participatory budgeting has the potential to strengthen inclusive governance.
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As above, the principle of distinctive aspirations, levels of readiness and historical governance
implementations implies that types of participation and early co-redesign efforts will differ between
regions, and some regions or local authorities might not be keen to disturb the status quo.
•

Guideline 8: Allow and make the most of asymmetric decentralisation arrangements
Asymmetric decentralisation should be supported by effective vertical and horizontal coordination mechanisms and needs to go hand in hand with an effective equalisation system. An
asymmetric decentralisation approach should be based on dialogue, transparency and
agreements between all main stakeholders, and be part of a broader strategy of territorial
development.
The way asymmetric responsibilities are allocated should be explicit, mutually understood and
clear for all actors. To the greatest extent possible, participation in an asymmetric arrangement
should remain voluntary.

On face value, the principles surrounding asymmetric and voluntary pathways to decentralisation
are strongly supported in the NT-LDM approach, although it must be recognised that remote regions
start from a low bargaining position, hold unequal levels of trust towards the central government
(and specific coalitions of actors), and exhibit a limited capabilities base. It can be expected that a
lengthy time investment in clarifying each region’s chosen path is necessary, and that detailing
objectives and responsibilities carefully must occur.
•

Guideline 9: Consistently improve transparency, enhance data collection, and strengthen
performance monitoring
National governments should develop performance-monitoring systems to monitor
decentralisation and regional development policies: they need to remain simple with a
reasonable number of requirements/indicators.
Higher level governments need to monitor subnational performance in critical service areas
based upon a minimum set of standardised indicators and provide timely feedback, as well as
benchmark inter-local performance in service delivery.
Subnational governments need to be subject to higher-level regulations and fiscal rules to ensure
fiscal discipline and fiscal sustainability.

These principles apply typically to any major policy reforms and constitute problematic domains
commonly poorly implemented. Irrespective of doctrines and good intentions professed towards
transparency, monitoring or evaluation, these activities are rarely executed in ways that can credibly
inform future policy design. This is particularly challenging when ‘learning’ is incorporated (itself an
outcome) and where program objectives are anticipated to evolve, or to be revised by either higher
level or subnational governments and communities. From the documentation examined, such vague
but reasonable intentions apply to the NT LDM and lead to restricted clarity around implementation
intents.
•

Guideline 10: Strengthen national regional development policies and equalisation systems and
reduce territorial disparities
The equalisation programme must not be looked at in isolation from the broader fiscal system,
especially conditional transfers. Equalisation arrangements need to be carefully designed to
promote the tax and development efforts of subnational governments. Fiscal equalisation
policies need in particular to be accompanied by pro-active regional development policies to
offset the potential negative incentives of such systems.
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These considerations are broadly relevant, but do not apply strictly to NT’s regional decentralisation
because remote economies, and in particular their ongoing direct and indirect dependency on NTG
and AG funding. But it is worth noting that some specific regions or community groups who have
historically benefited from resources exploitation have recently been in a better position to lead
their own economic development and voiced their intentions to do so because of the wealth
accumulated.
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APPENDIX 3: The making of the local decision-making approach adopted by
the NT: Contextualizing the LDM literature for remote aboriginal regions
While the NT approach to LDM is distinct from others proposed or implemented around Australia, it
has been informed by a literature review that it sponsored, which has provided a background to the
NT developing its own policy approach. That report itself covers many areas of literature, is owned
by the NTG and addresses specific elements that were of interest to the government early in the
process, covers many more aspects than those discussed below, and some fragments are extracted.
PwC Australia (2017) Local Decision Making – Literature review, for the Department of the
Chief Minister, Northern Territory Government, August 2017 (provided in confidence to the
research team by DCMC).
The PwC literature review was prepared to help with setting the directions, principles, and
implementation of the policy. The Executive Summary of the report states that ...
The NT Government has committed to a 10-year ‘Local Decision-Making’ (LDM) strategy to
provide Aboriginal communities with greater decision-making authority around the services
that are provided to them. Similar initiatives have commenced in other jurisdictions in the
past few years, providing some useful evidence around practices that may be worth
considering in an NT context. At this early stage of the LDM journey, the NTG is seeking to
answer some key questions:
What works and what does not?
How do we know when things are on track?
What are some tools, methodologies or approaches which are worth considering as part of
Local Decision Making?
Is Local Decision Making about a single issue, or multiple issues, or across all services in a
specific community?
Answering these questions will require more than a typical Literature Review. As a result, this
document seeks to move beyond an evidence base to explore some useful examples of LDM
or place-based programs and practices; outlines some methodologies/approaches that may
prove of use to the NTG on the next stages of the LDM journey; and highlights
implementation related issues such as the use of data, monitoring and evaluation, and a
system of continuous quality improvement.
As the above NTG interrogation about ‘what works’ to achieve greater local decision-making and
empower Aboriginal communities was both complex and ambitious (and probably premature insofar
as expecting to uncover unambiguous evidence-based advice in the literature), the report suitably
overviews many examples and describes suggested models. It contains a patchwork of suggested
approaches found mainly in Australia (with some international examples), connecting a variety of
sets of beliefs (about what works) or values (about what is assumed to be regional desires) reflecting
work that is largely abstract or was developed with specific contexts in mind. It shows well that the
models described asked similar questions, used common terminology and narratives to reflect on
the nature of the policy interface between remote Aboriginal lives and government, and applied
them to disparate contexts. Although well-known themes originating from previous policy design
attempts (such as engagement, collaboration, decision-making, governance, etc.) are abundantly
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utilised across all the models appraised (with a focus deliberately on regional and remote), the
review shows that as a collection, LDM ‘models’ also vary with respect to other dimensions:
•
•

•
•
•

The extent to which some models are very abstract and intended to be ‘universal’ while others
mainly explore the logic of specific regional implementation;
The extent to which some are focused mainly on government services (emphasizing
decentralisation dynamics and the attainment of short-term goals linked to services provision)
while others are unequivocally conceived as pathways towards empowerment or selfdetermination;
The extent to which they incorporate stages or a time dimension reflecting a progressive theory
or logic around policy development;
Whether they explicitly establish a well-considered logic, theory, or carefully explained causal
linkages linking the implementation of LDM to its goals;
Whether they incorporate strong preliminary evidence or credible strategies to gather that
evidence to back their hypothetical effectiveness and/or likelihood of success in achieving stated
objectives (an evaluation strategy).

It stems from PwC’s overview that among prevailing models, a proportion constitute abstract
conceptions of recipes for socio-economic improvements, while others describe specific regional
policy implementations. This results in a fragmented set of narratives fundamentally context-, scaleand/or location- specific by design. In fact, most models are best interpreted as pilots which to this
day lack rigorous evidence backing, despite the fact that they highlight the need for credible
evaluation strategies and resources. The PwC review also highlights on several occasions that by
nature and design, LDM models entail unavoidable idiosyncrasies that can be attributed to the
distinct aspirations and opportunities that characterise particular communities, which makes them
difficult to generalise.
In that sense, the PwC report helps identifying the main common threads as well as significant
ambiguities surrounding the interpretation Local Decision Making (LDM) as a policy process or an
ultimate self-determination objective. It also facilitates the assessment of which various LDM models
appear to reasonably fit the NT’s remote contexts, and whether implicit behavioural assumptions
surrounding community behaviour and responses to policy changes reflect those contexts. The
report informed and influenced from the outset the directions taken by the NTG as it embarked on a
LDM journey and while designed its own policy approach.
It is also useful to note that a large proportion of the literature sources considered in the PwC review
can be categorised as ‘grey’ because dominated by reports or webpages from government, NGOs,
advocacy groups’, etc. This entails that many are prescriptive, loose on evidence, and yet perhaps
make unwarranted claims about what is known ‘to work’ or ‘what works’ best since there is no
evidence presented within those sources. That grey literature rarely explicitly establishes what
(about or within the models) is considered universal, what is appropriate in ways that may be
arbitrary, based on shared beliefs rather than evidence; although it can occasionally be backed by
more systematic analysis, evidence, and peer-reviewed publications. Those advocacy claims contrast
considerably with the much more cautious claims by the OECD report and their relentless
examination of logic, counter-arguments and credibility of the evidence. Lastly, we note that
although LDM models in general can be expansive and explicitly reflect broad and profound
ambitions of a variety of Aboriginal communities and regions, the NTG has been consistent and clear
around its initial LDM focus on ‘government services delivery’ and strictly on its distant regions
which feature some of the most remote communities in Australia.
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It is neither feasible nor desirable to review the PwC review given that it had its own purpose and
can be consulted. Our overview instead will proceed initially by extracting key themes that are
regularly mentioned in the LDM literature in general, further described in the PwC report and cut
across most models and appear to constitute building blocks across contexts.

Common theme 1: Engagement and Collaboration
Although these two terms are somewhat related and appear frequently in research or policy
literatures related to Aboriginal politics, governance and/or government administration, they are
often used loosely, once more because of the variety of contexts and situations where they are
branded as key principles. The PwC review reiterates their significance among the models examined
and suggests useful distinctions for LDM analysis. In that particular contexts, it portrays
“collaboration” as a desirable attribute associated with effective design and implementation of
services, while “engagement” is a desired (or looked-for) ongoing political dialogue between
government and Aboriginal communities or authorities that surround participate in Aboriginal
Affairs, but is not limited to, any LDM initiative implementation.
On collaboration, it states that:
The literature concerning service delivery in Aboriginal communities indicates that even with
well-considered policies, there can be issues with the appropriate systems, and infrastructure
to support a whole-of-government strategy. Moreover, there has traditionally been a low
level of collaboration between Government and Communities in terms of the design and
implementation of services. (PwC review, p3)
The low level of collaboration acknowledged above is indeed the rationale for LDM. In that context,
it refers to wanted linkages that need to be embedded within the design and implementation
process and constituting objectives as such. The report refers to the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples which incorporates similar reflections on the link between
collaboration and the development of distinct Indigenous decision-making institutions (PwC, p.7).
Aboriginal people should be meaningfully involved in decision making to ensure strong
engagement. This engagement should ideally occur early and in an open and transparent
way, engaging with the community at regular stages of the discussions.
The likelihood of tensions between decision-making mechanics and governance systems is
recognised. It stems from conflict between the legitimacy and role of individual versus community
rights and needs as they are perceived and interpreted in different settings where Traditional
owners, other Aboriginal (non-TO) Aboriginal residents and non-Aboriginal residents cohabit, and
inter-mingle in spaces containing specific cross-clan configurations. Furthermore, those
considerations affect decisions and choices across different services’ domains in different ways. It is
clear that administrative efficiency in the delivery of services appears simple if customers are
theorised as relatively uniform in their decision approaches and aspirations. Then they can easily be
notionally represented by few local leaders or established and proven governance structures. But
this is rarely a valid hypothesis in and across most remote contexts. From a services delivery
viewpoint, there is therefore a tension between the level and type of collaboration required to
achieve for instance cost effectiveness, low transaction costs (in design and implementation) and a
significant possibility of political bargaining bottlenecks.
The PwC report accordingly mentions a fundamental tension between equity and representation,
identifying excessive consultation as an ongoing concern, and the possibly differing views of those
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holding strong decision-making positions, those seeking a voice as consumers, those seeking a voice
as excluded communities, etc. Irrespective of those expected challenges that require collaboration
to be resolved, it further supports the view that:
Collaboration is most appropriate and effective in addressing problems that cannot be solved
by a single service provider because of their complexity and multidimensional nature. (PwC,
p.9)
Engagement on the other hand often refers to a spectrum or relationships (when comparing
jurisdictions or governments) or a political journey that Indigenous populations and host
governments must navigate (when advocating political change), irrespective of whether LDM is on
the agenda. In that sense, it is presented as a ‘necessary’ pre-condition for LDM success (but not
‘sufficient’), which incorporates relatively well-known components (consultation, historical
recognition, fully informed participation, etc.). LDM models seeking to improve engagement
emphasize different aspects and advocates regularly criticize what they see as conventional,
unpersuasive, or even deceitful forms of consultation. Those models incorporate many discussions
about the optimal amount and timing of consultation, which must be addressed on a case-by-case
basis. Some emphasize the importance of explicit framing so that engagement becomes specifically
associated with a ‘problem and solution’ context and leads to outcome-focused collaboration for
services improvements (rather than indistinct engagement process where agreement on vague and
long-term political vision is sought).
The ultimate purpose of collaborating is to uphold a basis for trust and dialogue while recognising
that ‘different value frameworks’ cohabit and yet can work effectively as long as engagement is
maintained. While many of those principles (in Australia at least) seem to originate from, or have
strongly been influenced by, Closing-the-Gap research and policy design efforts, it must be clarified
that many reviewed models do not necessarily recognise or address clearly that dichotomy (between
collaboration and engagement), and that the terms can be used very loosely.

The PwC representation (extracted from 2017; figure 2, page 6) can appear confusing initially (to the
extent that it is titled ‘3 key considerations’) but seems to portray a sequence with 3 stages where
development from historic forms of engagement towards problem-specific engagement are
formative steps headed for collaborative decision-making, which fits the report’s narrative.
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Common theme 2: Whole-of-government perspective
These terms have equally become frequently reiterated in ‘government speak’ and acquired prosaic
status, although they should refer to distinct and improved institutional designs rather than
intentions. The connection established in the PwC review with problem-driven collaboration is fitting
in that sense, as it is intended to refer to a clear redesign of priorities and decisions within
government process and relationships with remote regions that is linked to specific goals. Although
the ‘whole-of-government’ theme appears well established in the grey literature included in the PwC
review, its references to Closing the Gap as an exemplar appears badly chosen not only because it is
difficult to see it as a source of harmony between the governments involved, but also because of its
low level of outcomes achievements which raise questions about its potentially excessive scope.
On the narrow grounds of strict bureaucratic efficiency, the ‘whole-of-government’ perspective
seems fitting and yet remains complex and debatable. One the one hand, it is indeed intuitively
sensible to expect that multifaceted policy problems would require multiple, cross-agency efforts
and could be tackled only if concurrent bottlenecks are addressed. On the other hand, connecting
recurrently large numbers of decisionmakers with diverging interests or priorities to agree and
address wide suites of problems could actually obstruct progress on specific matters where fewer
parties would have a better chance of creating a shared vision:
‘whole of government’ coordination approach is defined by the Australian Public Service
Commission as: public service agencies working across portfolio boundaries to achieve a
shared goal and an integrated response to particular issues. Approaches can be formal and
informal. They can focus on policy development, program management and service delivery.
Whole of government coordination occurs at three levels:
• between Australian government agencies
• between different levels of government
• between the public, private, non-profit and community sectors.
The Australian Government have long recognised the need to implement a whole of
government approach, which is driven by:
• the demands of citizens
• new information and communications technologies
• pressure on public sector budgets
• experimentation with new ways to deliver services [PwC, p.9]

LDM distinctiveness: Long-term aspirations and self-determination
A distinctive aspect of most LDM models connected with Aboriginal communities seeking greater
involvement in decision-making encompassing government services design and delivery in remote
contexts is that they usually explicitly embed long-term empowerment and self-determination goals.
Irrespective of whether they are framed as advocacy tools for Aboriginal stakeholders or refer simply
to government policy frameworks, LDM aspirations are broader than strict decentralisation agendas.
Policies aiming to provide remote stakeholders with greater say in the design and delivery of services
constitute generally only one component of a suite of programs that aim to address broader political
and economic changes.
In response to government policies and in the pursuit of self-determination, Aboriginal
communities have also been working hard to increase their governance and community
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capacity in order to engage and respond effectively; both internally (within their
communities) and externally (with service providers, governments and others). […] As the
interest in new approaches emerged, so too did the interest in local communities
determining their own futures, and taking more of a leadership role in helping to design
solutions to issues in their community. [PwC, p.3-4]
But to this day, the models suggested are exceedingly different from each other in their design and
purpose (conceptual exercise, advocacy tools, policy frameworks, etc). Also, they display varying
levels of clarity and precision with respect to their assumptions, their logic, and even the
conceptualisation of what empowerment and self-determination ultimately signify on theoretical,
practical or monitoring and evaluation grounds. Many of the best known such models originate from
the international literature on poverty and place-based approaches. The specific ways some
interpret and adapt the latter are described in the PwC review, but are outside the scope of this
report. Only a small number of Australian policy frameworks included will be briefly mentioned
below.

LDM conceptualisation challenges
a) The prevalence of services design aspects
While both the PwC and OECD reports discussed in this overview are clearly focused on rethinking
the mechanisms and implications (political, administrative and financial) of various ways of involving
downstream services recipients/users to address a number of objectives or motives discussed
earlier. Some place-based models treat the focus on government services as a policy tool or
direction derivative of the more significant social, political and economic self-determination agenda
they advocate. In that sense, they cautiously support decentralisation on principle, as long as it does
not result in any policy reversal that could harm broader political goals and as long as it does not
portray Aboriginal communities essentially as services recipients in any vision of their future. This is
more clearly established in some approaches than others, and sometime indeterminate in
government-framed visions, as when the PwC report claims:
More recently, governments have increasingly adopted the principles of human centred
design for policy design and implementation – an approach which seeks to have the service
recipient at the heart of the design process. In the context of Indigenous affairs, this includes
Local Decision Making initiatives in NSW; Aboriginal Regional Assemblies in South Australia;
and a regionalisation focus for the Federal Indigenous Affairs. [p4]
The explosion in the number and variety of LDM-like models proposed in a variety of literatures in
the last decade, including many transitory proposals applicable to a specific place, shows the great
interest in progressing these issues. But they lack clarity around conceptual principles and/or
behavioural-political conjectures. This in turn prevents sufficient logical and program clarity needed
to elicit constructive criticisms, support valid comparisons (given the number of claims made about
knowledge regarding ‘what works’), or allow building an evidence-base at this stage.
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b) The nature and operational usefulness of progression models
The PwC report refers to the NT’s LDM-Influence model that had been previously tabled in the NT
Legislative Assembly (19 June 2017) 1 and best initially expressed the vision of the Gunner
government. The central role of involvement in rethinking services, collaborating and eventually
controlling services delivery constitutes a legitimate approach, given the historical context of remote
communities and local economies in the NT, and the current political and economic dependency on
established government policies and bureaucratic administrations. The model remains an accurate
reflection of the approach subsequently developed (since 2017), and which has since incorporated
some elements identified in the PwC review. Subsequent and ongoing implementation work has
been attempting to operationalise and build indicators to reflect progress along those initial stages
for future assessment. Irrespective of the approach taken, this will be challenging given the built-in
flexibility in the model and policy, encouraging regions or communities to progress on that notional
path according to their own priorities and at the speed they deem reasonable.
The most unmistakable message from that model is the need for ‘government’ (in fact governments,
bureaucracies, their partnering NGOs and the business sector services delivery arms) to deliberately
attempt to make room for local regions and communities to make decisions, take responsibilities
and self-govern in selected areas. This reflects the binary nature of the model. The colour-based
dichotomy is not intended to signify an opposition, but rather a shift in ‘influence’ around decisions
and control over the use of resources and policy directions.
c) Scale: Local, community, regional? The scale of LDM implementation
As for the analysis of decentralisation in general, it is often assumed in LDM that there is an
established or final “downwards destination” that is being agreed and considered realistic to execute
the devolution of decisions, choices, capabilities, etc. In the decentralisation literature, the transfer
1

<https://parliament.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/432926/TP-2-1-Local-Decision-Making-Influence-Model.pdf>
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of responsibilities and decisions is generally represented as abstract steps from national to state to
regional and/or local. In the case of LDM, it appears to refer to abstract ‘communities’ as
appropriate notional entities where needs and views are likely to sufficiently converge to be
manageable. Yet in reality, there are no established rules or standards about how far to go and what
is likely to work, nor recognised guidelines about the advantages and disadvantages of different
scales for LDM implementation.
The language in the many examples examined in the PwC report often suggests that ‘communities’
(rarely defined as such) can self-determine, yet that they are likely to be ill-equipped in terms of
administrative and governance capabilities. It does appear that diverse motivations and interests
might exist around the choice of definition for ‘community’. For instance, potential tensions could
arise between the views and expectations of pre-existing governance entities and organisations, for
instance those supporting the needs and interests of Traditional Owners and those representing the
delivery of services within regions incorporating a greater variety of residents. The NSW approach
described in the PwC report appears to have taken a pragmatic approach in circumventing potential
problems and using pre-defined regions “that could ‘plug into’ government in a meaningful way”
(PwC, p.23). It is probably perceived as a realistic first step to test the waters, until more convincing
stages toward self-determination and empowerment can be considered, and in fact defined by
communities’ discussions themselves.
d) Cases
Both the OCHRE and the Murdi Paaki Regional Assembly from NSW are superficially described in the
PwC report (which isn’t repeated here). In both cases (and most other examples described in that
report), the general objective of better aligning services to meet the needs of individuals and
families appears central in the rhetoric, rather than economic empowerment objectives which
appear like a poorly articulated long-distance vision. Many of the models incorporate similar
narratives, and it is the existence or absence of pre-existing Aboriginal governance structures and/or
organisations in those accounts that seem to determine the nature of the planning process
establishing priorities around services delivery. Specific examples in WA (e.g., Fitzroy Futures Forum)
and SA are discussed in terms of their principles, but not really examined in terms of their
implementation, and even less in terms of the alignment of an actual program logic with stated
objectives. Appendix 6.1 of the PwC report which provides more details around the NSW example is
perhaps an exception, as it evokes a rudimentary general logic, although the causal connections
described appear admittedly very loose and the relationships between the five more or less
compatible long-term outcomes are not critically considered in the report.
The report also briefly presents a series of initiatives around the world (sometimes in environments
quite different from that of the NT) using the terminology ‘Local Decision Making’ to refer to social
programmes that aim to give a voice to a variety of communities around issues of education,
suburban wellbeing, social services delivery, inter-generational outcomes, etc. Relatively more
developed concepts such as that of ‘Empowered Communities’ are cursorily mentioned. These have
much more ambitious and comprehensive logics, the analysis of which is beyond the scope of the
current review. (https://empoweredcommunities.org.au/)

Conclusion of the literature overview
This overview was an exploration attempting to understand what the key literatures that influenced
the NT LDM policy approach has most likely been, how they are framed and why the literature
(including policy frameworks) appear so loosely structured and unclear with respect to their
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objectives. Furthermore, it made use of the work of others who have undertaken more
comprehensive efforts to assess parts of this policy domain, in particular the OECD (2019) and PwC
(2017) reports. Initial attention was directed towards the nature and possible ambiguity surrounding
the ‘motives’ utilised that appear to drive either decentralisation and LDM as a policy direction,
when proposed by advocates, by researchers or explicit government agendas. This was triggered by
the apparent overlap and intent mix-up observed between stated objectives in many narratives
(identified when setting up this project) which appear to result in disconnects between purpose and
achievements. Irrespective of whether it is even conceivable that those promoting decentralisation
have a clear vision of what the outcomes of such far-reaching policies might be, the questions of
what is driving such structural change, how implementation is conducted and whether documented
and credible outcomes aligned with the initial intention can be identified must remain ‘of interest’
for policymakers, especially in regions attempting to comprehend the opportunities and risks
associated with such changes.
The first part of the overview suggested that the most common and intuitive assumption backing
arguments in favour of decentralisation appears to be that ‘local’ interests and perspectives will
improve and be stimulated because of the closeness to the service delivery bottlenecks that are
expected to be addressed. But the overlay of blurred objectives prevents any sense of verification or
attempts to assess achievements or attribute apparent success or failure to specific frameworks or
design.
The second part, extracted from a comprehensive recent OECD (2019) international review focused
on decentralisation implementation provided a worthy update and amalgamation of experiences in
a variety of contexts. It focuses on common central government objectives in providing functional
systems, while they attempt to support their regional and local constituents. There appears to be
valuable implementation principles that can be extracted from the documented experiences arising
from mainstream contexts, in both well-off and poorer countries or regions. This report pays
particular attention to the coherence and connections between types and levels of decentralisation
(administrative, funding, political, etc) as well as the need for restructures to occur both within the
downstream service architecture as well as the role of upstream bureaucracies, which appear
backed by accumulated evidence. While not focused on Aboriginal communities or remote regions
and concentrated on government services delivery, those observations and derived principles
appear strongly relevant to the latter.
The third part summarized aspects of a report funded by the NTG (PwC 2017) that specifically aimed
to inform the LDM approach intended for remote Aboriginal regions that had been proposed and
made public. Many of the models are inspired by motivations linked to a desire to re-establish
harmony or facilitate divergence (from mainstream political structures), recognise distinctiveness
and aspire to revise control over services as a pathway towards empowerment and greater political,
social and economic autonomy. While that emphasis colours the language and rationale of advocacy
documents and analysis, decisions around traditional government-delivered services embody similar
challenges and opportunities as those found in the decentralisation literature. The PwC report was
designed to present the ‘Aboriginal LDM’ agenda as found in Australia and other comparable
jurisdictions and expose the key principles behind them, some of which have been discussed above.
Together, the three sections conceivably provide a useful overview of some of the ideas that have
shaped this complex policy agenda, the reasons and ways it has been advocated. The emphasis in
this report is on the challenges faced by government and bureaucracy in developing, vindicating and
sustaining the aspirations behind it, rather than evaluating the perspectives of, and outcomes for,
remote Aboriginal regions.
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APPENDIX 4: Northern Territory Local Decision Making cases
Case study A: The LDM Journey of the Miyarrka Region, East Arnhem Land
Gapuwiyak lies on the shore of Lake Evella, 120kms west of Nhulunbuy. With a population of close to
1000 people, it is the largest community in the Gumurr Miyarrka Ward (Miyarrka) in the East
Arnhem region of the Northern Territory. Whilst the population is predominantly Yolngu
(approximately 95%), there are eighteen different Yolngu clans in the community and homelands.
Currently, there is no Local Decision-Making Agreement in Gapuwiyak. However, independentlyfacilitated workshops are being held across the Region to engage communities in planning for their
future.
‘So, the policy is, policy framework is pretty, flexible and we (Northern Territory Government)
can engage with you, know local government authorities or we can engage with Aboriginal
Corporations or cultural structures so the agreement-making process can incorporate quite a
flexible approach. If it's not an organization building type where any funding or other
commitments flow, it needs to be worked out, but the idea of making an Agreement with
clan leaders is contemplated in LDM policy, so that that I think is quite doable but how the
Agreement will be written and it's legal construct, though, would be, it's still something
we're kind of grappling with’.
‘We’re not making any assumptions about what the structure would look like in the Miyarrka
region but I think in time they will come to contemplate themselves what that structure
would look like and so it might be part of the Agreement-making process itself that identifies
the support we can provide for that process, so it can be quite formative. A report will come
back from the Miyarrka workshop, and it will point out a whole lot of really big challenges for
government around that, and then we'll have to take that back to the policymakers in
Darwin and see how we unpack that, but one of them will be absolutely the question about
what kind of structure an Agreement could take’.
In Gapuwiyak, two Aboriginal Corporations exist; a Traditional Owner Corporation for the town
itself, Milindji Aboriginal Corporation, the Marrkula clan, and, the Goŋ-Ḏäl Aboriginal Corporation,
comprising homelands leaders. Whilst Milindji’s income is predominantly derived from township
leasing, NT Government leases and other s19 leases on their land, Goŋ-Ḏäl is a social enterprise that
has its own aspirations for business creation in the homelands. These two Corporations make up the
55 leaders the Northern Territory Government has met with as a collective leadership group in the
Miyarrka region.
‘When we deal with preparatory work, we ask people to take their hats off when they come
into the discussion because some people wear as many as four or five different hats not only
their own Corporation hat. They might be a member of the Local Authority or the Regional
Council. They might be a member of the Land Council, or on the Executive so some of them
have up to four or five hats. So, the discussion we had with them was very much around how
do you collectively make decisions for the benefit of the region? And how do we continue to
work with your boards around your own economic aspirations? So, I think the agreement
that flows out of the Miyarrka region will contemplate the aspirations of the two different
boards. But then at a higher level, there will be collective decision-making around things that
impact families, youth, community safety, policing, law and justice. I think there's kind of two
dimensions there. I can't predict that, but I feel like that's where we're heading’.
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An example of this collective decision-making is evident in planning for the new Child and Family
Centre in Gapuwiyak. Both boards are deeply engaged in the process from a leadership perspective,
but when they ‘take their hats off’ and consider what is best for the Centre, there has been some
real progress.
‘When we talk about setting up the actual Child and Family Centre, Milinji's got property
development aspirations, and they're going to provide the land and the building, and we're
(Northern Territory Government) going to lease that back from them and then Goŋ-Ḏäl is
interested in being the operator of the service because they've got a really strong sort of
desire to be a service type organisation. But collectively, they're making decisions about how
those decisions are being made. So, I think it's really interesting like it's that process that’s
actually brought the two, the town TOs together with the Homeland leaders for the first time
in I think probably last 15 years. So, it's been really heartening to see that people if you give
people something to work on how quickly they do see the benefits and how quickly they put
aside some of the sort of the normal politics of the organization’.
An outcome of the LDM journey in Gapuwiyak could be a model of how clan leadership can be
recognised that ultimately determines how Government works with local organisations around
delivering services and developing capacity.

Case study B: Working with Multiple Implementation Plans in a LDM Agreement - Groote
Archipelago Local Decision-Making Agreement
The Northern Territory Government signed a nine-year Agreement in November 2019 with the
Anindilyakwa Land Council (ALC) to progress Local Decision-Making in priority transition areas as
identified by the ALC. The Groote Archipelago Local Decision-Making Agreement identifies short,
medium and long-term priorities for transition to regional and local control and sets out timeframes
and processes to settle detailed implementation plans for each service transition.
The Agreement provides a platform for the Anindilyakwa people to:
• transition to community control agreed service delivery areas that are the responsibility of
the Northern Territory Government;
• develop and prosper according to their views and needs for the future of their children and
grandchildren; and
• have enhanced relations with the Northern Territory Government which are harmonious and
cooperative.
The Groote Archipelago is situated off the eastern coast of Arnhem Land in the Gulf of Carpentaria,
approximately 650 km from Darwin. It includes Groote Eylandt and numerous small named and
unnamed islands. The communities included in the scope of the Groote Archipelago LDM Agreement
are Angurugu, Umbakumba, Milyakburra, Anindilyakwa Homelands, and Alyangula (subject to
agreement by GEMCO where appropriate). The Groote Eylandt Mining Company (GEMCO) started
mining high grade manganese ore on Groote Eylandt in 1964.
The Agreement identified six key service delivery areas for the transition of services to community
control in the short to medium term. Although heavily impacted by COVID-19, significant progress has
been made. The first three implementation plans for Housing, Economic Development and Law,
Justice and Rehabilitation were signed in June 2019 and a fourth for Education was signed in April
2020. These implementation plans include a work plan with key performance indicators and
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milestones which are linked to the transfer of responsibility and funding arrangements. This level of
LDM maturity is not necessarily evident across all regions in the Northern Territory.
‘So, our most significant LDM agreement in the region is the Groote Island Agreement. It’s a
massive level of change for government to let go of control and in lots of sectors’.
‘So, one of the things that's great about Groote Island is how well organized the leadership of
Groote is. All 14 clans are represented quite equally on the Land Council. The decisions about
land are made in a very cohesive consensus-based approach. There’s no problem in setting up
LDM groups, they already had those structures worked out before we arrived to talk about
that, and they engage really quickly in the process, which means we've seen really accelerated
change’.

Housing

The overarching outcome sought is a single, sustainable, diverse and culturally appropriate community
housing system across all towns and satellite communities (considered Homelands by the NT
Government) in the Groote Archipelago that the Anindilyakwa people control and take responsibility
for.
Housing is the most progressed of all the service delivery areas with the Anindilyakwa Housing
Aboriginal Corporation (AHAC) achieving registration as a Community Housing Provider in early 2021,
facilitating the transfer of maintenance services and tenancy management for housing across the
Archipelago. The transfer of Township Leases to a community-controlled entity is also under
discussion. AHAC is also an employer of increasing numbers of local Aboriginal people.
‘Great governance and infrastructure that sits over the top there. They've been through
various forms before so a lot of people on that island who are on ALC and the Archipelago have
a good understanding of decision making, what they need to do so they quickly realized that
the intent was to try and create employment for Aboriginal people or for Aboriginal business
enterprises. They took the step to set up a housing entity that would be the body that would
then ultimately manage those housing facilities.
‘They've got a really great local workforce which is starting to develop so you can see where
the structures are well organized from the outset in terms of how they want to engage the
leaders and want to engage with government you can get quite an accelerated pathway. But
they've also got resources that they are put into it, so they're investing as much as
government are in housing’.
‘Wherever possible we will transition our service to community control, whether that's
education, health, housing like we would like housing you know, to be a much bigger feature
and it is in a couple of our agreements like it'll be $18 million worth of public assets in Groote
that will be transferred over’.

Economic Development

The overarching outcome sough is a viable, culturally rich and sustainable two-stream (diversified)
economy in the Groote Archipelago, not dependent upon mining royalty income, which is controlled
by Anindilyakwa people. Traditional Owners are partnering in a joint venture to mine manganese on
Winchelsea Island, making them commercial partners, not passive recipients of royalties, and, the ALC
has co-invested in upgrading telecommunications infrastructure. Discussions have also commenced
with the private sector regarding large-scale aquaculture opportunities, the development of a logistics
hub and development of tourism infrastructure and services to both support new developments and
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attract high-end tourism. Investigation into a large-scale solar farm as a long-term sustainable power
solution post-mining has also commenced.
‘In Groote there is a huge economic agenda that we're getting behind through the general
Agreement’.

Law, Justice and Rehabilitation

The overarching outcome sought is an increase the involvement and leadership of Anindilyakwa
people in the justice system, including access to rehabilitative services. The ALC have developed a
Community Justice Group (CJG), that will assist towards making the community safer and the justice
system fairer for local people. The ALC will partner with the North Australia Aboriginal Justice Agency
(NAAJA) who will provide initial support and build capacity within the CJG. The CJG will inform
initiatives in the new Northern Territory Aboriginal Justice Agreement, including a new Alternative to
Custody facility to be constructed on Groote Eylandt.
‘In Groote Island with the law and Justice group, we're looking at NAARJA being the
coordinator of the Community Justice Group, whilst their ultimate aim is to have a local
organization controlling that coordination of that group and the integration with the justice
system, but that NARRJA would start with it with a sunset date, and they would come in and
then step out at an agreed point in time. So, there's kinds of various elements with individual
staff training through the capacity building being built into the processes’.

Education

The overarching outcome sought is a new, community-controlled, bi-lingual education system in the
Groote Archipelago that allows for Anindilyakwa people to control and take responsibility for their
own schools, has a curriculum to enable Anindilyakwa people to live in both worlds, and facilitates a
single governance model for education in the Groote Archipelago.
The ALC has formed the Groote Eylandt and Bickerton Island Primary College Aboriginal Corporation
(GEBIPCAC) to design, build and manage an Independent Boarding School for primary school age
children. The National Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA) has agreed to fund construction from the
Aboriginal Benefits Account (ABA). In addition, a bi-lingual curriculum will be implemented across all
education facilities in the Archipelago and an ongoing program to develop Anindilyakwa education
workers has been established.
‘So, the in Groote Island Agreement, one of their aspirations is to establish a boarding school
and bilingual curriculum and local teachers so you can look at it from that agenda and our
commitment has been to provide a commitment of a teacher trainer who lives on Island,
through the LDM. Then the aspiration really is that those teachers come through the public
system and then ultimately become the teachers at the boarding school and it's a primary
boarding school, by the way. That's one interesting model, and also built into the Agreement
is the commitment around the teacher training.’
‘Groote was very clear on how they wanted to take education forward, initially with their own
boarding school and then bringing the Groote Community Schools together under one
governance model to form one school, so they have a long-term plan. They've worked on that
plan with us, but they've also said to us look these are the elements we need so we're using
people with expertise here to help inform that so particularly around bilingual education.
We've assisted them around training and the things that they need there and we're doing that
and then standing back a little bit to let them lead because we think that's a really critical
piece’.
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‘The education system is slowly changing on Groote, but you know that's really, it’s an area
where some of the reforms needed, to be quite, systemic and are quite challenging and were
making slow progress, but the Agreement gives us the vehicle to make change’.

Health

The overarching outcome sought is the transition of control and responsibility for health clinics in the
Groote Archipelago from NT Health to an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation
nominated by the Anindilyakwa people. A request to extend the deadline for finalising the Health
Implementation Plan has been given until the end of October 2021.

Local Government

The overarching outcome sought is that Anindilyakwa people take responsibility for local government
in the Groote Archipelago, by the establishment of an Anindilyakwa Regional Local Government
Council. Although legislative authority has recently been given allowing the Administrator or Minister
for Local Government to formally separate the Groote Archipelago from the East Arnhem Regional
Council, travel restrictions have meant that community consultation will occur in late 2021.
‘So, in the Anandilyakwa context they had a really fond memory of local government, but it
was from when they controlled local government, so their aspirations are to bring local
government back to the island. So, they want to de-amalgamate from the bigger Council and
make Groote Island under the Anandilyakwa Regional Council, or Shire, and so their
aspirations are about bringing some of the things back they have lost over time’.
‘The ultimate model is Groote who want to move towards which is where affectively whatever
money might come to Groote from the Indigenous Advancement Strategy federally or from
the NT government through programs would be funnelled through LDM and then services
designed, you know to meet the needs so they're moving very much towards the idea of kind
of a regional authority which would be having a lot more say about how, not just but who
provides a particular program or service to the point of what other programs and services we
need and how do we prioritize the money that's available and so they're on a pretty amazing
journey in terms of that’.

Case study C: The Many Levels of the Local Decision-Making Journey: Remote and Very
Remote Schools
The Northern Territory’s Indigenous Education Strategy (IES) 2015-2024 laid the initial foundations for
increased local engagement in decision-making in remote and very remote schools.
‘We decided that local decision-making was the right way to underpin the work that we did
across the board in the IES so specifically we then set in place a community consultation team
to assist us with that we titled that Community and Local Decision Making. I suppose our key
strategic drivers then became, how do we get our schools and our communities on a platform
that they're comfortable with, and a pace that they're comfortable with local decision-making
because we were very cautious that we wanted to work with those communities and build
capacity and get them to help us to understand what it is they wanted and then trying to
facilitate that in a way that they were comfortable with’.
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Local decision-making (LDM) allows for an open dialogue in each community. Place-based
arrangements in schools can be made, arrangements that were not previously possible.
‘There's a framework being developed and it's looking at, you know, local jobs and
employment, but more so it's looking at how they deliver education. What's the
communication with the school like and actually having a place-based arrangement?’
What is interesting, is that not one community has put their hand up for their own independent school.

‘What they do want is a lot better, on the continuum (governance) like they don't want to be
an empowered school, they want the one before you know where they have 80% authority but
it's still with education (Department) as it frightens them’.
‘Well, what we wanted is then to give us their aspiration, their vision and then over ten years
we (Northern Territory Government) work towards that. That hasn't happened. They are
looking at right now and this is the only thing we just want to focus on this and then we'll see
if we want to do. The next step, so that that I mean it is what it is, but we expected more, yeah.
I think they wanted some confidence in the process as well’.
LDM in schools has followed two major paths – Community-Led Schools and LEaD (Local Engagement
and Decision-Making) Committees. The latter have been both pre-cursors to school councils and have
been established where school councils existed. Community-Led Schools empower and support
several remote communities to establish formally recognised school decision-making bodies and
mechanisms so they can lead the running of their schools.
Community-Led Schools are schools that are much further down the pathway of local decision-making.
The Northern Territory Government looked to communities where they had long term ambitions in
regard to that change.
‘We fleshed out with them what local decision-making could look like and they were very clear
in their expectations which was great because we needed people who had a bit of a vision of
where they wanted to go and how we could support that. There were no surprises here in
regard to the schools that were ready, these schools had been talking to for years about how
this could happen. The way we set around Community-Led schools was we were very keen that
we weren't shaping the agenda and community was, so we provided additional funding in
places like Gunbalanya for them to bring on some external consultants to work for them and
help them build that model’.
LEaD Committees help build the capacity of Aboriginal parents to work with their local school to inform
and influence education decisions that impact their children. These committees work closely with
schools to ensure the decisions being made on a day-to-day basis better reflect the needs and wants
of parents as well as the wider community.
It became clearly apparent as progressing the establishment of LEaD Committees progressed, that
wider engagement was required to consider: What does a LEaD Committee look like and how does
the Northern Territory Government work with people to establish them?
‘So, the structural piece we had was a team of our Aboriginal staff who would go out and talk
to a community about this being a possibility. Now, are you interested in this? Do you want to
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take this because we were very keen that we didn't want these things to spring up anywhere,
when it was our initiative, it had to be the initiative of the community. We did put a sweetener
around it because when we talked to people about moving into this area, you'd ask people to
say, look, let's start to get you involved in the school. They could make a decision, but that
decision wouldn't yield any result quickly and that was very disheartening for a community, so
we provided some grants so that that committee had some money if they wanted to do
something within the school and they could start some of these projects’.
Bachelor Area School was the first school to have sign off on a LEaD Committee in 2019. There was a
School Council, but although there is primarily Aboriginal children at the school, the School Council
was not representative.
‘Where we had a school council largely everyone on the school council was white and half the
kids in the school were Aboriginal, so we had to get to a position whereby we built steps in the
LEaD committees so they could then be representing the interests of their community and their
kids and so they could grow that, so they became councillors at a later date’.
‘The LEaD Committee there had such a powerful view about what they wanted, and it was
quite inclusive of all the kids in the school, but it was quite a powerful view that they wanted
these strong cultural messages, and they wanted schools to be places of high achievement for
their kids, so they were able to really present for us a good solid vision’.
Now there are over 20 LEaD Committees at different stages of operation and different effectiveness.
‘But we understand that you know, in many communities people have ideas, but there's capacity
building that you got to have for them to be able to take those on. Different communities are at
different stages of where they want to be. What we have is basically people going in, our Aboriginal
staff going in yarning with people first. You know are you interested in this? Is something that could
work and then we've got a five-step process that we help take them through and we gauge them at
each level of the process’.

Case study D: A promising Local Decision-Making Story: Groote Archipelago Local
Decision-Making Agreement Housing Implementation Plan
The first Implementation Plans under the landmark Groote Archipelago Local Decision-Making
Agreement were signed on 19 June 2019. The Groote Archipelago includes the communities of
Angurugu, Umbakumba, Milyakburra, and Satellite communities of Malkala, Bartalumba Bay, Little
Paradise, Four Mile, Thompsons Bay, Emerald River, Salt Lake, Leskie Pools and Yenbakwa. The Groote
LDM Agreement is the most significant in the East Arnhem Region, with actions that impact on the
activities within multiple Northern Territory Government agencies.
The first three priority Implementation Plans in the Groote LDM Agreement cover Housing, Economic
Development and Law, Justice and Rehabilitation. The Implementation Plans set out steps to
transition control of decision making and service delivery from the Northern Territory Government to
the Anindilyakwa people and their organisations.
The Housing Implementation Plan is an agreement between the Anindilyakwa Land Council (ALC), the
Anindilyakwa Housing Aboriginal Corporation (AHAC) and the Northern Territory Government. The
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Anindilyakwa Housing Aboriginal Corporation (AHAC) was established in 2018 (and commenced
operation in May 2019), to facilitate decision making by Anindilyakwa people in respect of the
ownership, location, design, and occupation of community housing across the Groote Archipelago and
to take responsibility for tenancy management, repairs and maintenance and capital upgrades of this
housing over time. Traditional Owners have provided AHAC with a budget from their mining royalties
through the ALC.
The Housing Implementation Plan aims to create of a single, sustainable, diverse and culturally
appropriate community housing system in the Groote Archipelago that the Anindilyakwa people
control and includes:
•
•

•

•

Support for AHAC to become a registered Community Housing Provider under the National
Regulatory Framework.
A five-year, Northern Territory Government and ALC joint-funded capital works program for
housing and associated infrastructure to address overcrowding, provide serviced land and
upgrade existing dwellings. This also includes a significant contribution from the ALC and AHAC
to run a Fixing Houses for Better Health program in all community housing.
A commitment by the Department of Local Government, Housing and Community
Development to progress Remote Contracting Framework Agreements for a range of housing
related services with AHAC and other agreed Anindilyakwa entities.
Progressive transition of all Northern Territory Government community housing on the
Groote Archipelago to AHAC, with negotiations to take place with other relevant
organisations.

The ALC, representing all Traditional Owners across the Archipelago, believed that it was the
insufficient involvement of community members in controlling and taking responsibility in all aspects
of the provision of their housing which was the principal cause of enduring poor outcomes. The Groote
Archipelago Housing Master Plan (2016) and the Groote Housing Guide was developed by the ALC and
Groote Eylandt and Bickerton Island Enterprises (GEBIE) in association with The Fulcrum Agency. The
Plan identifies locations for new housing across the Groote Archipelago and proposes a clear plan for
the staging of these growth areas over the short to medium term. The Guide identifies how the houses
should be built, to exist for the long term, and be culturally and climatically appropriate. The Master
Plan was updated in preparation for the commencement of the Housing Implementation Plan. A key
objective of the Agreement is to build 76 new houses as guided by the agreed Master Plan, which,
when completed is expected to reduce overcrowding by at least 30% over the life of the Agreement.
The agreed outcome for Housing, as stated in the Agreement, is a single, sustainable, diverse and
culturally appropriate community housing system across all towns and satellite communities in the
Groote Archipelago that the Anindilyakwa people control and take responsibility for.
Transitioning assets and infrastructure has proved to be more difficult than the Northern Territory
Government had expected it to be, however:
‘The transition from a government-led housing model to a community housing model to a
model where the community housing provider holds the titles to houses is a huge level of
change, and LDM processes have just accelerated that transition’.
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The process of enacting LDM on the Groote Archipelago (Groote) has been relatively straightforward,
compared to most other locations both within and beyond the East Arnhem Region. This has been put
down to the pre-existing organisation of the leadership, where all 14 clans are equally represented on
the ALC, where royalties are equally distributed and decisions about land are made in a very cohesive
consensus-based approach.
‘There was no politics in setting up the LDM Group as they already had those structures worked
out before we arrived to talk about that, and they engaged very quickly in the process, which
means we’ve seen really accelerated change’.
‘Groote has a very savvy land council; great governance and infrastructure that sits over the
top there. They've been through various forms before so a lot of people on that island who are
on ALC and the Archipelago LDM. Also, TOs have a good understanding of decision making,
what they need to set so they quickly realized that the intent was to try and create employment
for Aboriginal people or for Aboriginal business enterprises. They took the step to set up a
housing entity that would be the body that would then ultimately manage those facilities. The
housing entity also spoke with local government. They wanted to have local government
brought back from East Arnhem across to them. So, you know there was a clear intent from
the community. Certainly, by the key leadership within that group that put these ideas forward
that ultimately got that formalized into a Local Decision-Making Agreement’.
‘After three years of the Agreement, the [AHAC] has received its accreditation or registration
under the Community Housing model and it’s taking on the contracts for repairs and
maintenance and tenancy support. And they’ve got a really great workforce, which is starting
to develop into that space’.
‘So, you can see, where the structures are well organised from the outset in terms of how they
want to engage the leaders and want to engage with government, you can get quite and
accelerated pathway’.
However, what else Groote has in its favour is financial resources, and the ALC is investing as much
money in housing as the Northern Territory Government.
‘Basically, dollar for dollar in housing, so it’s about a $60million investment, $30million coming
from the ALC, so they’ve got a lot of skin in the game, which is awesome’.
In some locations, Aboriginal organisations are considering, quite simply, being service providers, with
the Government remaining the funding body. Under this model, the Government is the contract
manager and still telling organisations what to do, however, the ALC decided they wanted something
quite different.
‘Groote wanted to move towards a model which, where effectively, whatever money might
come to them from the Indigenous Advancement Strategy federally, or the NT Government
through programs, would be funnelled through LDM and then services designed to meet their
needs. So, they’re moving very much towards the idea of a kind of regional authority which
would be having a lot more say about who provides a particular program or service, to the
point of what other programs and services do we need and how do we prioritise the money
that’s available’.
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‘One of the good examples is the way they're now spending the housing money. So, Homelands
get about $2000 a year for housing [from the Commonwealth] and a remote community house
gets about $10,000 a year for housing [from the NTG). What they’re doing through the AHAC
is putting that money together and then providing a community housing service across the
Homelands and the communities and so they pool that funding and then provide a service
according to Community Housing standards’.
‘What the model is actually doing is it shares the money a bit more fairly. Doesn't increase the
funding, it shares the funding. They're also drawing down on Commonwealth Rent Assistance
which wasn't previously available to them, so they're also supplementing that with the various
sort of Homelands funding, which couldn't attract community housing rent assistance which
they will now be able to attract. So, the methodology is increasing the funding coming into the
model of housing. So, you can see a lot of applicability in a region, the idea that the money
could go into a pool’.
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